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FOREWORD
This report was prepared by the AiResearch Manufacturing Company of
Los Angeles, a division of The Garrett Corporation, for the NASA Manned
Spacecraft Center under Contract NAS 9-11592. It contains the result of a
two-year study aimed at the definition of the space shuttle orbiter environ-
mental and thermal control/life support system (ETC/LSS).
The study technical monitor was D.W. Morris and at AiResearch the principal
investigator was J. Rousseau. Other AiResearch personnel who made significant
contributions to the study include K.C. Hwang, K. Ikeda, H. Loule, G.R. Noroshita,
L. Sawamura, and N. Wood.
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I. INTRODUCTION
I
This report summarizes the results of a two-year study of the space
shuttle environmental and thermal control/life support system (ETC/LSS) con-
ducted by the AiResearch Manufacturing Company of Los Angeles for the NASA
r
Manned Spacecraft Center under Contract NAS 9-11592. The major objectives
of the program were to:
(I) Support the NASA inhouse and funded efforts through the vehicle
_w
definition phase of the program
--_ (2) Identify potential probleJ_s
(3) Develep system requirements in terms of maintenance, certification,
":' and ground support requirement
.:;, The entire effort was conducted in major tasks as follows:
Task l--Survey, tradeoff comparison, and preliminary concept
des i gn
Task II--Final conceptual designs and identification of pacing li
technological and oevelopmental problems
Task I II--ETC/LSS refinement
Task IV--ETC/LSS support requirements
Task I covered a broad ranqe of investigations. Discrete subtasks
included:
(a) Development of requirements and constraints
(b) Development of evaluation criteria
(c) Process investigations ....
I____.. i ,,.ESt,.CH.,.ufAC,URI.O_o,',,,'-CO"PANYc,,,,,.. 73-9097Page !-I
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(u) Subsystem trade studies
| (el System synthesis
(f) Reliability/s_.fety maintainability investigations
(g) Cost analyses
(h) Development uF a pr_.liminary specificatic
Throughout these early studies, the ETC/LSS requirements were upgraded to
reflect changes in mission and vehicle definition concurrent with the deFini-
tion of the ETC/LSS. The Task I effort is summarized in AiResearch report
_, 71-7859. In addition, a major portion of the Task I effort was directed
_ _o_ toward the arrangement of the various subsystems and emphasis placed on the
_'_ thermal management loop.
•"_"}"o The Task II activities were concerned with a more detailed definition of
' the ETC/LSS and an update of the data generated under Task I, Major subtasks
are listed below:
(a) System level performance optimization r
(b) Fault detection and isolation 2
;. (c) Cost reduction investigations
J_'_ (d) Specification update _'!
• _']I':i°:_ The72-8501.results of these investigations are summarized in AiResearch report _.p
The Task III objective was to revise the system specification to incorpo-
rate the significant changes resulting from mission and vehicle studies
cc,nducted by NASA and the prime contractors. Subtasks included
(a) System analyses
(b) Equipment sizing .... "
_ AIRESI'AR_,HMANUFAClUI_INI_COMPANY 73-9097LoSJlnleiM ¢_l'*_ta4 Page 1-2T
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(c) Packaging studies
J
(d) Specification update
In Task IV, the ETC/LSS support requirements were defined in terms of
testing, maintenance, and ground support equipment. This major effort com-
prised the followlng subtasks:
(a) Development support requirements
(b) Operation support requirements
Numerous reports were prepared in the course of the entire study to
present the results of trade studies or investigations of particular aspects
i_-,_'_'_ of the ETC/LSS design, These reports are listed in Table I-I. Of particular
significance are reports 71-7859 and 72-8501 for data generated under Tasks
,, I and II. Detailed data generated under Task III are presented in reports
L,O',
;" 72-7382(I0), 72" 7382(11), 72-7382(12), and 73-8848. These data were used to
, develop the information contained in this final report. Reference is made to
:," the list of Table I-I for these supporting studies.
:ii!_*
_: This flnal report contains the results of these studi,_s. The following
2'
information is presented for each ETC/LSS subsystem (see Section 4)
(.
, Functional requirements
Performance requi rements
Subsystem description
;--?.
Equlpment summary}
-( " LRU definition
Equipment packages
Reliability considerations
Redundancy management in flight
I
_ A,_S_A_C. 73-909 7
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i In addition, the subsys'em maintenance requirements are summarized. Tasks
I
were defined for the following malntenance activities:
(a) Scheduled maintenance, including postf|ight servicing, preventative
maintenance, and preflight servicing
I (b) Ground checkout prior to flight
! . (c) Corrective maintenance
The time associated with each maintenance task was estimated; these data are
i*_ presented in Section 5.
i-f
Development and qualification plans were developed to determine the
'_ extent of testing required for certification of the ETC/LSS and also to
identify the requiremen_s for new test equipment. The ETC/LSS test require-
._ ments are presented in Section 6.
Instrumentation necessary for redundancy management and for grou- . check-
,._.. out were identified. |nvestigatlons were conducted to determine the require-
ments for instrumentation redundancy. As a result of these analyses, an
instrumentation list was prepared and is presented in Section 7. This list
includes only the instruments necessary for the ETC/LSS. It does not include
!'.
" vehicle- and misslon-level instrumentation, nor for monitoring interfacing N
subsys terns.
_' Findlly, a functional descriptlon of the ground support equipment (GSE)
necessary for ground malntenance was prepared. This description is presented
i,
in Sect ion 8.
A,.ES*RC...Nu.Cm ,.0C0.P*N 73-9097
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TABLE 1-1
t
STUDY DOCUMENTATION
¢,
Ai Research
Document Title Report No.
Design Requirements 71-7380, Rev. I
Selection Criteria 71-7512
Booster Cabin Pressurization 71-7532
Orbiter On-Orbit Quiescent Storage 71-7544
Fire Detection and Extinguishment 71-7598
._ %, Bacteria Control in Water Management System 71-7546
_:_ ':..... CO2 and Humidity Control Trade Study 71-7553
•. ReliabiIity/MaintainabiIity Guidelines 71-7698
w ,
' Gas Storage I nvestigations 71-7710
. Thermal Management Studies 71-7815
',' Pre]iminary Specification 71-7860
Cost al,dSchedule Data 71-7859
ETC/LSS Definition 72-8501
,: Space Shuttle Thermal Management System 72-8602
D_ign Optimization Pr:gram _'..h640)
_": Performance Prediction Program (50650)
Vapor Cycle Refrigeration Unit 72-8"73
:'i Atmosphere Control Subsys tern Desi gn 72-8848
,." Optimization
-- _'--- Redundancy Management Ground Checkout 73-8989
Monthly Progress Reports 71-7382(1)
th rough
71-7382 (12)
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a.
2.1 DESIGN APPROACHES
_ Although the space shuttle ETC/LSS generally employs processes that are
well developed, certain aspects of the mission and of the vehicle design
differ considerably from previous space programs. Among the novel require-
ments that w;]I significantly impact the configuration of the space shuttle
ETC/LSS are (1) the reusability of the system after a very short turnaround
,__fd' time, and (2) the lO-year operational life of the equipment. In addlt;on,the impact of the traditional system weight and power on vehicle, anJ booster
_ sizing impose severe limitations on design.
_i C Within the frame of reference of these technical problems, programmatic
i constraints concerned with minimum acquisition cost, and optimum balance
! between acquisition cost and the cost of ownership have far-reaching conse-
,: quences on the possible approach to the development of the space shuttle
S' ETC/LSS.
_'_I' !; The first step in the evolution of the recommended ETC/LSS was to care-
fully examine the mission and vehicle constraints and to translate these
_: i_i upper-level technical and programmatic requirements into design and develop-
_:_,,_,"--l" _ ment guidelines, The rationale employed Is summarized In Table 2-1.!.
_ The recommended system was evolved as a result of trade studies involving
system arrangement as well as detailed examination of the hardware. Since a
_ minimum-weight system meeting the life requirements is not necessarily optimum
_":: in terms of acquisition or operational cost, a fine balance must be established
iii! ,..,,,0..0,,0,u.,°0o_,
TABLE 2-1
SUMMARYOF DESIGN APPROACHES
. i i ii i ......
Spac_ Shuttle
Requirements Approach Implementation
D,, , L , i i i
Minimum • No technical risk a Existing process technology
Acquisition • Early demonstration of new processes
._ Cost
_:_, • Existing hardware
i t Avoid material compatibility
problems
- Use of steel in water loops
- No dynamic elastomers in Freon
- loops
• Proven manufacturing • Existing tooling for detail parts
techniques a Existing manufacturing controls
• No major capital investment
• Expediency in certlf(catton e Minimum hardware
_ • Selective development,.f __
• LRU-level qualification
• Minimum new STE
• Minimum number of components • Minimum redundancy
a Minimum number of component • Equipment commonality
deslgns
_, Minimum a Minlmummalntenance • Equipment life/reliability
y' Ownership a Effective maintenance • Maintainability in designCost
- , • Minimum GSE a Hodify available GSE
:;.. ;, a Minimu_ spares inventory a Equipment co_rnonel ity
_, Minimum Weight • Optimum system arrangement • Minimum redundancy
,, a Minimum equipment weight a Advanced design and manufacturing
_,, techniques
FO-FS Design • Functional redundancy • Optimum LRU definition
l Effective redundancy • Man-in-loop
._+, management
Reusability • Long-life equipment a Design margins
• No material compatibility problems
'(. ::, Short Turnaround • Minimum maintenance • Equipment IIfe/rel iabil ity
, _ e Effective maintenance • Maintainabllity in design
,,, , , ....
F)
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between the factors affecting design Major trade studies involved initial
cost weight and maintainability
2.2 PROCESS/EQUIPMENTSELECTION
Table 2-2 summarizes the recommended processes and equipment. As indi-
cated, most of the processes and equipment are based upon years of experience
in both aircraft and spacecraft systems. Examples are sorbent beds, fans,
pumps, and heat exchangers. In a few instances, concepts which represent
advances in technology are recommended. In all cases the feasibility of these
concepts has been demonstrated and prototype equipment is being developed.
These programs, funded by NASA over the past few years, include:
(a) Wick:less condensate separator
(b) Flash evaporator for reentry heat rejection
(c) Composite pressure vessels
(d) Bacteria control in potable water systems
(e) Silver ion monitoring in potable water systems
(f) Instrumentation reliability
Stainless steel is recommended as the material of construction for the
water coolant and the potable water subsystems. This approach is conservative
insofar as it obviates potential material compatib;lity problems. Significant I
8'
weight savings could be realized through the use of aluminum in these loops.
In terms of system arrangement, minimum weight is achieved while providing _s
' _1_a high degree of redundancy through the use of multifluid heat exchangers in
al I cases. !
2.3 EO.UI PMENTSUMMARY
Table 2 3 is a summary of the components and component designs that
comprise the ETC/LSS Most of the equipment is new Existing and/or modified
:-//
_ Am._c..ANUCTURNO_.CO" Nc 73 9097Page 2- 3
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TABLE 2- 2
PROCESS/EO.UI PMENT SELECTION SUMMARY
Process/Equ i pment
Subsystam Se1ect ion Rat i ona1e.. ..
Atmosphere a Condenser with "_tegral Fully developed, recent Rr.b i
revltalization wickless water ;¢paration
e Cabin fan Vane axial design; Apollo base
a Temi.jraturecontrol DC-IO modified; reliability
demonstrated
a Radlal flow Li0H beds 3 mm Hg PC02 design wlth 93 per-i
cent utilization efficiencyI
e Steel heat exchangers No material compatibility
problems
• Centrifugal pumps Magnetic drive; Apollo base
• Avionics fans Vane axial; similar to cabin
fans
a Flash evaporator Flexibillty demonstrated; NASA
funded R&D
Atmosphere control a Compos;te tanks Major weight saving; no
catastrophic failures
• Skylab PO2 control Demonstrated 1 ire and
teliabllity
a Carleton regulators--shutoff Apollo Skylab base; proven
vaIves hardware •
S Water management • Bladder tanks Apol Io base; minimum cost
• Silver chloride bacteria Feasibility demonstrated, NASA t
control funded R&D
a Hydrogen separation Apol lo base iie_
I Freon coolant • Wet pump motors Long life; existing technology
loop • Multifluld heat exchangers Minimum connectprs; minimum _;_
weight; ease of redundancy _
management
• No dynamic elastomers No material compatlbility ,.
prob I ems !A ,|
Instrumentation a Surface type temperature Apollo base
sensors
a Strain gage type pressure Apollo base .._=_ . _,
sensors
i
73-9097
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components primarily consist of valves and instrumentation transducers. A
breakdown of the equipment according to these categories is presented in the
table.
In general, the major components such as fans, pqmps, and heat exchangers
_t
4k
are new and cannot be made common because of the high weight penalties involved
in stressing commonallty for this type of equipment. As a result, the highest
degree of commonality can be found in the atmospheric control subsystem;
I
because of the relatively low weight of the components, common designs can be
specified at a minimum penalty.
2.4 WEIGHT AND POWER
The weight and power usage u,r-the ETC/LSS subsystems are presented in
• / Table 2-4. Component wet weight is estimated at 1422 Ib excluding the weight
-' of structures, lines and electrical harnesses. Total expendable weight for
ii a crew of 4 men and a 7-day mission (plus 4-day contingency) is 579.8 Ib. for
?' a launch weight of 2002 Ib (excluding takeoff water).
,'Eh
_:' Normal continuous power draw (excluding spikes for heaters and valve actuation)
h
:'L
is estimated at 885 watts with only one active avionics bay." With three
active avionics bays, total normal power is 1225 watts. Under maximum cabin le
heating conditions, as much as 2385 watts can be expended to maintain cabin
'4b
-. temperature at the selected level.
The vapor cycle units will only be used during Ferry flight. The weight
and power of these units is not included in the total shown in the summary
table.
2.5 CABIN NOISE
An estimate of cabin noise attributable to the cabin and avionics Fans
and to the water pump is presented In Figure 2-I. The data are given for one _----
• . _ AIR[S[ARCH MANUFACTURING_' p'I_.CO"PANYce,'o,",, 73-9097
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and three actlve avionics fans. It was assumed that all rotatlng equipment is
located under the floor of the lower pressurized compartment. The total noise
transmitted to the cabin includes airborne and conducted'noise, The specifica-
':" tion requirements are met in all cases.
2.6 MAINTENANCE REQUIREMENTS
:j A summary of the onboard maintenance requirements for the four subsystems
considered is presented in Table 2-5. The time to service, check out, and
L
perform corrective maintenance is estimated at 50.7 man-hours based on a
7-day mission. With a two-man maintenance crew, total elapsed time is 25.4 hr.
:_ The largest portion of the maintenance time is expended in the atmosphere
control subsystem. Checkout of this subsystem alone accounts for more than
25 percent of the total maintenance time. The instrumentation and GSE neces-
" sary to support the maintenance activities are discussed in Sections 7 and 8.
,¢
2.7 CERTIFICATION APPROACH
The certification program is designed to minimize test hardware cost and
to eliminate duplication in test op¢ia_ons Figure 2-2 gives an overall view
of the test program. Development will primarily be conducted at the component
level only. The scope of this testing will depend upon the hardware category.
For existing equipment (as-is or modified), breadboard testing will be aimedf
at suitability demonstration to verify particular features of performance or
design. For new equipment the development program will be more extensive and
is designed to assure against failures in qualification. ;
Only selected packages will be tested during development to (I) identify
and resolve potential interface problems, (2) ascertain structural integrity,
and (3) verify maintainability concepts.
L
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The major portion of the qualification test program will be conducted at
the end-item or LRV level. This constitutes a more realistic approach because
the performance and structural interfaces between the various components are
accounted for. It is also expedient because it eliminates much duplication.
The only component level quallfication tests recommended are special tests
such as EMI and explosive atmosphere, which are more conveniently conducted
on a component basis, and tests of a destruct{re nature such as burst.
The large majority of the test equipment that will be used is readily
available from previous contracts. Minor modifications wT11 be required to
some equipment to accommodate the higher requirements of the space shuttle
ECT/LSS in specific areas. New STE only involves new fluid processes such as
test stands for the Freon-21 equipment.
" 2.8 INSTRUMENTATIONREQUIREMENTS
Instrumentation transducers are necessary for (1) system control.
T
: (2) redundancy management in flight, and (3) ground checkout and maintenance.
A total of 95 instruments are recommended including redundant sensors.
i
Table 2-6 is a breakdown of these sensors by type and application for each
* subsystem. Of the 95 instruments, only 7 are redundant; in most applications,
information redundancy is provided by sensors incorporated in the system for
,6
purposes other than redundancy.
2.9 GSE REQUIREMENTS
,'L The GSE necessary to support ground maintenance activities is listed in
Table 2-7.
_ A,,_StA,C. 73-9097
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TABLE 2-6
INSTRUMENTATION SUMMARY
INSTRUMENTATIONAPPLICATION
App]_catlon ]
Redund,lnc_
•_ Subsyste_ Contro] Management Checkout
Atmosphere 3 25 11 + (23)
--_ control
:Z
Atmosphere 6 23 ] + (13)
'_ revitalization
Water 5 (2)
management
:!
_'_ii Freon-21 2 15 4 + (9)cooling loop
Total 11 69 16 + (47)
't ( ) indicates alternate use of either a control or a
redundancy management transducer for checkout
"'_' INSTRUMENTAT ION TYPE
;. Transducer T tpe ,_
Differential Test i_
Subsyste- Pressures Pressure Temperature Quantity Flow Special Ports Position
q ....
,,_ ,,'C A t"_os Phere 29 _ 2 - 2 3
,! i= contro] }
.i !
Atmo,_phere 2 11 13 2 - 1 1 ['
revi tal ization
,",anaqe,"en t
Freon coollnq 5 2 10 2 - 2
IOOp II
Totals ]7 16 26 6 2 5 5 3
L
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TABLE 2-7
GSE FUNCTIONAL SUMMARY
oSECTION 3
_, _ OVERALL REQUIREMENTS
¢
S
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3, OVERALL RE0,UIREMENTS
-- The vehicle/mission level requirements for the design of the ETC/LS$
are presented in Table 3-I and discussed in the following paragraphs.
Detailed subsystem design data are presented with the discussion of each
_- subsys tern.
: TABLE 3-1
.r
',. _ VEHICLE/MISS ION LEVEL REQUIREMENTS
_" ":i " Parameter Requirement
'_,, i! Mission duration
!;. Basel ine 7 days
,. Range 2 to 30 days
",: ._"
r Crew size
:_ ": No rma I crew 4 men '
_! Passengers 0 to 6 men
Number of missions 100 per vehicle over aL,
" _ 10-year period
Number of vehicles 5
:., Equipment design llfe 10 years ql_
,. Turnaround time between flights 14 days
_.i{, Cabin pressure 14.7 ±0.2 psia
::'. Cabin temperature (selectable) 65° to 80 ° ±2°F _
_! Cabin volume 2000 cuft
1_ Airlock volume 250 cu ft
___,,_ I Avionics bay volume (3 bays) 150 cuft (each)
Vehicle leakage 10 ]b/day
Thermal loads Obtained from NR report
ECLSS- 141-72-2 dated ._
May 1972.
I
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Expendable storage is based on the average requirements for tile baseline
4-man, 7-day mission; sufficient expendables must be provided to sustain
':' operation for four days of emergency operation.
'=:"
Reliability guidelines are as follows. The first failure will not result
i
I
i-,_ in degraded performance; adequate provisions are made to continue operation at
ill design point performance. The second failure can result in performancedegradation or alternate operational modes that will satisfy crew safety
requirements, although compromising the mission and/or crew comfort. Pressure
. vessels, heat exchangers, and interconnecting lines are considered to be
:: primary structures and need not be subjected to the redundancy requirements
i of other equipment types. These guidelines will provide near FO-FS (fail
i( operational-fail safe) capabilities for all critical functions.
_; With respect to maintainabillty guidelines, no maintenance will be
_ performed in flight except in emergency situations. Sufficient instrumenta-
• ;t
{!i tion must be provided to enable the flight crew to effectively manage the
it
_i redundant elements of the subsystems without ground support. The on-'board
computer will be used only for instrumentation readout, parameter comparison
el
to preset min/max values, parameter display, and alarm. Fault d_tection/
_i fault isolation logic will not be programmed in the computer. All equipment
necessary for fault isolation at the LRU level and all instrumentation sensors p.
necessary for ground checkout will be installed on the subsystems. The
';" onboard computer will be available for ground checkout operations. ;
•c.,, _ AIRItSEARCNMA UFAC?URIN(}COMPANY,.,.,.,,,.c,,o,.. 73-9097
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4. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION
4.1 GENERAL
The entire E_'C/LSSwas divided into the following major subsystems.
• Atmospheric revitalization
, :, • Atmospheric control
• Water management
I
_ • Freon-21 heat rejection
e Ferry flight heat sink
i- , For each subsystem.,the following data are present,_,d
,, (a) FunctionBl requirements
(b) Performance requirements
_ (c) Subsystem description
J,
"'_ (d) Equipment summary
,, (e) LRU definition
;_ (f) Equipment packages
i !
_" (g) Equipment redundancy ,.
:.: (h) Redundancy management
,-
_' These are discussed briefly in the following paragraphs.
_" 'i
_' 4.1.1 F_u...nc.tional.andPerformance Recluirements .:
The requirements presented in Section 3 were amplified using data pro-
vided by the NASA and NR,and also the results of investigations conducted at
AiResearch. These data were further developed from the subsystem to the
_] AIRESEARCHMANUFACTURINGCOMPANY 73-9097
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component level to permit equipment characterization, Equipment Functional
and performance requirements are presented in the equipment summary.
4,1,2 Subsystem Do_scriptio n
Schematics of each subsystem are presented. Thn nurr,ber;ng system For the
components as listed below is based on that used by NR at the end of their
Phase B activities:
2.0 and 3.0 Atmosphere revitalization
: I.0 Atmosphere control
4.0 Water management
7.0 Freon-21 heat rejection
C
I0.0 Ferry fllght heat sink
4. 1.3 Equipment Summary
i Equipment characteristics are presented in tabular form. For each
_(_' component the following data are presented:q; • "_
! (a) I tern number
fi
i*i (b) Item description
i,ic (c) Number of items required
t
(d) Functional and performance requirements
: (e) Item weight (dry and wet)
(f) Envelope ,,
(g) Power requi rement
(h) Equipment category in terms of qualification status
I
(i) Design features
These tables incorporate the results of detailed component selection and
preliminary design studies. Extensive surveys were made of equipment ava;l-
ability from previous space programs to identify components which could be used ...,..._.
_ _,._sCA.c. 73"9097
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on the space shuttle wlthaut modification or wlt.h only minor modifications.
frost of the components in this category comprise valves, connectors and
in_.trumentatlon transducers. The major equipment such a_ heat exchanger,., fan_,
pumps, etc. are new.
/4.1.4 LRU Definition and Equipment Package_
A preliminary definition o1 component groupings into line replaceable
units (LRU's) was developed as the result of redundancy management investiga-
tions, packaging studies, and maintainability analysis. Since it was assumed
that the equipment will be accessible, the LRU definition is near optimum
from an ETC/LSS viewpoint. Additional constralnt_ imposed by installation
requirements could have a significant impact on the LRU definition; however.
Ii in most cases the packages developed could be modified easily to conform to
,: the detailed vehicle installation constraints.
! In defining the LRU packages, two categories of components were identified
(a) LRU components which will be replaced onboard and which are part of
., a larger equipment grouping (for e_'ample, the inlet pressure trans-
ducer on a pump package). The transducer is replaceable on-line;
however, when the pump package is removed, the transducer also will
be removed.
C
(b) Shop-replaceable units (SRU) components. Replacement of this cate-
gory of component will entail removing the LRU package from the
vehicle and then removing the component from the package. This last
maintenance action will usually be effected at the shop level,
although SRU replacement in specific cases could be done cnboard.
_,,=,,_..c,....., Page 4"3
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All subsystems were developed to assure that the FO-FS criterlo. _as
s_tlsfled in terms of subsystem functions. The guidelines defined in
Section 3 were used to evaluate the recon_lended subsystem arrangements i_
this respect.
In developing equipnlent redundancy, considerable emphasis was placed m_
the follo_,_ingfactors to assure the effectiveness of the _O-FS quality of the
subsystem.
(a) Number of instruments necessary for subsystem health monitoring
._... in fl ight
kb) Logic required for interpretation of the information derived
. from the subsystem transducers
v (c) Crew tasks involved in restoring subsystem health
In the performance of the redundancy management studies, the ground rulL"o
discussed below were fo||owed'
(a) It was assumed that the onboard computer would be used for trans-
ducer interrogation only, and would not contain the fault detectio./
isolation logic. The computer will identify out-of-tolerance con-
ditions and alert the crew if such a condition exists. Also, the
I
crm.J can interrogate the computer for additional transducer readc, ut-,
' as desired.
(b) The interpretation of the instrumentation readouts will be done b'/
_., I
the fllght crew without the assistance of ground support crew and
facilities. As a consequence, the redundancy management module._,
were defined in terms of easily identifiable and detectable subsyq, l_,,.
functions. In this manner, fault ambiguity is eliminated and cor-
rective actions are simpllfied.
_ AIR[S[ARCH MANUFACTURINO COMPANY
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(c) On_ aspect of fault detection not covered in these analyses is con-
cerned with instrumentation redundancy. In the analyses conducted,
it was assumed that the information was available to the crew, and
instrumentation failures were ignored. Generally, instrumentdtlon
I. redundancy will be necessary, and procedures to _dentify instrumen-
tation failures (as opposed to functional equipment failures) will
have to be identified. Instrumentation redundancy is discussed in
i Section 7.
(d) Another assumption made was that no ETC/LSS instrumentation is
required for fault detection in interfacing subsystems. As a result,
a minimum instrumentation list was defined for all subsystems.
_' (e) The data presented for each subsystem in tabular form is concerned
only with the primary leg of redundant subsystem arrangement. Fault
detection in the secondary leg is the same and requires the same
instrumentation.
J,
',_
]
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4.2 ATMOSPHERE REVITALIZATION SUBSYSTEM (ARS)
4.2.1 Functional Requirements
The atmosphere revitalization subsystem comprises the equipment necessary
: for control of the cabin atmosphere temperature and for remova{ of the con-
i tamlnants generated within the pressurized compartr,lent. In addition, the ARS
!_iil provides the capability for thermal control of al! equipment located within
J the pressurized compartments. Specifically, the ARS performs the following
• _ functions.
/.
(a) Automatic cabin temperature control a'" a value selected by the crew
c_
ii (b) VentiI,_tion of the pressurized compartment
(c) Humidity condensation and removal
(d) Conti'ol of PCO 2 below acceptable levels
i (e) Removal of trace contaminants and c,dors
(f) Removal of particulate matter and Oacteria
(g) Cooling of the potable water supply
, (h) Thermal control of the pressurized cabin walls
(1) Cooling of the alr-cooled avionics located in three separate bays
(j) Cooling of the cold plates located within the avionics bays _I
(k) Thermal management system heat slnk during ascent and entry
II
Thermal control Is effected by means of redundent water loops. With the
exception of the ascent and entry phases of the mission, the heat collected by
the water loop Is dumped Into th_ Freon-2I heat rejection subsystem outslde
the pressurized compartment. During ascent and entry, water evaporators In
the water coolant loops serve as the entire thermal management system heat
slnk. '"'-
l
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4.2.2 Performance Requlrements
Major performance requirements are listed in Table 4-1.
4.2.3 Subsystem Description
A schematic of the subsystem is presented In Figure 4-1. The instrumenta-
tion identified on the schematic is discussed in Section 7. Subsystem functions
are accomplished as discussed in the following paragraphs.
4.2.3.1 Cabin Temperature Control
Cabin alr is circulated through the ARS loop by one of three redundant
fans (Item 2.5). In normal operation, when cooling is required this air is
cooled in the humidity control/cabin heat exchanger (Item 2.6) and returned
to the cabin via the distribution ducts. The amount of heat removed in the
heat exchanger is controlled b':, regulating the quantity of process air through
this unit. The maximum alrflo_ through the humidity control heat exchanger is
i, (
880 Ib/hr. Mechanlcally linked flow control valves (Item 3.2) are provided
_, for this purpose. The use of a dual valve will assure proper flow distribution
"_ and stability of oleration. The position of the valves is automatically con-t,.:.
trolled by the cabin temperature controller (Item 3.4), which uses signals rro_;1
the selector (Item 3.5), the temperature sensor (Item 3.3), and antlclpat,,
(Item 3.4). The selector is set manually by the crew; the anticipator pro_ Jet
cooling rate Information to the sensor and reduces tew,_peraturexcursion, Lo II
a minimum. A manual override Is Incorporated in the selector design to permit _'
manual override of the controller and to position the bypass valve directly
from the selector. As an added feature, the valve actuator can be overrlden
manually. When heating Is required, the controller will switch on the e|ectrl-
cal heater and modulate the power co the heater to effect the cabin temperature
I 73-9097
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TABLE _-I
ARS PERFORMANCEREQ.UIREMENTS
.............................. ]
Subsystem Funct ion Para_leter Value
General Cabin I._essure 1/4. / IDSla
Cabin volume 2000 cuft
" t Crow size Z_ to I_ r_en
Hission duration 7 days nominal. 2 to 30 _ys fargo
Cabin temperature control Selectable temperature range 6S° to 80°F
Control accuracy ;2°F
. Loads
"' Cabin sensible load 6_00 to 2100 Btu/hr excluding cabin (e_(-
i'. Cabin avionics load 3460 to 430 Btu/hr
LIOH sensible lo_d EO0 Btu/hr rlO-_n design1b
i_ ' Ventilation Nominal design point 25 ft/_in
Range 15 to _0 ft/m;_
'i,., Humidity removal Cabin dewpoint _30 to 61°F
;_; Cabin latent load 2000 Bt_/hr !10-_n des igni
'_i LiOH latent 1400 Btu/hr I1G-_n desi?_ _,
i ',_" _, control Cabin
Nominal _.0 _ Hg _axi_un ,_t_ I. _e_ ot
maximum metaboliC rate_
cange O to 7.6 _ _
Fail*safe operation 10 mm H9
_'1 Emergency 15 mm Hg for a r_x;_ of 2 hr
;_ CO2 production rate
_."
_! -- Nominal design point 2.11 lb/ma_-day! _ Range 1.88 tO 2.5 lb/n_n-de,t ,_
_:! see lsble 4-2I Odor refl_)val |
" "> LFart_culato _'_tter and bacteria control Airborne b_cL_;:'_l concentration 500 mlcrobes/cu ft
"_,. _ Wetur coolant loop data Co_l lng water specification HSC-$PEC-C20A '_"
i_ _.ter flow rate 550 lb/hr i__ater circuit AP 80 psi _
i_.' t Maximum _ater temperature in cold well 60 ° to 700_
_., Haxlmum water temperature at cold plate circuit 7S°F •
t_lxlmum air temperature at air-cooled avion=cs 100°F
i_, inlet
., i I',axlmum air temperature at air-cooled avionics 1_0°F _. ¢J_
_;. outlet
_ Chl 1 led potable water s.pply temperature EO° to 50OF
i! '!' I F-xpend,tb,e evaporant heat sin k, Control tentperature
operationlnletwat r teml_rature initiating unlt 55°F I__,',:
_ '" Outlet temperature control range 35° to _5°F
Design point lo_da (o_cent)
• Load 7_.600 Btu/hr (maxlmu_)
Water Inlet temperature 17_°F ql
Water outlet temperature _O°F _ '_
" r'cooled avionics circuit design data Airflm*, rate 1000 Ib/hr
Air ,'-P 2 in. HzO excluding heat _xchanger
Avionics bay pressure lh._ psla
i _ater fJ_ to each avionics bay 1/_ of total 11_._ Ib/hrl
• Deslgn load 8220 Btu/hr w_ th a water inlet temperature m..,o_-._...
of 77°F
i:
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TABLE 4- 2
MAXIMUM CONCENTRATION AND PRODUCTION
RATE OF TRACE CONTAMINANTS
_: (10-MAN CREW)
" :- Biological Maximum
- Product ion AIlowable
Rate, Concentrat ion,
: Con tam ;nan t gm/day rag/m3
Acetone 0.005 240.0
!-
...- Ace ta] denyde 0.0C2 36.O
" Ar_r'.onia I0,0 3,5
_, _ n-B_tyl alcohol 0.03 30.0
- Carbon monoxide 0.162 29.0t
_,_ Ethyl alcohol 0.10 190.0
I:
?I Hydrogen 0.50 215.0
_ HydroQen sul fide 0.000583 I .0
P.
Indole I .0 126.0
:!
!! Methyl alcohol 0.I0 26.0
_'- Methane 6 0 1720.0
i,
Methyl me, captan 0.21 2.0 'c
i! Phenol 3.7B 1,9 {i
ii Pr opy 1 mercaptan 0.21 92.0 '
i]
;; Pyruvic acid 3.78 0.9 _:
": Skatol 0.21 141.0
•,,,gll_
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Figure 1,-1. Atmosphere Revlt_lizatlon,
Subsystem SchematIc !I
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control function. Even in the heating case, a minimum airflow is maintained
through the heat exchanger to assure humidity control. This flow is estimated
at 200 Ib/hr to maintain the dewpoint in the cabin below 61°F with a latent
load corresponding to a crew of 10 men.
" 4.2.3.2 Ventilation
The airflow through the ARS is returned to the cabin through a duct system
ii featuring several diffusers; the flow through the ARS provides ventilation
:: velocities in the crew compartment adequate for crew comfort in zero-g.
; 4.2.3.3 Humidity Condensation and Removal
ii
Cabin humidity is maintained within the specified limit by condensation
in the humidity control/cabin heat exchanger. The extended surfaces of this
heat exchanger are at a temperature level that is lower than the dewpoint of
the process air. As a result, condensation will occur on these cold surfaces.
C
i Condensate thus formed is entrained by the airstream to the exit end of Lne
heat exchanger, where it is removed with a small fraction of the process alr1
I through passages provided for this purpose. The condensate removal passages
are an integral part of the heat exchanger; they are located at the end of
_ the coolant passages and from the air-side constitute an extension of these
passages. The two-phase mixture is drawn into the rotary phase separator
(part of the waste management subsystem) for liquid separation and storage; _'_ i' ' "
_::; the air from the sep rator is returned to the cabin.
4.2.3.4 CO2 Control
_ll I
A portion of the fan flow is diverted to the CO 2 absorber (Item 2.3) and
returned to the main ARS duct upstream of the fan. Thus, the full fan pres-
sure rise is available for the design of the CO2 absorber, Carbon dioxide is
removed by absorption in two parallel, radial-flow LiOH beds. Each bed contains -_----
= l_Mul_in_l AIRESEARCHMANUFAClURINGCOMPANY 73-9097
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6 ,
4.95 lb of high-porosity-grade LiOH for hlgh utillzation efficiency (93 percent
minimum) over the entire range of inlet air temperature anticipated (75° to
11O°F).
The airflow rate through the LIOH is 120 Ib/hr; at this flow rate. the|
C02 partial pressure in the cabin will be maintained below 3 mm Hg with
4 men at maximum metabolic rate. Each sorbent bed has a C02 capacity of
4.22 lb, corresponding to the average daily production of 2 men. In operation
$
the beds will be on stream for 24 hr; they are replaced alternatively every
12 hr.
_-_ _ With a 10-man crew, the cabin PC02 will increase tG 6.5 mm Hg; charge
@- • ,°
,,, replacement interval is estimated at 5.5 hr.
•'"_ _' 4.2.3.5 Trace Contaminant Removal
_ !::: Odor removal is accomplished by 0.45 lb of activated charcoal packaged i
!_, with the LiOH sorbent,
,; 4.2.3.6 Particulate Matter andiBacteria Control
A full-flow filter Jr.stalledin the return air duct upstream of the fan
¢
TT _'
will collect dust and bacteria from the cabin. A relief valve will permitj."
_i automatic bypass of the filter element should the filter pressure drop
i
;:-_ .'_ become excessive due to clogging. The filter is replaceable in flight. ,_
4.2, 3.7 Thermal Control
'_ As shown in the schematic of Figure 4-I, two loops are routed in parallel ,i
;: through all the heat transfer equipment and provide the redundancy necessary _
for the mission. The two loops are identical.
Starting at the pump (Item 3.24), water is circulated through the cold
wall panels and then divide into three equal streams that are directed to the
avionics bays. These three parallel streams serve as the heat sinks for the
mm_
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cold plate noLwork_ m_d the avionics heat exchangers (Item 3.7), The streams
then rejoin, and the entire water flow is cooled either in the interchanger
(Item 7.7) by the Freon-21 or in one of two evaporators (Item 3.6), dep_.nding
on the miss ion phase.
4b
During the major portion of the mission, the Freon-2l constitutes the
heat sink for the water coolant. During ascent/burn and entr/, when the
radiator is not deployed, the entire thermal management system load is rejected
to expendable water in the evaporators. The evaporators also serve as a backup
to the radiator in orbit and supplement the radiator when its heat rejection
capacity is exceeded. The cold water stream from the evaporators is circulated
£
through the potable water chiller (Item 4.4) and the cabin/humidity control
heat exchanger (Item 2.6).
A11 subsystem heat exchangers are multifluid units with redundant passages
to accommodate the two water loops. The air-water heat exchangers (cabin/
humidity control and avionics heal exchangers) feature single air passages.
The interchanger is a four-fluid unit with any one of the water loops
C
lhermally linked to either of the Freon-21 loops. The single exception is the :.
water chiller, where separate units are arranged in series to provide chilled ,
t" "
water from either loop.
Since the subsystem has no controls (temperature or flow), the temperature
levels will be essentially dependent on the loads and the Freon-21 loop per- _D_
formance. The water flow rate and the avionics fan flow are adequate '.opr_
vide the heat sink're,quirementsand maintain the equipment within the tempera-
ture limitations specified previously.
klR[SEARCH MANUF_kCT'JRIN(; COMPANY
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4.2.4 Equipment Summary
Table 4-3 lists ali equipment contained in the ARS. Monitoring and
checkout instrumentation is included in the listing for completeness; Section 7
of this proposal discusses the instrumentation in more detail. The table
summarizes the. design features and performance of the equipment. Also given
are the component weight, envelope, and power consumption when appllcable.
Overall subsystem characteristics are summarized below.
(a) Number of componen;s
Functional components: 64 (excluding LiOH charge)
t
,=
_,, Monitorin 9 instrumentation: 23
_" (b) Number of component designs
,.. _: Functional components: 25
"!. Monltor;ng instrumentation: 7
• :: (c) Tote1 wet weight excluding expendables: 38!.6 lb
(d) Expendable weight (4-mar, crew): 19.0 Ib/day
(e) Power requirement: 462.5 watts (continuous with one avionics bay
:" act i ve)
;; 802.5 watts (three avionics bays active)
' In addition, power must be providea for heater operation when necessary. The
. electric heater (Item 3.9) can consume as much as 1.5 kw (3 phase, 400 Hz.
_ 115/200 v). Under these conditions the vehicle will be powered down; the
I
:, fuel cells will easily accommodate this demand. =
-_ _ Most of the equipment 1isted in Table 4-3 represents new designs. Equip-
ment such as the cabin fan will be similar to equipment developed for previous
space programs. The temperature control system is essentially off-the-shelf "
DC-IO equipme,,tmodified to incorporate electric heater control capability.
;i
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TABLE 4-3
EO.UIPMENTSUMMARY,ATMOSPHEREREVITALIZATION ASSEMBLY
I tnra fnvr___pq,
._,_' he. ) lunct.,,,_d a_,a $_rforPwlhc¢, i Wniqht, _i/p. iovp,r. I 'qu,tH,rtj
+__, t>,",l.('ll,tll_' ' Pl'q'll | (i_'qulflrp'tL1_, Ib i_. _aff', _af( ,_f,r, _f'r:,ll_', _' t,,t_ '_'_l t ',
;'.I l,lt,,J-'_,bri., I i ,r_)v,t l,_lrtm n_J _,O I_ dlCl t'r' Id_,_. (,,,ir_q,' I. r .,,..e 1 _,
rl-_l_ (_acf_.r_,3 (l'¢,lhalr _.r(lar_. full :Canl,,ter _/_ (unq (.am n_lF If(,, ,qbrf 'I'
j flcx_ f_ltqr _i_th f;it(,r ('l(.tr#nt Only_ ,utlr ,l,ff' ,,,,',' ,, ',' ' _,
' fha_q..a_I_ .to;ft. A,r l'l_w. _,. 14 , . c ,I , , , ..
: RiO )b.t,% ('resi, ure drop 5.0 I, n h' ! I ', r.liu,,. ._' . ''
' 0.1 _n. H2'_. Inlet r=tesflure (Filter , • i,, r<,,,i" ..._,., i, .,. ,r
, 1/_./ p,,ia, ')p_'ratinq tamp: [lemcntl qr,,t ,', el..'. ';,=', .,,i ,
_5o.k!o{. i ;Itrat,nn require- wlv,, .', a t-.:,l .., r,, ', r
_'_'ls L',) _,Crc,n ab_.olute. 'la:.p,.r ,.,t _ , t',' ,a, ,.,, ,.
..;' Check Valve. ] I'revr.nts rcc_rculatlon of pro- 0.15 h.@ dll ht S;c',lar Fueuur tleueer,, ,.uv:. _ ,te,¢
Po_;t_l_Z_ti_'_ C¢_S alr through ;_ac_ive fans. 5 long -,_-t.er,_ cA,Pc* d,r_,ct,_,.
ra_ FiO_ rate 1000 lb/hr. Ir_let Vel,.,u is .,stalled :r' t_,e
pressure: 14.7 '0._ psia. ,luctlnq ;rt_.:,d,atei. d ;<e'-
h_let te_,p: I=_'_F (_ax). :.P; stre_r_ _f lhe COL: 'a'.
0.l_ i_. P.0 ,_a* _t _Feratlng 5;_'lar to keclio su.t cc,._-
_nd i t lent., presser churl va I _,e.
..)a CO;_ At._orbcr _' kssemt;ly incoreoratet ti._OLiON 6.0 15 by 10 lacy: ;araliol raJial l i_. ca...,_,'_
Cac : r, .to" canisters r_unted in pllra| tel by )O }_; t" t_'_l_lll SPUtCff val VC'
_ _ith appropriate i$olat.on inlet duct and a chec. vol._valves and orovision% for pert- ,,_ outlet duct Jar f!,::_; -t_r-
odic r(,placo_ent of the LiOH ruPtlon (!ur{_<1 rechorq_ C,c,'.,re-
I_ absorber ,n flight. Process t:c_. Scroll _yp_ ;"i.:t
air ;low" _,0 Ib/hr per can- r_r;¢oid fcr unifor,-. ,to,,
islet at ;.O in. H20 _P. throuq)" the _,,=¢.._.
;.)b CO2 t_bsorter ._'xf.,ond-Ron_ves CO_ from the atmosphere 7.0 "_.75 dil by. !law _odial fio_.tsorbe_t 5,_.
Eleme_,t able ' by absorption on LIOH. Bed Expend* ll.8 lung Cor_tolr_S b. '35 lh Lit'w a-:'
includes charnel) for odor cap 'able 0.:,_ ih aet:vat(*d c_-ar¢cal
trol. Absorber elenc,nt CO 2 ."cO container is olu,-',,t:,-
capacity: 1_.22 lb. E_arge _,;tP. cyli,,:trleel _.ta.rles,
, life' 24 hF'. Cabin C)2 level" Steltl screcrs eL ",.|et d-!
._ r_m Hg nominal. Maxir_um CO2 outlet. Arraign f_+It l_-
_,mnvat rate: 0.88 lb,'hr ve_t_ dusting Charg_
_10 t_nl. desiFfled to mai_taln PCC.2
tma Hg in cabin witP _ me.t,.
Ut 11itat ion e f_*"icle_cv O.'_
with h men on l_-hr Staggered
charge replacement. With it"
men cebln PC52 is 6.5 c_, Hg
charge replacement ti_,-o is
_.S hr.
;'.)c Shutoff Valve 1 Used to isolate CO2 absorber 0.3 2.5 dia by Existing M_nual butterfly valve. ":
canisters durin 9 charge ' _ ) long "i /
ru{_laeement.
_.3d Check Valve 1 Used to isolate CO2 absorber ,0.15 2.5 dlo by Similar Rubber flapper valve similar "
ceristers durin O charge ; 3 long to Item 2.2 but for size.
replacement.
2,5 Fa.. ) Cir:ulatos cabin air through k.2 _.8 dia by 21_ Similar Vene-exlol type with deswlrl ',_1
"t; Revitdii._atlon the ARS for purposes of 6.9 long I phase vanes. Alumin_l_ construction.atmcspher:c p rification end J_O0 HZ Overall efficiency: 51 per-
temperature control. 115/200 vj cent. Speed: ti.500 rpm.
Flo_-_ rate: IO00 Ib/hr, inlet Oesignod for lOW noise level.
pressure: 1t_,7 psla. Pressure I Estil_wlted tlfe in excess of
' rise: h.O In. H20. Inlet l( 18.000 hr. _eorlng arrange-
, _nt similar to Apollo cebln
temperature_ 91OF. I fan. I._corporates t he r_'wII
I Protectors.
2o_ Heat [,changer• 1 Provldes a h_at ".'ln_ iv._r ;lllb' 'SS (ry) 20._ y " No Plato fin stainless steel un;t
,_ Cabln/Huriditv air cool ng and humidity conden* 61 (Wet) 5.51 by with integral condensateControl setion enJ evaporation. Water 6.725 removal settler, l_corDurotu_
'"" _ coolant i,;the heat sink. Cold redundant coolan. _Jassaqes.
..ida (_u,si_,_t _-,ale*}--Flc.,t..... l_-pass cross counteroflow
_-5_-'l_'T_'nlo-ot--te_: kO°F. erranoer_ent _,ith internal
Water LI_: 2.0 pS;. H.It _ide re,tared fi_, for 1 iquld rw_:,_-
iEr_o(__e.j___alr)--Fh),._:8BO Ib/hr. folding botwcer, passes.
Inlet tamp: 100.)UF. IKt_/ deeP. [opD,,_ fln_,,m eir side
! point, 5_.t.cr. ._P: 1.9 in. H_O
Sens;ble Q li.K,E_7 Rtu/hr. jL ........ _ tater,t Q' 2kO0 Btu/hr.
73-9097 i=
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t I
,|(,- :,, ,,; $
,, ( , ,_nf .II 1 L'-_L' fG _',; l,_ ,,' _ ''
i_,,I ,.'_.o_o q lq,r l._,rr"i,i ,k! tl.t_pt/atl.'rt. il_,'l i
-- ,E ''
%, '.'air, . Lab,'! _ _'.'Da_c_ A_ proL_._ a.r arounJ b.S L,,,' T, ,-. ,,
T, rl:.,ra'.tr,' tl_u .al.;- _um,J,tT cur, trol Feat 12, _ L', ,_-le .I, ,a;, '
£L" t-r'o_ t_x_.r_f'_lcr tu uf_oct ¢8_in tcr_- _.h _. 'a Is ' }, *, ,} ' ,,,
pLr-)tur_. ¢_ntrolo HaXH_url !'le_,: ....
108('_ ,max',. .P: 0.1 in. HI0 _r:..:_o ....
':'" " at 5_0 lb !,r rim.,. ), - ,..,
, 3.) _cr'or. tab_ 1 Sen_e_ cabin a;r ter,voroturu" 0._ 1.125 Jia _"..t r: _ - Io_ "' , • '
e_ T,.r*_,r_t_r_ _,_nal used t', thu cabin tcr_ b,_ _._. L't°IC ',',, r_% I , ,
pcraturc controller for teraner- Io'.9 , I,._, .-. r.- '.
aturv rugulat,o_, lcperatinu o
tc.r_neratur_ ronqu, 6_,° to 85 F,
_.,* [,"troll_,r I Controls the bypass _lm_ arou,.J b..L 10._. b_ _ Hod;t:_J _ .dJ,a_ _ -.',.'.
(a';;- the cabin,'hum;d;t,,, control he,at ,:._1 b,, ._,t*10 ',.;t- ,tvr,a. _,,.,
Tc_*.,,ratur,, exchanqer, Anticipator type L%C .lr.'o,_ _i','_. L'
Control. Co_tro| range. _o CO"tr;i _,'.t'.....
to _°F ,select,_ble}. Car, trot set. T_'¢ _.... tl _!,
accuracy "?el'. _C**,C !," t _ ' ' . '
ooraI_ a'- i I_,_* r ,.... '
cc,.t_ '1 -_.,_ut, .
_c Scl.ctor, Cob;p I Used b_ the cr_",e# to r_nuallv C,_, ? dIa b_ - fx;sti,-cl _a_el _,.u_t_.' .. t.
Tvr'ovraturt' select a Cab_ temDet'atu,'e it, 5.25 |unq DL'-tO capabil t, "..,-,_.t .,'
the range fron 6_ O to 85 °f. _arual co:.tr:l. ., .,'
,: co_trc} ,...,_.c, t",'
caLir te_;,erat_r_., ,. ',
Ya|v(.: CO_" '%' O.tddt, " ' ' '
X.t', c_c_..!a::l_ ." Water i:, the evaoora,,t, Sel'Ve_ 7_ ,_'ot. ?_ d;a b') (- 'for )'_ SDrav )la!,h ,.,'.at,rat ( ., ,,
; Iva(,_rat't ab the' vel,;clO priory h_¢t total 2_ co,)troll bly inc|uO."_ cvu;,,,t_!.'
_cat S':K s,nk Juri._ 9 ascent, burn and assembly} ' _.Ral, v.at,.,r ,.,,::h, .._,.
_ntrv, ,n orbit _crves a.,, a flow co-tr¢al valve.,, _,
' suppler_mt to the radiator anJ ).Eb _ , Z c_tr.lh. '*,'
" _ ' _1_0 aS a backup. A_cent-burn _._'_-_, 2 se-_r¢, I,' '!
condition. Q 73.580 Btu_hr Sta;_less .,tu_'l , ,u: ,.=t ,
!maxJmur.I. Water coolaPt |Io_v: &/it k e>tc'r_L,_ 't,r*a', ' ' ,
5_0 Ib hr. Water _.o¢*lant inlet v_atcr ¢.o.)lart ', " t ' .'
tamp: 1-/h°F. Water coolant l'r.uzH,,. Copm,r t,,,, o'
outlet tct_l_. _0°F ,control_. used. _url'ac_, tu ,;,,_¢H _,
Water L,n: _. psi* r_B,nta;nud a!'_.'_¢' ]k , ,
trolh, r. rart,,r *_.v ' '
Radiator supplement in orbit, spray '_o::h.,. _ _:1 , , "'
Q IO.O00 t_tu'hr, £vaperator _odulat'c_ _.rti_ 1 , ,,
,_Htch, _ "On" when inlet _atnr
.._ _ _'_ _5',* Control t_'_verature' Co-trolh, r .-corr,.,,a',,, '
I co_t rol _.V¢, t _ r ,
..---_._.. 73"9097
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I'-- _ IIllic'" -- " it',n" ' t,,vel.,p.
', . '., ',.r,_,t,t," i _'q ,I _,.qu,r,.Pc,_t_. U-, i_. v_att., (at_,q,_r. _c-al.,, _,. :. _,.a_,.,.
_,. ,,.,at 3 C_,c.l,.. th,., a:r c,rculat._ _ _r _.e 1:, 5re 9,7 by ,-.O _ ',,'_-_ 3-'I.,, ' .,' c. _ h,_,..-'
i:,,thd-q,.,t" o_i_,cs _O._ $'¢_r t13_ _._rDo*_t |;. _etl _,1 LI._ ',,'_,n.- ;_ ,,c, 'a ! ;,,,,i, ,
-_.. o,.:¢., of t_or_._l c,-'tr, l. W_tt-r _% : po,,%_7(.%. ' ta,. 1, -, i, , "
th,, _,..at ..;,.k. -,,"_,,W nn;_t ;S i _.-_tr-ct _ '. : a'-._ '
_o'*t l,+-J:rq, Ph"t _idv (_irl-- er,_,.+_ :.'t,:r'l....
Floyd: 1000 1' ;br. icier te_p
133 °;. A_r ."" t.t' in. fiTS.
_'r pres._ure It_ psio. Cold
$;;e I_e:er Coola_tl--Flc_.:
1_3.3 Ik/hr .one bav_o Inlet
te_p" 7 _0_ , Pr_*ssgro drop
2 p_:.
3._ _ew_r Sa:_pl : rre_,iaes =ig_al cuedltlon;r'q B.l _._ b', _;.: lI.5 New _o_cal., ".:. ...,.r " ",-
Tt._:,cret_re a_._ _o_.,_r for all [TC/L$S ter_- _v 8.3 I phase .'_a_t ,+l,:.-_+-t, .,+ __,
Trd_s_deer _eraturc a_,a :,ressure trans- 115 v -_ v_c, 1. :'.'c ": . 'c
Juo.r_.. Tr;0le redundancy, b_O0 HZ
3.' 61_ctr:cal I Cissipetos elvctr; al ee.'rg'¢ _*._ 10 by _._ l_O0 _'_¢ist;-q ;'late _'_ u"mt ,,:°- -.tr,r
H_:a_ter ;_.tO the AR$ or;_ce=_ alr strear_ by 2 _ phase _at_.rs: -'a_'-:r" _r"o. =,.
to ,nai_ta;_ cob :_ terlperat:ure l*OO _z tv_eral=re. 27: "=; , _ .... .-
at de, ire,.1 levvl u_d_r certai_ 't15 200 _ CO_t_._'.=3 ' . :aS _- "=," _-
miss,o,_ OtaScs when ht-dt_ =5 ' ¢_ora_£i . ,(.r-t,-'_, _=. _,
required. _,-.:t_"e; - ,_=c, ;,'-_,,,..
Air flow: _80 Ib/hr
_,r inlet te._p: 880°F
( A}r ;'lot nrvs=ure" I/_.7 l)si_
Air '_P, 0._L. ;n. H20
_eat:'_q capdclty: :5000 Btu_hr
3. tO Fa_,. av:o_;c_ -- Circulales e¢,cli_9 _r Ihreb_ _._ : 1_.6 a;a 170 $:-;I,_s- $'o.'lae t= ca_ _ *_ ",-
_ool'.tl the avlo_ics bay and the avian- by 6.75 ,1 phase ?.r,. '.'a.va_,_,l :cs'q- ;, :
ICS heat excha_qers; 2 fan_ long 115 to ':.es_;rl ,°ares. _.lc-=.c "` co--
per be'_' 70e V, structio". _.ear:"q aera-,;u-
_CO 14-; --*n_: s:_"l_r tt" _';',': .' _Ot;"Flet_ rate: 100( I_:br
'a_,. ,(st.._at,:.f f (," _- :'C:
ll_l_t pressure: I.**_ asia ;'.r. llo;_e Iv,¢,.I ..elf _i,. ....
l ' t-I,.t tc_ 130°F :r._x_ st-¢c,l,catl.;,-.
Prc_surt' rise' 3.0 ;r H_0
dv',,:',_,; ;a:, o-i_s c_olln 9 air through tht, ! , by 5 1oriel flappers suoporte,_ b° ste;'-
'_at;;v_' rvdu=,de_t tact. l_,_s st,._t _crcc_ i,- cl-,,_.
,J,recti,.,_ si_,:lar _.J _:,ll.
_l(_;_ rate: 1C00 Ib'br air at
)L _ psJe _,Pd 1_,[)OF 't'l_p..] _' _ _it cumpr,:,_sL, r _hoc;...el,.. , •
",f t,,ml) _F ' 0.5 ,n. u_O _ '@
(_. _, ; ;_ic.ics for, L r'rv*cCt_ tan a,leinst debris 0.1 t_.{. dln Sta_los_ sic(1 scr_s._..hbr;_ tr,l;" urtra,"ed by process air in by 0.2 :
de;o-its :;rcu_t. Rervov,:s par-
t;clva thee,-: tha_ O. 0h h_. Jia.[ _
F|C_'z rate. 10Cb tb"hr ._
Frus..ure Jrop: 0.1 in. H20 _",_
,_t opera t inq
= condl t ions
'_It ",7_ Pb,'ip peckaqu ; rackape ;"eludes 2 pUmDS ,Ite-1 15 Ib 10 by B by b3 3 Si_.:lar P, lr_ar,, a,.d seconder,, p'=:-'i,S
assP-_blvo water 3.?L_e_. _ _-cck valves I I tom wet_ (_ :each, phase, packaged as svparat,: L_t -,.
toola, t 3.25_b), 1 accu-'alatur liter, eat _, or,mary 115 s. Steel corstructlo,.. C,..'tr.- _-_r.
3.71_Cl, 1 isl_lJtior_ wive pr_rarv and sccon- hO0 H;I fugal our'o drive,, t_'r_.u_ *_
Ilte ,= ].2_d!, 1 filter (Item" a_d dar).) r_o_.et;e c_upli..q b, ar "_t: r, i
a. 2_e_. [ • .car- P,oter re.viable w' t":ut _.rva.- Illr,!-
,_,) _ter loop ;rteqr;t,.
C_reulatcs hater throuqh the ;_dry. 6otb Dr;ma_r_ and secor,__ar.
Df_Sry a,_d seen.dory Cat'_
coolant l'_ops; also _a;nta,ns pur_p vack_cles are ;dc'"t tel.
_.a_er _res_ure i_ t_is loop, Pu'_p ._peea: 2Z,00_ ro _',
J_ Pur,p bear i_,ls : _;ra_. l t c
r;b,_. _ate: 55_ ]L,/"r at 2P c,! desJj,_ s[_[lar It, At,oil(,.
_O p_id E_ti_atee life' Idol:2", -v,
A.cu"_l,_ttlr t. fft%t[_t' _al;acltv
t-- . j_ ............................... ]L.....
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I
It, ,t|_J. I_u*_ti,_n,Jl a_,l Pc,rforlv_c_, / We,qht, _;;e, , _'_,_¢L.r, tqL,._,_ r,l
h . _..,._ril,tl,,r_ !Rq*q II R_qu_rt, m_*_ts _1 Ib q---- _n. watt,_ , [.atoq,:;r., z,..._ar_. _..,,,,,], l,,_tur.*,
' wat,_r flo_-n. 10 |b/m;n at *.P 1 , ",
i of I psi !
........ ? ._._ .......... 4-.............
._..'; _at, r ',,_,t_,,_ ;_ ' I,,olat,)., t-#atc,r coolant lOOpS !0.8 _ b'! 3.5 _odi!" e,! _4_,1._;,..:_ _oll- _al.: .... ' -
,.._l,., , fror_ till conneCtOrS, ' b'_ _ ti_._t:_e_ _cl'.4's .l'a'_;' :
t_ater flow: 10 |b/rain at _.P ;rr:l p,;tt ',_;,,
of 1 psi
• A ........... # I ............
_.10_ Se._o:-._r. purlp I Use_l to r_nitor loop perform- 2 I die by • E_istT_q Slra'- qa_e t;o, a M ; k'i'N"_
;._lct nrc_r_ a,'ce: C to EO ps;.q range 2._ a_'J sigral co_'J_t;:* 0,_ 'r."
tra_duc_:r I te " 3. _.
3.:_5 :ri;_r,. _ump 1 " Saree as 3.1G_. .2 ---'_ I dla b_ Ex;stlr.3 le*.'_t;cal t_. 3._to
i'l_'t ;,r_..surc I 2._
.. tra_ddcer
._.lSC Prlt_ar_. izatc.r 9 . Used to r_on_tor pump perfo_ .2 I dle by ' E_istln=3 S;_;lar tc _._L_*
pump __ trar_- , ante: 0 to _0 psld 2._
_.1c! Sccon!dar •, t.atcr I Same as 3.1_0 .2 1 dla by Existin_l Ide-tlcal t_ 3. I._C
) p_Mp LP tran_- 2.5
_UCeC
_i I _ ,.,,, ,_,oo,,,dooe_,'°_'-_b..,tr.o .' ,,o.USed"°oer,o_.oco.'°.o,*o*,v, °, SO,0",'n. °-"- _Y' E*,,*,°0,doo*,o.,t° '*o_:.,O0
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IThe water coolant pump is a scaled-up version of the Apollo Block 11 pump,
and is repackaged to enhance maintainability.
4.2.5 LRU Definition
The arrangement of the subsystem components into line replaceable
,r,
units (LRU's) will depend essentially on installation constraints; however,
factors such as equipment weight, fluid interfaces, and component MTBF will
weigh heavily in the final definition of LRUWs and in providing accessibility
to the various subsystem components. In defining the LRU's listed in Table
4-4, major consideration was given to the factors discussed below.
_-w,:' The CO2 absorber LRU package (LRU 2-F) must be made accessible directly
F.
!, to the crew to facilitate routine charge replacement in flight, and the filter-
; debris trap assembly (LRU 2-D) also must be directly accessible for dally
replacement of the filter element. Adequate space must be provided for handl-q,
ing the large filters.
The weight of the remainder of the ARS equipment (without LRU_s 2-D and
e
C: 2-F) is estimated at about I00 lb. It Is highly desirable to break down thls
equipment into smaller LRU's. Furthermore, removal of the condenser because
of its interfaces wlth the two water coolant loops and because of its weight
:, (61 Ib) should be avoided unless the condenser itself has failed. Condenser _,
r($ ,
failure can only occur by leakage. To ensure that the condenser is not re- i_'
,._
moved from the system by error, provisions must be incorporated to permit
,I
visual inspection of the unit for leakage. A dye in the water loop is recom-
mended to facl_,itate inspection. Internal leakage (water into the process
air stream) could be detected by Inspectlon of the humidity condensate line to
the phase separator; external leakage detection will have to be in situ. The
condenser need not be accessible as a component LRU for this purpose. For these
L
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reasons, the condenser ls considered a shop replaceable unit (SRU) packaged
with the heater (Item 3.9) and the temperature control valve (Item 3.2). These
two Items will be checked out by means of BITE on the temperature controller
(Item 3.4). They need not be accessible for ground checkout purposes; however,
packaging should be such that either of these components can be removed from
the vehlcle without the necessity for condenser removal.
It is desirable in terms of spares provisioning that the fans be removable
separately. Efforts will be made to package the fans in such a manner zhat
each fan is an LRU. Accessibility wi11 depend essentially nn the available
space for the ARS.
O
The remainder of the AR$ equipment will be replaceable as single component
LRUls.
The cabin temperature selector (Item 3.5) will be panel-mounted in the
O
crew comp_rtment. The temperature controller could be located either with the
selector or under the floor wlth the remainder of the ARS. The controller
incorporates the capability for checkout of the entire temperature control
system, including the temperature sensors (Items 3.1 and 3.3), the control
valve (Item 3.2), the selector (Item 3.5), and the cabin heater (item 3o9). _"
For ease of checkout it ls recommended that the controller be located with '_ '
the selector in an easily accessible area.
The cabin temperature sensor (Item 3.3) will be Installed In the cabin. ._-
Because the proces_ air to the ARS Is used as a heat sink for cabin electronics, ,
the temperature of the alr In the ARS return duct is not representative of
cabin temperature. Provisions will be made to assure adequate flow over the
seasor (300 ft/min m!nlmum). Packaging the return duct sensor (Item 3.1) for _ ......
t
removal as a single component should not present any dlfficulty.
E_ A_._S_ARc.,.ANU_ACTU_,N_CO'_AN. 909
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Depending on installation constraints, it is desirable to have the avlonic__
fan packages 3-B-2 removable as a unit separate from the avionics heat exchanger.
This approach will reduce maintenance time appreciably because fan replacement
will not involve breaking the water coolant loops.
As mentioned previously, the primary and secondary pumps are packaged as
separate assemblies and will be replaceable as such. Depending on accessibility,
however, it would be desirable to break down the pump packages Into smaller
LRU_s to minimize spares inventory and possibly reduce the turnaround time in
the event of a component failure within the pump package. The pump motor
could be replaced without breaking into the water loop.
Special provisions will be made so that the pressure transducers will be
replaceable without having to service the entire water loop. This will be
accomplished by Isolating the failed transducer from the loop and either evacu-
ating that small portion of the subsystem between the transducer and the isola-
tion valve. A better approach would be to flush, with water from the accumu-
lator, the air trapped in the transducer downstream of the isolation valve.
Since maintenance will be effected on the ground, advantage will be taken of
the gravity field in packaging the transducers, t..
The flash evaporator is a relatively heavy and bulky component. To enhance .o_
maintainability, all components within the evaporator package, Including the _' _
tm _l_--spray nozzle, should be accessible for replacement as separate LRU's.
4,2.6 Egulpment Packages I
Usln9 the above guidelines packages were developed for the major LRU's
contained in the ARS. The packages described below are:
CO2 absorber assembly (LRU 2-F) _ ......
' Cabin heat exchanger assembly (LRU 2-A-2) . .___.,._.....
_, A,_ESE._CH.ANUr*CTUR,N_CO"P**V 73-9097
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: Cabin fan assembly (LRU 2-A-1)
Air-cooled avionics package (LRU 3-B)
Water pump package (LRU 3-1-1)
4•2.6•1 CO2 Absorber Assembly (LRU 2-F)
This LRU, depicted In Figure 4-2, comprises the follc_ving components:
Two C02 absorber canisters (Items 2•3a)
One butterfly shutoff valve (Item 2,3c)
, _.. One check valve (Item 2.3d)
. In addition, the canisters will house the CO2 absorber elements•
This LRU should be installed in the cabin area with the canister covers
_,
T"
• and the shutoff valve accessible to the crew for charge replacement.
_ The two canisters are mounted (top and bottom) on an aluminum frame that
".,: will be secured to the vehicle structure at eight locations. Removal of the
ii_ v LRU entails undoing the right mounting bolts and disconnecting the two V-band
C, :"'
_ clamps on the inlet and outlet ducts. The valves and ducting are mounted on
' the canisters by means of hose-band clamp:;•
:- Overall dimensions are 24 in by 16 in by 21.5 in. The total weight of
_ the assembly is 17.7Ib excluding the two LIOH sorbent beds
i:
_ 4.2.6.2 Cabin Heat Exch..angerAssembly (LRU 2-A-2)
_ This LRU ls shown in Figure 4-3. The package was developed assuming com-
_, patibillty wlth the vehicle structure. The three components comprising thls
assembly are mounted on a structure that attaches to the vehicle by means ofI
bolts. A mixing chamber Is provided to minimize losses while assuring good
mixing between the condenser and the bypass air streams.
=.
Hose-band clamps are used between all package components. It is desirable
i
to have all components accessible for removal from the vehicle as separate LRU's. o,
L
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The weight of this LRU Including structure is estimated at 81.8 lb. A
hoist will be necessary to assist In replacement of the condenser. The hoi_t
point is shown in Figure 4-3.
Replacement of the temperature control valve or the heater will require
removal of the two hose clamp_ and the screws securing these components to the
LRU ftame,
When the condenser needs replacement, the entire assembly will be removed
from the vehicle. This will entail disconnecting (1) two water coolant loops,
(2) two V-band clamps on the inlet and outlet ducts, (3) the electrical con-
_ _ nectar to the valve actuator, (4) the screws securing the frame to the
_" spacecraft, and (5) the condensate llne to the waste management phase separators.
4.2.6.3 Cabin Fan Assembly.(LRU 2-A-l)
This package (Figure 4-4) was developed to provide minimum size while
maintaining acceptable flow paths within the manifolds. In this respect a
longer package would be preferable. The complete package incorporates three
fan-check valve subassemblies (I eros 2.2 and 2.5_, two pressure transducers
• (Items 2.100), and cylindrical inlet and outlet manifolds. The entire assembly
is secured to the spacecraft structure by two bolts on each manifold. The air
inlet and outlet ducts could be turned at any angle to accommodate the inter-
f-
face constraints of the vehicle ducting and the cabin heal exchanger assembly
(LRU 2-A-2).
: The transducers are mounted on the inlet manifold by four screws and
should be made accessible for replacement as single components. The fan-check
i valve subassemblies are supported between the two manifolds by means of V-band
! clamps. They can be removed separately by simply disconnecting the V-band clamps
at the inlet of all three fans, the V-band clamp at the package inlet, and the
l
!
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\Lrnn,_ducer n_nne llneg, Thi. will pJ,.)vldu'._fl:i_.:el_1'p:,o; l,,r ,e:,,_.,I ,;
f._n b't di_-,connectlng the I,ln connecLor .lnd tile.. V--! ,t..I Ll '.1-, .l ''_,_ _J,_ll ....
the fan being replaced.
The eo, tlmaLed wei£h[ of Lll_. gill ire p,_cl..,ag,., i' 2_._, )1,.
/4.2,6.4 Air-Cooled Avloqlc_ P,.-q_e (I.P,U 3-[___,)
Figure /4-5 _.hovl_ _he air-cooled avionlc,, pncLm4,.. I'h_',-e .uch p,cl.,,.,:
0
will be necessary to provide the heat sink capabilitie, Fur Lh_. thr(:_, /,'. _,. ,
avionics bays. The package includes the following ecluipmunt
i,
• Avionics heat exct_anger (Item 3.7), a threu-fluld urit _.,ith
redundant water passages
:-_ _ • Two fans wlth check valve and debris trap (Item*_ 3.10. 3.11 and 3.
i • Two pressure transducers (Item 3.15_-)
, The heat exchanger flanges are bolted to the inlet and outlet ,,_nifolds.
i
; The fans are mounted in t_u duct by means of V-band quick-release clamps.
The fen inlet duct is connected to the avionics ducting b_ mean__ tf a beaded
t_
,! hose connector. The heat exchanger outlet manifold (not shown) is aide c__,t,-
, nected in the sam_ r.anner. Both pressure transducers are instal led on the
same side of the packege for accessibility; three screws secure _ach trar_.,duc,,,
le
;. to the heat exchanger manifold.
'_ For all packages Involving the thermal loop, the air-cooled ,qvioni¢
package was designed to provide component accessibility and perr it cov, pr.,, r,!
removal without having to disconnect the water coolan[ flees. Beth tr,jn,,,l_ ....
.-- _ _ are readily acce:slble. Removal of the fan assembly (includinq chec_ v,_!..,, '
and debris trap) can be affected by disconnecCinU (I) thu i_let Lra_,-.;I ,,,
duct (beaded hose cannel:tar), (2) the V-bands at the inlet of both far,, ..
I (to permlt remo,_al of the transition duct). (3) the V-band _i. the o,_!I,;
of the fan belng replaced, and (4 \ the electrical connector _o the !-,r,.
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The overall dimen_ionr_ of the package are 22 in. by 11 in. by 8.62 in..
at £hown in the figure, The weight :f the component_ is calculated a,_ 25.2 lb
wet; the overall package weight, includln 9 duct ing and mountings, i_: (_,11m,-.tud
aL 30.3 lb.
4.2.6.5 Evaporator Assembly (LRU 3-A)
The evaporator assembly is depicted In Figure 4-6. The package include-
the flash evaporator wiLh spray nozzle, the evaporator controller and sensors,
-- and the evaporant water control valve.
Overall dimensions are given in Figure 4-6. Total package weight
including the structure is estimated at 73 lb. The frame supporting the
'_ 61-lb evaporator is designed so that the unit can be mounted to withstand
vertical or horizontal accelerat[on loads. The frame is such that both units
ii could be mounted side by side.
Removal of the evaporator package will involve the following:
! Disconnecting the evaporant water feed line
Disconnecting the water coolant loop lines
C Disconnecting the electrical leads to the pc_ver supply
Disconnecting the vacuum duct
N
As illustrated in Figure 4-6, all components of the package are ,1!
[
accessible for removal as LRU's without the necessity for removing the
evaporator {tself. Even the spray nozzle is accessible from the side of the [
package.
t 4.2.6.6 Water Pump Package (LRU 3-I-I)
The pump package Is depicted in Figure 4-7. The secondary pump package is
identical co the primary. Removal of any of the pump package components (accu-
mulator, filter, pump proper) will entail breaking into the water coolant loop;
therefore, no attempt was made I:oprovide component- level in-l_ne replaceabillty.
m_mm_
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Figure 4-6. Evaporator Assembly, LRU 3-6 ......
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The filter Is d_signed to match the 18,000-hr life of the pump. The pump
motor, however, is accessible and can be removed without opening the loop.
In locating the pump package in the vehicle, provisions should be made to take
advantage of this feature. Failure of the motor ball bearings due to lack of
lubrication is the normal failure of the pump package.
Envelope dimensions of the pump package are 70 in. by 8 in. by 6 in. The
weight is 16 lb.
It is recommended that the AP and P sensors be made accessible as separate
-k
LRU' s•
4.2.7 Equipment Redundancy
The equlpn_nt arrangement depicted in Figure 4-I was developed to satisfy
the space shuttle requirements as dictated by crew safety and mission reliabil-
i ity considerations from the prelaunch phase to landing. The following discus-
sions highlight the capabilities of the subsystem In this respect.
4.2.7.1 Debris Trap (Item 2.1)
,i
Blockage of the filter element will result in a failure. The blockage
will occur over a period of tim.. and will cause a slow deterioration in per-
formance rather than a complete Failure of the ARS functions. A ,'_Psensor will ';
alert the crew of the need for filter replacement. The indication will be I
given before performance degradation significantly affects overall flow through _
the system.
A relief valve built into the unit provides against complete failure of
_- D the filter element. _
/+.2.7.2 Cabin Fans and Check Valves Iltems 2._ and 2.2)
Three blowers are provided in parallel. The estimated life of each blower _..._
is approximately 18,OOO hr. The three-blower arrangement provides a fail-
operational/fall-safe (FO-FS) configuratioi_. Only one check valve is used with
_,.ESEA"CHMANUFACTU.,N_CO PAN. 73- 9097
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each blower because of the very high reliability of the check valves and of
L because of the very low probability of a series check valve-blower failure.
A _P Indicator will alert the crew of a blower or check valve failure.
All blowers should be checked between flights. Redundant sensors are used.
" 4.2,7.3 _C.abin Heat Exchanger (Item 2.6)
: The condenser incorporates redundant passages for the two water coolant
; loops. The separator is a purely static device. The only mode of failure of
_ this unit is structural and occurs through plugging of the suction holes be-
tween the airflow passages and the condensate manifold. Since complete block-
age of all the holes is almost impossible, no redundancy other than providing
t', numerous suction holes is necessary.
4.2.7.4 CO2 Removal Assembly (Item 2.3)
The canisters are-preSsure vessels. Operation on one canister is adequate
C to maintain PC02 below the maximum allowable. Operation of the valves (check
_J valve or diverter valve) in th_ package is not essential in a pressurized cabin.
H
;!! The integrity of the LiOH charge is backed up by a /4-day contingency
- reserve. Failure of a charge to absorb CO2 will result in cabin PCO2 being
higher than normal.a
4.2.7.5 Temperature C.ontrol Syste m (Items 3.1, _.2_ 3.3_ 3.4, and 3._) _. _i7
i 6 None of thls equipment Is redundant. Adequate backup is provided to ,
permit mission comple_ion through manual override. Failure of the sensors i_
(Items 3.1 and 3.3) or the controller (Item 3.4) circuitry will result in loss
Ib of the automatic function; however, the temperature selector incorporates _ '
manual override provisions so that the valve can be actuated directly, thus
bypassing the controller function. In addition, a manual override is provided
on the valve itself and is used to disengage the actuation mechanism and
position the butterflies.
_ AIRESEARCH MANUFACIURING COMPANY 73-909 7
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4.2.7.6 Electrical Heater (Item 3.9) i
Failure of the heater does not Involve crew _afety. The heater is only
required during low-power level conditions. By increasing power level,
intolerable situations could be remedied without compromising mission succe_.
4.2.7.7 Transducer Power Supply (Item 3.8)
This component incorporates a triple-redundant power supply function.
The signal conditioning elements to each transducer are not redundant.
Failure of these elements will result in loss of function equivalent to lost
''_ of transducer. Instrumentation redundancy is discussed in Section 7; adequate
,,_ redundancy and backup is provided to assure FO-FS for all critical functions.
i: 4.2.7,8 Water Coolant Loop
,, ql i_L !t Although most of the equipment of a thermal loop can generally be con-
_ sidered as pressure vessels (lines, heat exchangers, reservoirs, etc.), a
=
C number of essential components such as vaives, pumps, and controllers Lend to
'i
.' compromise the reliability of these loops. For space oper_tion, the thermal
!i loop is essential not only to provide a comfortable environment for the crew,
:}
!_(_ but also to assure proper functioning of other vehicle essential subsystems:
,; namely, the vehicle power supply and electronic equipment. Consequently, .!
provisions must be made to ensure against loss of thermal management that !,
could be the result of a catastrophic failure, such as coolant llne breakage _,,
: _,
and heat exchanger failure through blockage or leakage. Such pressure vessel
'!,
,, failures can be minimized by incorporation of redundant loops, lhi_,app,-oach _
_ I has been used successfu117 on previous manned space vehicles, and is
recommended for the space shuttle.
The schematic of Figure /4-Iwas developed to provide a high degree of r....
reliability. Adequate redundancy has been provided to permit operation at
deslgn l_erformanceafter failure of any one component. Degraded mode operation
!
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can result from a second failure, depending on the functions of the two failed
components (or modules). Degraded mode operation could result in (1) cabin
temperatures exceeding the limits specified for crew comfort, and (2) the
requirement for minimum power operation.
4.2.7.9 Interchanger (Item 7.7)
The interchanger ;s a four-fluid heat exchanger of stainless steel con-
struction. The exchanger itself is a pressure vessel, so that F0-FS does not
: literally apply to thls unit; however, much redundancy is provided because any
. r.
_ one of the Freon loops can be used to cool either of the water loops. Such a
,_' four-fluid unlt provides a degree of flexibility that, with two interchangers,
_ __ ( could only be achieved through the use of numerous swltchover valves that
would compromise the reliability of the entire system. Since the interchanger
: constitutes a single-point failure for the system, its location must be care-
_- fully selected to protect it from hazards resulting from meteoroids or catas-
trophic failures of other subsystems. As mentioned prevlously, the unlt itself
:_ will not fail totally. If leakage or blockage In one set of passages occurs,
' ;" the redundant loop is available as a backup.
i. 4.7.7.10 Water Chiller Iltem 4.4)
,4 ,,I One water chiller unlt.is provided In each loop. "Inecooling water flows _i
through.a serpentine tube within the reservoir. Failure of thls unlt corresponds :_iii to a prlme structure failure.
_ 4.2.7.11 Water Pumps (Item _.24) { i
..,_ III The hermetically sealed centrifug._._ pumps have inherent long life capa-
I
blllty, as demonstrated by life testing of the Apollo water-glycol pump. The
estimated l lfe of the pump is in excess of 18,000 hr. ""
00000001-TSF08
Two pumps are provided in each module to permit flexibility of operation
(both systems are identical) and to assure fail-safe conditions in the ca_e
where one water loop fails and one pump fails subsequently in the other l(,op.
A second pump in a secondary system is then necessary to assure flow in t],e
loop and fail-safe operation. The incorporation of two pumps in the secondary
loop results in a 2-1b penalty.
The accumulators have steel bellows that maintain system pressure. Such
_.;-- bellows can be designed for infinite life, and the accumulators are considered
highly reliable units and require no backup. Accumulator failure is similar
to failure of a primary structure and will require switching to the redundant
C. loop
The filter serves to protect the pumpagainst debris entrained by the
water. Rather than complete plugging, filter failure will be the result of
C
t;i accumulation of debris on the surface of the filter element. This will slightly
ii reduce the coolant flow through the loop and result In performance deterioration.
_' A AP sensor across the filter will detect filter deterioration
L.' •
_ The check valves instal led at the outlet of each pump are highly reliable
and have been demonstrated as such in Apollo service. Failure of a check valve
,'
on an operating pump will have no effect. Failure of a check valve on a non-
t
operating pump is very unlikely in flight; such a failure will require pump
swltchover and, if the redundant pump also is failed, loop switchover, i,
4.2.7.12 Air-Cooled Avionics LeeRs
O The alr-cooled r.vlonlcs loops are essential for mission completion and
crew safety. For thls reason, parallel blowers are used in each loop• Avionics
redundancy is provided by the three separate bays. - ....
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Single check vlaves are installed on each blower. Thls appears adequate in
view of (1) the very high reliability of the check valve design, and (2) the very
low probability of a series check valve-blower failure. All blowers and check
valves will be checked between flights. A P indicator across the check valve
"_; blower assembly will monitor performance.
;L:
_0_ The heat exchanger incorporates dual coolant loops to accomodate the redun-
dant water loops.
4.2.7.13 Evaporator Packages (Item 3.6)
l
Redundant evaporator assemblies are provided. Each assembly can provide
_' coo]ing to either water loop through a separate control system. Considering the
i(_ two loops and the two evaporators, the FO-FS criterion is satisfied. Also, the
,_ ammonia evaporators could provide cooling in emergency for a 20-min period at
i;
:_ ful 1 power.
4.2.8 Redundancy Management __!
i_ The general guidelines defimed in Section 3 were used to determine the sen-
!i _ors necessary for control of the subsystem redundant elements in flight. The
:_ requirements for crew intervention were also identified. The ARS redundancy
:iC
_ management requirements are summarized in Table 4-5.
Historical data have shown that the sorbent beds (static devices) inherently "
are very effective and will not fail in service. The humidity control/cabin
heat exchanger can fail only through leakage, which is considered here as coolant
loop failure. The condensate removal device consists of slots at the exit _,,d i._ ]'
!
of the condenser and is not subject to plugging: a filter in the ARS ducting will _ li
" _ preclude dust entering the unit. Loss of the condensate removal function will
I
be traced to the phase separator in the waste management system.
A critical review of the equipment contained in the subsystem indicates
I that the fans and the ter_perature control system are the high fal lure rate
elements.
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Fan failure _._III be detected immediately by lh_- l,-,_ L,P l_r.-irl,,,.iu_,:f (._ ;
interprctatlon of the data is e×tremely ,-,iv_ple, a_ ],-, ti_, c,_rr,.cl i.J, . ,, ! ,_ .
Fai lure of the temperature control S,l_;tt_r_ _./ill h-' (h-l,:,clLd ll'r,.,u,ll, i i'
and lovJ temperaLur'e _n the cabin. This identiricali_,_, r,,v,_J,,.l,.r (.f,ul,l I,, ,
v/hat sluggish, depending on the failure and _n the l,_ad,, :,I II',,. lit.,. ,,I Ii_,.
failure. Ample time is available for corrective actlr_n. H,..r{., l,_ilur,. ,,i _ ,,.
aut.omatlc control s.vsten will involve manual control thrQu91_ lh_, _,v-_d_)I II_,,
mission. The cabin temperature selector design incov'porat{_s l)rcJvi,,i,Jf_ l,,r
positioning the flow diverter valve directly, even in the event of a c,J_l_-_ll{,r
failure. Furthermore, the diverter valve actuator can be overridden r_anuai]y
,-_ through direct action on the valve itself.
_, Because of the relatively slow response of cabin temperature c_ a failure
corrective action will require a stepwise procedure and monitoring of the. cabin
temperature for a short time period to determine whether manua] operation can be
effected through the selector or through manipulation of the divert_r valve,.
High cabin PCO2 can be corrected only by changing the LIOH cl_arqes. This
cons'citutes a very unlikely failure, as noted in the tab]e.
Heater failure (on or off) may not be readily detected through subsvster,_
performance parameters, depending on the cabin loads and the cabin temperature
r setting. Provisions are inc^rporated in the system to prevent overheating of
the equipment in the event of heater-on failure. The necessity of the heater
for m_sslon success will depend on the cabin loads, which are es_.ent, iall.v
.. .... _ III' determined by vehicle orientation and electrical load profl]e. Updoubt_:dly,
hu_Ler failure could degrade particular n_issions. Consequently, a v_arnin_
signal through the controller BITE circuit is incorporated Lu ,jiw" i_d]cdt;on
of failure.I
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IBefore defining the instrumentation necessary for r_.onilr.:,';s t,c .. ,
mance (or the health) of the coolant loop equipment, il ;', ._1':'," f; t,
identify the possible failure nodes of this equipment, t+,-;,I, .,' ,i , l
fail only through leakage. Thermodynamically. a heat c.,.cl,,,,,',,:r _.,i ,, ,
normally even if it leaks. Therefore, temperature r'_c,,:u,_fr.r,t.,, ;I, , :
provide the informatlon necessary to identify heat exchanger failurt.. !. ., , . .
however, can be determined by the quantity of Fluid stored in the IL<,I,
accumulator.
The water coolant pump assures flow through the system, and as long a_ r_,
i-_ flow is maintained, the heat exchangers will perform within speciflcativ,,. T'.,.,
)_i_" pump performance, as measured by pump pressure rise, is an essential para'_ t,
in terms of redundancy management.
Another parameter of importance is the pump inlet pressure. Thi_ pare,,,,,.,
>
,: determines :cumulator performance and provides an indication of excel- i',,,,
_i leakage thaL should have been detected normally by low accumulator quar, tilv,
, The only redundancy management actions involve switching pumps in th,.
primary loop or switching from the primary to the secondary loop. The fi,_l
a_lion will be taken upon pump failure, and the secona in the event of tv,_ I
pump failures, leakage, or accumulator failure,
C
It is recommended that the Freon-2! and water loops incorporate b luw-uu!
I
plugs to prevent overpressurlzation of these circuits. The water loop plu,_
should be located in the unpressurized area of the vehicle near the interch-J,,.;,., .
The avionics cooling air loops consist of a heat exchanger and redundan!
fans with a_sociated check valves and debris traps. The only _quipr_nt t,_
monitor in flight is the fan, check valve, and debris trap assemblle_. This
I
is done by -P monitoring. Heat exchanger leakage i_ monitored ,_ di,,u ,_c,d
above.
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iI_.3 ATMOSPHERIC CONTROL SUI_SYSTEM (ACS_
4.3.1 Functional Requirements
The functlons of" the atmospheric control ._ubsyst_m are (I} oxyuer, _tora,le
and supply; (2) nitrogen storage and supply; (3) cabin oxygen partial pres,_ure
(PO2) and total pressure (PT) contro}; an_ (4) miscellaneous services, includin_j
water tank pressurization, airlock and tunnel pressurization and del)ressuriza-
tion. EVA support, and emergency supply. Redundancy of components iw, this
subsystem provides total system operation after a failure of any component
and total system operation to the extent of crew safety afte_ a second failure
of any component.
iT?_', Oxygen from this subsystem is used for the following:
_' (a) Cabi_ metabolic consumption
(b) Cabin and avionics bays leakage makeup
(c) Airlock and tunnel pressu: izat[on
(d) Cabin repressuri zat ion
(e) Prebreathing prior to EVA
(f) PLSS recharge
:, (g) Emergency breathing II_
Nitrogen from this subsystem is used for the following:
: (a_ Cabin and avionics bay leakage makeup '
:: (b) Water tank pressurization
(c) Airlock and tunnel prest-urization
" ...... _ (d) Cabin repress4ri zat ion

4.3.3 Subsystem Descript.ion
A .schematic of this subsystem is presented in Figure _{-8. l'he oxygen
storage and supply, nitrogen storage and supply, and cabin PO2 and PT control
are triple redundant; each of these functions are accomplished by a primary,
¢
secondary, and auxiliary (emergency) modul_.
4.3.3.1 Oxycjen Storaqe and Supply
Primary oxygen supply is provided from the primary cyroge_ic oxygen
supp]y for the power reactant system distribution (PRSD). Similarly, the
x secondary oxygen supply is provided from the secondary PRDS cryogenic oxygen
_ . tankage. Oxygen from both of these sources is delivered to the ECS at a nominal
il;._,__ '2 pressure of 900 psia and a temperature from-200 ° to +160°F. Ti,e secondary and
• • primary oxygen supply modules are identical. The del ivered oxygen flows through
::r a capillary flow restrictor-heater (item 1.14), which limits the flow to 7.5
,-_
Ib/hr and the temperature to a minimum of -40°F. The restrictor-heater is a
capillary tube wrapped around two parallel lengths of the Freon-21
thermal coolant loop. Both legs of the primary and secondary oxygen supply
connect into a common manifold, and each leg contains a check valve (Item 1.15)
to prevent counterflow in either of the legs, thus isolating the supply lines
in event of failure in the cryogenic delivery system.
I
The auxiliary (emergency) supply consists of two PRD-49 filament-wound, t
aluninum-i ined spherical tank modules. Each spherical tanl. contains I_
37.5 ]b of usable oxygen. The storage pressure at 70°F i5 3000 p3ig. When high
I
..... oxygen flow rates are required "7.0maintain cabin _ressure, exceeding the cryo-
genic supply delivery capability, the high-pressure oxygen tanks v, ill furni_h
the necessary capacity. During cabin repressurization and/or alrlock repres-
__urization, the maximum flow rate from each tank module can be as high a_
"1
Pa :.!e 4_ 4 7
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Figure h*B. Atmosphere Control
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150 lb/hr. The expulsion of the oxygen during repressur:zation may cause the
temperature to drop to -20°F. The oxygen auxiliary supply contains sufflcl(.nt
oxygen for one cabin repressurization, for seven air]ock rcpressuriz_tions, and
for 4-day emergency contingency. In adddition to the tanks, each module
includes the following equipment:
(a) One solenoid isolation valve (Item 1.20b)
(b) One pressure regulator/relief va1_e (Item 1.20c) that controls the
pressure to 800 psig
: (c) One fill and safety valve (item 1.20d) that incorporates a burst
disc for protection in the event of tank overpressurization
_:_" (d) One pressure transducer (Item 1 108 or 1.109)!.i
Vi The auxiliar)r oxygen supply is routed to the common manifold between
the secondary and primary supply. The regulated pressure of 800 psig and the
i!_: check valve in the auxiliary legs prevent use of auxiliary oxygen during
i
•: normal operation. The auxiliary supply is regulated to a pressure slightly
.! lower than the primary and secondary supply to prevent usage _n normal opera-
tlon, yet the tanks can be maintained on stream.
_ 4.3.3.2 Nitrogen Storaqe and Supply
Nitrogen is stored in eight PRD-49 filament-wound, 5096-0 aluminum-lined
spherical tank modules. Initially, each tank contains 25 Ib of usable nitrogen
at 3000 psig. Each tan_, module contains a solenoid isolation valve (Item 1.21b)_ I
a fill/safety valve that incorporates an overpressurization burst disc (Item
1.21c), a check valve (Item 1.21d), an,= a pressure transducer (Item 1.100
through I.I07). Norn,ally_only one tank will be on stream at _ny one time,
and all tat,ksare manifolded together. Three separate lines are fed from
b
this manifold. Each line include_ a solenoid i_olation valve (Itel, 1.19),
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a pressure regulator valve (Item 1.25) that controls downst,'ea_, pf'e__._uFc
to 140 psig. and a check valve. This arrangement provides ,'e9ulatov/,'ellef
isolation capabilityo Downstream of the check valves the three 1L0-pbi line;
join into a second manifold from which nitrogen ;s distributed to the c_.,-,-
position control module and the water tank pressure regulators.
4o3.3.3 Cabin P02 and PT Control
Cabin partial oxygen pressure and total pressure is normally maintained
, _.o
_..i by one of two redundant modules; only one module is on stream at any one time.
i-_i Depending on the cabin oxygen partial pressure_the module will selective, ly
-"_ feed oxygen or nitrogen to the cabin. Manual shutoff valves (Item 1.9) located
i on the two-gas control pa'_el isolate the oxygen and nitrogen supply to the
module in normal operation. Oxygen is routed to a regulator/relieF valve
(Item 1o7) which reduces the pressure to 100 psig. The nitrogen ant; oxygenC
lines in each control composition module are mated into a comr,.on manifold
.i
that leads to the cabin pressure regulator (Item 1.2). When the cabin pressure
decreases, the cabin pressure regulator will open. allowing either nitrogen
or oxygen to discharge to the cabin. When the cabin oxygen partial pressure
reaches 3.2 psla, the P02 sensor (Item 1.12) in conjunction with the P02 con- _1
I$ troller (Item 1.13) opens the P02, control solenoid valve (Item 1.11) in the
nitrogen supply line; nltrogen at a higher pressure than the oxygen supply :, _._
" will then flow through the cabin pressure regulator to maintain total cabin
I pressure. A check valve (Item 1.8) downstream of the oxygen regulator (Item .r
1.7) prevents the f}o" ;ifoxygen when the PO 2 control solenoid valve (item 1.11)
is open. When the cabin P02 drops to 3.0 psla, the P0 2 control soienoiJ valve
is closed by the P02 controller. This enables oxygen to flow to the cabin
" _, uoon Glemand. _-"*'----
"I
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Upon failure of both compositlon control modules, the cabin total pr.ssur_
and cabin oxygen partidl pressure are maintained by two manually operated
valves (Item 1.9) fled-in with the nitrogen and oxygen manifolds. Certain
PO2 and PT information (Items 1.500 and 1.190) will be used by the crew for
this purpose. Restricting orifices (Items 1.17 and 1.18) in the emergency
lines limit the flow to specified values. The emergency valves will be l_,anu-
ally manipulated as required to maintain the cabin pressure limits. Figure
4-9 graphically illustrates the cabin total and oxygen partial pressure
cycling during a typical emergency situation.
'>
_ A relief valve (Item 1.1) with redundant elements prevents u,,erpressurlzation
_._ of the cabin. The valve is sized to maintain cabin pressure below 15.7 psiq.
% ql
4.3.3.4 Water Tank Pressurization
Nitrogen From the 140-psig manifold is reduceJ to 18 (-0, +3) psig by two
dual regulator/rellef valve modules (Item 1.10) to pressurize the two 100-1b
water tanks. The redundant elements in each valve can be isolated manually.
4.3.3.5 Avionics Bay Compartment Pressurization
The avionics bays are pressurized by flow from the cabin through a pressure
; regulator (item 1.3) which maintains the avionics bays at a pressure O.J_ psig 10
lower than cabin. In the event of cabin depressurization,or avionics bay over-
pressurization (as in the event of a fire in the bay), redundant overboard .
pressure relief valves (Item 1.37) will limit the pressure in the bays to 0.6
psld above the cabin pressure. Blowout panels between the avionics bays and
the cabin ere provided to prevent structural damage in emergencies.
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NOTES; I. IO-MAN CREW
2. LEAKAGE RATE: I0 LB/DAY
3. CABIN VOLUME: 2000 FT3
4.3.3.6 Airlock and Tunnel Operation
A manually operated valve (Item 1.77) is u:_ed to depressurize the; uirlock
by venting to ambient. The airlock depressurization valve (It+..m 1.77) uill
be operable from inside and outside the vehicle. Hanually operated valw.,_
(Items 1.6 and 1.38) are provided to repressurize the aiclocl., and tunnel
from the cabin. These valves can be operated from within the cabin and also
from withln these compartments. Redundancy provides fail-ope='ational capabilily.
4.3.3.7 EVA Supper t
.+_ • ..
Oxygen from the 900-psig manifold is routed to connectors for PLSS
,_ recharge and prebreathing. Two EVA support panels are provided. Each panel
i incorporates provi_ions for PLSS resupply through a connector (Item 1.53). In
+, addition, the oxygen from the manifold is reduced to 100 psia and routed to
;t connectors for oxygen prebreathing prior to EVA. Shutoff valves (Item 1.46)
, isolate the connectors when not in use. A pressure gage (Item 1.79) i_ used
+
i for monitoring PLSS recnarge operation. These gages also can be used as
: backups for the manifold instrumentation.
/4.3.3.8 Emer£ency 0×yqen Supply
Emergency oxygen is provided to the crew for use in cases of atmospheric 111
contamination or cabin depres_urization. The EVA support mask disconnects can
1
be used for this purpose. Oxygen at 100 psla is delivered to two conne_/oi-s !I
on the crew support panels to provide extended emergency oxygen breathing
capabilities. Four portable oxygen units (Item 1.72) are stored onboard the _i
vehicle; each unit has the capacity to support one crew man ror 10 ,'_in in an
emergency. The portable oxygen units can be recharged by using the t,igh
pressure connectors located o_q the EVA support panels.
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4.3.4 Esuipmont - Summary
Table 4-7 summarizes the characteristics r,F tile UqLlilJr=,_,nl _,lv,wn in 11_,.
schematic of Figure 4-8. The inslrumenlation i5 includud in the l,lhll_.
Reference is made to Section 7 for a discussit,n el in',Irumenl'.,. The ,lli,,_,>-
phere control subsystem i5 characterized by a larg_ number of cor lponent,.,. Thi,
is the result of the numerous functional requirements and the high degree of
redundancy necessary to provide FO-FS.
ii A summary of the data of Table 4-7 is presented below
' Number of Components
_¢ Funct iona l cor:ponents 124
i Monitorin9 instrumentation 36
: Number of Component Designs
I
:: Functional components 30
Monitoring instrumentation 9
Equipment Welght
Fixed dry weight 467.5 lb (including 4 port-
.- able emergency 02 supply)
Expendable weight (02-N 2) 275 ib
- Launch weight 742.5 Ib
lw Power Requirements /_w for the PO2 controller
(all instrumentation trans- _;
ducer power is supplied by
I tern 3.8)
In selecting components for this subsystem, emphasis wa_ placed o',_ 'i
commonality to reduce ini.ial co__,t and spares provi_ioning. Examples inclu,J:_..:
(a) Gas Shutoff Valve--A standard Carleton toggle valw i., u.,ed to
provide the functions of Items 1.9 and 1.46. A total of 14 Ioqgle
J
shutoff valves are used. --
li '
u_qlpu
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i (b) Check Valve--An existing rubber umbrella type valve qualified fc_r
i Z Apollo is proposed for Items 1.8, 1.15, 1.16. and 1.21d for a total
J ,
,; of 17 valves.
(c) Regulator/Relief--As shown in the table, Car!eton regulators areJ
;:" _ proposed throughout. Although they are not the same unit, the
, designs are similar and use many of the same detailed parts•
: (d) Solenoid Shutoff Valve--The same valve is used throughout (Items
_-, I.I0, 1.19, 1.20b, and 1.21b), for a total of 16 applications.
, : (el Connectors--Many of the quick-disconnects are standard disconnect_
_ which are similar except for a key feature incorporated to prevent
;:_ mi suse.
,,_ (f) Instrumentation--Of the 31 pressure transducers required, two basic
_1 designs are used. Four dash number versions of the same design are
_i_ used.
_'
!i The total weight (467.5 Ib) of the subsystem is listed below bydry
requirement categories:
(a) Tanks (02 and N2) 297 lb
;: (b) Valves and controls 124.8 lb !: I
_, (c) Portable 02 supp]y 33.6 ]b !!
It (d) Instrumentation 11.2 Ib
Since minimizing tank weight will result in the greatest saving, filament-
'' wound vessels with aluminum liners were used. i,'C,1
!
4.3.5 LRU Definition
The atmospheric control subsystem is packaged into major line replaceable
units (LRU's) based on redundancy management and ground checkout investigations,
installation constraints, and hardware maintenance. Table 4-8 lists the major _.
LRU packages for this subsystem.
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TABLE k-8
Z ACS LRU DEFINITION
.... . .......
I
| I t,," fl,J. the. L¢.u' f,
I-_ - N_ af_it,_ld a.,*.e-I,l.f I I.p ,.._ a ,I _.¢_* _ .,. *, ', . L'
hPN 1 _2 _oni_nld a.,_e t I_
I. I C t Cl_e_k ,,el ,(.
, 1. 120 1 Pre_s t ra_sdu, er
1. 118 1 PreSs trorsdu._t
' ' |. 119 I Pre_s tta,'_d J_e*
I. I 1C 1 Press t ransd,,, er
l. Ill I Press ttO_,ducer
! 02 -._n ii old
_," I. 15 2 Check. valve
-= t. 112 l Press t ra_sdu_er
=,=Ti=-_ ':' t.113 I P_s traosd....
= ,.,oo ,..o...,. .....
1.201 1 Temperature sersor
,_, _* I. 121 I Press trat_sducer
':, l. 122 I Pres_ transducer
;*' l-D 2 qas control panel assembly 2
o _!'_ 1._ 2 Toqfllc" shutof f valve
';" I' 1.11 1 PO2 control valve
' " I . 13 1 PO2 control ler
O .' 1. 300' .r 1 Flow sensor . Pr b-_ry
,) (|. 301 ) 1 Plow _ensor " Secondory
' ' 1.1!I_ I Pressure transducer ' Pri_0ry
"_:',:_ 1. ," 7 1 Pressure transducer _'" Sec,,ndor_
r', 1.2 I Cob in pres.*_Jre reou later
"'" I 1.8 1 Check valve
' 1.12L_ 1 PreSs transducer *' Pr l_ry
,_ f. l _ I Press transduce r ": ' Secondary
i t. 2 I 02 press regulator/relief valve
I-E ft 2 _nuol pressurlzatlon valve I
k 1.<_ l Toggle shutoff valve
1.17 l Orifice (N2)
_ I*F 02 ,.._nuel pressurization volvo I
1,9 I T¢_l.qle shutoff valve
1.18 1 O,'lf ice (02)
i I *G I, 10 - Z Water tonk roqulator/rel lef valve l} I. Ilk I Press transducer (w_ter tank) 2 ' Prl_-_orf
_r
1.11_* I Press transducer (water Lank) ,-,Se<.or_dary
_._-- _ - '-_ 1-1 1,J I Avi(,nlc_ bay pro=.$uro requlator
l -.f I. :_ | A i r lock preS_,ure _aqo 2
1 *i"• 1._ l Alrlock pres*.u= lZot ion valve 2
1-L I,IL_ | 02 I 10_ re_,tr i*tltr
1 -H I. _0 0_WlOn storaqe tank asse_ b I _ 2
I. 20A I Ta_k
t.20' 1 0 2 Isolation shutett' valve
J 1,20C 1 02 source regulator/r_llel valve
|
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DTABLE 4-8 (Continued)
D ...... _ .............. __e......
l(_' lit" ", p_'t
hh, t lf_'J J _H,_ per LR_, Dt..,,tipth,r _A..,.tq .... ,*.
I-t' 1.20D 1 O_ l ill ,.al_¢,/I,,r,_t di.,,-
l.l'_ I Chic I, valve
I. fOE( 1 Pre.,,_tla.,sd.,or P, ,_ .
I 1.108 t Pro,,*, tra.sdutt, r S, ,, ,h.,
l-'q I.._1 N2 $tornqc, tanl_ as_('blv E
1.21A I Tank
1.21i. I N 2 Isolat iot_ shuto! r vol,u
1.21C 1 N2 fill _alve/burst d;,c,
'I
1.21D l 112 check valve
• 1.100 I Pre$_ transcluoer I... tra,',d_.," p,, kt;',
£ thtu
1.107
I-0 1.25 1 N2 press requlaLor/rel ief valve
"_ 1.19 1 N2 Shutoff valve
: _:_ 1-P 1.]j 1 Payload tunnel pressurization valve 2
I-Q 1.3_ 1 Payload tunrml presc.ure qage 2
i
I*R 1.37 I Av:Oni(._ bay relief valve J
t l-S l .b0 - EVA support panel 2
1.4] 1 Prebreaf:hin 9 02 re*julat¢,r
:_ !;I'! 1..0 2 02 Shut.[' valve1,52 l C_lneect c,r 100 Os ;
• . _/::_ 1.53 1 Cermet t or 900 ps i
!:::';'I ,.79 , P_ss,e,,_0p.s...._,a,,_llb
;' I-T FI Ight Star i,,n service panel 2
o
t. Lt3 1 P_ebreatl_;m_ 02 r¢_jelator
";_, 1.h6 l 02 shutol I valve
" 1.52 1 Connec tot 100 ps i
I-U • 72 02 sySte._
1 1 Portab le k
'_, l' 1"V I./7 1 Airlock depressul-lzatl .....
lye 2
"! I-W 1.78 1 EvA hatch pressure .qago 2
"-=_ t-X 1.126 1 Peo_,s ttansducer, av|onlcs hay
I-Y 1.127 1 Press transc_ucert avionics bay 2 1\
"t; I-Z 1.128 1 Pre_s transducer, avionics bay I I qP
_. :, ( I-AA 1.12 I PO2 sensor 3 Fault .Jetect h,n at=d i_,_lat iu.
"' 1 and w th LRU l°O
:"; I. SO0 1
D
I-FL, I. 190 1 Co:,l. pressure transducer i 2
I
Y
t
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Generally, the components of this subsystem consist of _mall liqhtwelqht
cf
equipment (except for the gas storage tanks). In defining the LRU's, con-
': slderable attention was given to minimize the redundancy management actions
required from the crew. Also, the equipment groupings were developed to
}!
_ minimize maintenance time in the event of failures.
. As shown in the table, most of the LRU's consist of shop reploceabie'i
units (SRU's). Replacement of the SRU_s will not be effected onboard the
; vehicle. Rather, the entire LRU will be removed and replaced as a unit.
!: Package arrangement of the components within the major LRU's is presented
="_ in para. 4.3.6.
i C: 4.3.6 Equlpment Packages
A _arge number of these components will be installed as single components
_ _ (for example, the cabin and avionics relief valves, and the airlock and tunnelC
I pressure gages and pressurization valves). These components will be delivered
"_ as end items. The following discussions are only concerned with the equipmentgroups involving gas storage, composition control, water tank pressurization,
;!C
! and EVA support.
_,:_ 4.3.6.1 02/N 2 Control Panel
_: The gas control panel incorporates sub..ystem LRU's defined in Table 4-7 as '
_'_
_ fol lows : _.
: I-B N2 manifold assembly :
_':i I-C 02 manifold assembly ;
I-D 2-gas control assembly (2 required)
1-E N2 manual repressurlzation
1-F 02 manual repressurization
I-G Water tank pressurization _ "
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In addition, the 02/N 2 control panel will incorporate all _v:itch,,,
necessary for actuation of the 02/N 2 tank and manlfold solen,,id i,,f,lnt i,,,'.
va I yes.
Figure 4-10 depicts the entire panel and the location of the LRIj',,,
as described subsequently. Each LRU is removable from tile panel as a _ep._r.'_t_.
package. The panel face is engraved for ease of compon_nt 7de_,tific_tl,,,n; a
schematic also ;s engraved to enEance redundancy management. There are el_fh[
/
fluid connections to the panel: three oxygen inlet lines, three nitrogen
inlet ]lnes, and two water tank pressurization lines. Interconnecting lines
% between the LRU's are all internal to the overal] panel assembly.
The entire panel is 6.0 in. by 20.0 in. by 28.2,_ ;n. as shown. Mounting
of the various LRU's on the spacecraft structure is discussed below.
4.3.6.2 N2 Manifold Assembly (LRU I-B)
This LRU is located at the bottom of the valve control panel and incor-
porates the Following equipment.
,._ (a) The manifold proper
(b) Three check valves (Item 1.16)
,, (c) Five pressure transducers (Items 1.110, 1.111, 1.118, 1.119, and 1.120)
• _. _ Figure 4-11 shows the arrangement of the components. The manifold is m,Junted
_ on an aluminum frame located behind the hinged face of the panel. TvJo screws
_-; secure the manifold to the fr'.,ne. The frame is attached to the vehicle struc- .,t
i tur¢. All components are line mounted on the manifold. Nitrogen at 140 psig
enters the manifold assembly through three lines at the left of the LRU. TEree
pressure transducers are connected to these lines upstream of the three check
| valves. Nitrogen from the check valves enters the manifold and exits through
four ports. Two of these supply nitrogen to the z-gas control assemblies, one
L
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1t_ the manual repressurizatlun wllv_, and th_ l-ourll,trJ lh_,GSI:.c,._n,*ct_,r,r._
I
wator tank pres__urizatlon a_embly (LRU l-G) cJn the, ri,jht t_f th,, w,,ll p,m, I.
Access is _gained Lo the a._ernbly b;, rerm_vin,1 tvlt, *_cr(;vt,-, wlli, h _,,,r.u;,, II..
face of the panel to the picture |-rarer., l'he p;J_,l i,_ ',V;L"_'I uIJvl,lrd (._ ,J l,i,,,l,,
l
and kept in that position by a spr;ng. Removal ol the: L/'_II will ,..t,t,:_il l,r,,,_l,-
ing seven fluid connections and disengaging the tran_duc,:r t:l(:c "lc.Jl c_,,i, .( l,_r..
The overall dimensions or the LRU are 4.5 in. by 11.(3 in. [),,' r_ in. ,,_
I
shown. Overa]} weight including mounting structure is estimated ,_1. 2.7 lb.
, 4.3.6.3 02 Manifold Assembly (LRU l-D)
.._-_ _ *.
_]_" _ This assembly is mounted on top of the 02/N 2 control panel (_.,,-. Fiqure.
:__i,_i_i' 4-10) and is shown in Figure 4-12. it is identical to the N.,.. manifuld a_s'l... I;I." _.
!.: described previously except that only two check valves and two _,)L,t ..er'-
C,
' are used. The empty transducer port is capped. Cc'r,r,: _iuded ir_ the,
_: assembly are:
[.
i:_ (a) Manifold proper
_:_ (b) Two chec valves (Item 1.15)
(c) Four pressure transducers (Items 1.112, 1.113, 1.121, a,_d 1.1_L_)
: (d) Two surface-type temperature transducers (Items 1.2'30 and 1.201) ti
The temperature transducers are mounted on the oxygen inlet lines From _he$
cryogenic supply tanks. Oxygen is suppi_ed to the package tram the left anJ _,
distributed in the same manner as the nitrogen. Mounting of this LRU i_ id_,,,-
tical to the nitrogen manifold assembly. Overall dimensions are also the: _,_mL,
(4.5 in. by I1.0 in. by G in.); the 2,35-1b weight is slightly lower.
As an alternate design approach, the use of different thread ,_ize_ r,_r
the oxygen and nitrogen equipment will be considered to prevei_t error_, i,,
maintenance. The major disadvantage of this approach is the hi(jher co_t " I(
incurred due to loss of commonality.
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4.3.6.4 Two-gas C,mL,xJ1 A_st.lnb/__ (LR/J.._!_D.)
Thi_ assembly i_ depict_d in Fiqure 4-13. Twr, ;,_,..,.,,I,li_....,r, r.,,,,,it ,,J
in the O2/N 2 c,mtrol panel (see F!qure 4-10). E_tch _el_l_ly i_,.r,l_,,r.jt,.-,
the following equipment
(a) Two toggle shutoff valves (Item 1.9)
(b) PO2 control valve (solenoid) (Item 1.II)
(c) PO2 controller (Item 1.13)
(d) Oxygen regulator (Item 1.7)
(e) Cabin pressure regulator (Item 1.2)
_-_ _ (f) Check valve (Item 1.8)
i'_ (g) Flow sensor (Item 1.300)
4
" (h) Two pressure transducers (Item 1.116 and I.I17)
All components are mounted on an aluminum channel secured to the O_/N_ c,:mlr_I
,r Z. Z
]
panel frame by four screws. Access is gained to the LRU bv removinq the face
of the panel. Oxygen and nitrogen are fed to the LRU from either _id_. Access
_ : holes are provided for disconnecting these two fluid lines fror.,lhu fro,_i..
Adequate electrical harness length is provided so that the ulecLrical cc,ln_.ct{_r
to the transducers, _olenoid valve, and controller can be di_connectud alter
removal of the assembly from the panel.
l
:t
Overall dimensions are 5.0 in. by II.0 in. by 7.62 in. Ovurall w.'ifll,t
|
. of the assembly, including mountings, lines, and connectors, is e._,_i,_a[_d,it
12.3 lh. ,
4.3.6.5 02 and N2 Manual Pressurization (LRU's I-E ar!d 1_F)
These two LRU's consist of a manual shutoff valve (Item I._3);_,,da. ,Jri-
lice (Item 1.17 or 1.18) each. They are removable separately ;J_ _l_vn, i,,
Figure 4-10. Each valve is secured to an aluminum channel _,_ounted un tt,,., Iral,u. ]
L
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]'he channel can be remov, by unfastening four standard _crew_, and o,,o f ll,ld
connection to gain access to the valve.
Overall dimensions for one LRU are 3.0 in. hy 3.5 ir_. by 4..5 in. E,,li-
mated weight is 1.46 lb.
- 4.3.6.6 Water Tank Pressurization (LRU I-G)
This LRU is n_unted on the left side of the 02/N 2 cop[roI panel and c(_n-
sists of two water tank pressure regulators/relief valves (Item 1.10). Each
_" valve assembly incorporates dual regulators/relief eivments and manual selector
': valves for isolation of either regulator/relief element. Pressure Lran_ducer_
(Items 1.114 and 1.115) for tank pressure monitoring also are included in the
_ _ package. A test port is included on the face of the panu] (sue Figu, e 4-14).
, The regulator/relief valves and transducers are mounted on an alu_,i.un,
_ channel secured by four scre's to the vehicle structure Removal of the LR,
will entail removing these four screws after discom_ecting the three nitro(_en
_' lines (one from the N2 manifold and two to the water tanks). The fluid c(_,n-
nectors are accessible from the front of the panel. Electrical c(_nm,ct i,,n-,
can be broken after removal of the LRU from the mounting structure.
4.3.6.7 EVA Support Panel (LRU I-S)
q
Two EVA support panel LRU's are located near the airlock and are used for li
II
PLSS recharge and for connecting the oxygen mask assembly for prebreathin_] _
prior to EVA or in emergency situations. Figure 4-15 shov's the arrapqement !
of the components, which include ,i
(a) Prebreathing 02 regulator (Item 1.43)
(b) Two oxygen shutoff valves (item 1.46)
(c) lO0-psi connector (Item 1.52)
(d) 900-psi connector (Item 1.53)
(e) PLSS service pressure gage (Item 1.79).
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As shown, the PLSS recharge equipment and the prebreathing equipment can be
removed separately. All components are mounted on tWO aluminum panels that are
secured to the vehicle structure by four screws. One fluid connection (900-psi
02 ) must be uncoup!ed before the panel can be removed; it is accessible from
the front of the panel.
Overall dimensions are given in Figure 4-15. The overall weight is
estimated at 2.68 Ib for the PLSS recharge panel and 4.61 lb for the pre-
i, breathing panel.
r 4.3.6.8 N2 Storage Tank Assembly (LRU l-N)
The LRU for the N2 storage tank assembly consists of the following equip-
ment:(a) Nitrogen tank
(b) Solenoid isolation valve
_ ::, (c) Fill valve and burst dlsc
l
i] (d) Tank pressure transducer
.... il Figure 4-16 shows the assembly. The tank is mounted on a frame designed for
_; i wall or floor installation. The.frame is such that the tanks can be nested
=_ L.,,_ together in groups of three or slx. The entire assembly is mounted to the
vehicle _tructure by means of four bolts. All small components are accessible
and can be removed as separate LRU's without _he requirements For tank replace- !_,
, ment. Should the tank fail, the entire assembly will be removed from the
_t
r spacecraft.
Overall dimensions of the package are noted In Figure 4-16. The weioht
of the assembly is estimated at 36.2 lb.
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4.3.6.9 Oxygen Storage Tank Assembl_ (LRU l-M)
The oxygen storage tank assembly (LRU l-M) is similar to the nitrogen
except that the tank is larger and heavier. Also, the oxygen assembly includes
a pressure regulator/relief valve. The frame to support the oxygen Lank will
F
be s_mllar to the nitrogen frame. The weight is estimated at 54.8 lb.
! 4.3.7 Equipment Redundancy
' The equipment arrangement depicted in Figure 4-8 is adequate to meet the
,, reliability requirements of the space shuttle orbiter. Ample redundancy is
provided and backup operating modes are available to assure crew safety after
two failures. A review of the subsystem in terms of equipment malfunctlon
follows.
4.3.7.1 Nitrogen Storage Nodule
A total of eight nitrogen storage modules are provided. The loss of any
C
one module will not result in a situation involving crew safety. However, it
could result in a degradation of the mission objectives. About 30 lb of N2
! are necessary for the 4-day contingency and 100 Ib for cabin repressurization.
, Should one or two tanks be lost, ample capability remains unless a situation
,. develops necessitating cabin repressurization. Such a case would probably
_" result in mission abort, although operation at 1o,_er cabin pressure is possible.
Figure4-17 shows the rate of cabin total pressure decay if nitrogen flow to _
the cabin were completely stoppedand the oxygen partial pressure were main-
tained at 3.1 psia. The data show that the cabin pressure will drop by 2 psi _
(from 14.7 psia) in about 60 hr. The low rate of cabin pressure decay is
acceptable for orbital operation. However, since the cabin relief valve has
no inflow capability, repressurizatlon using either oxygen or nitrogen wit1

be necess_lry before entry. Another mode of operation would be to I,aintain
cabin total pressure by addition of oxygen. In this case the cabin PO2 will
increase slowly. The levels of oxygen pressures obtained as a funct i,,:_ c,l
time are shown in Figure 4-18. This also is an acceptable mode of opera_ ion
for durations as long as four days.
I
t. Generally, a nitrogen storage module will fail as a result or the failure,
of a valve. The storage Lank itself ls a pressure vessel, and the FO-FS crite-
rion does not appl_/. The most llkely failure mode of the composite tank is
'" _ leakage due to cycle life Fatigue of the metal liner. This type of failure
3
is consistent with the intent of fracture mechanics and Fracture control.
_,,
i' Check valves are used on each module to back up the tank isolation valves.
, 4.3.7.2 0xyge_n Supply Module
:_ Primary and secondary oxygen supply lines from the cryogenic tanks are
provided for normal operation. The f,ow capability of these cryogenic tanks
:{
is limited by the Lank pressurization schen_e so that the high flo_.trequired
For cabin pressurization in one hour and airlock repressurization in five
!!
" minutes can only be obtained from the high-pressure oxygen storage tanks.
Two such tanks are provided. Both are necessary if one cabin repressurizatlon
is to occur during the mission. The loss of a tank would degrade mission
F,
success because repressurization would be slower (2 hours) if all oxygen were
derived from the cryogenic tanks. Also, the loss of a tank would diminish
; the overall oxygen supply and the mission would have to be shortened. Failure
of a h!gh-pressure tank, however, does not involv._ crew safety because four
sources of oxygen actually are available. It is recommended that only one
tank be on stream at any time and that alternate tank usage be _cheduled
through the mission. In this manner the loss of expendable oxygen will be .--..
minimized in the event of a failure.
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The oxygen module is similar tn tl1,_ nitrog(zn; llrm,.v,_',-, u r,.,i,Jl Ji,,r i
incorpr)rated in the package,
4.3.7.3 140-psi N2 Supply
Three parallel regulators (Item 1.25} dre u_ed I.o r_,Uu_.,, tl.. n l,,,,i,
pressure to 140 psi (nominal). The_e regulators aru localcd in LI'., ,_t,r,_.... •
surized area and can be isolated by means ul" ,_olenoid shutr)If (It,_ l.lr. ,) ,f,,,.
check valves (Item 1.16). Double Failures could disable the entire ni[,_,q_i,
r-
supply. However. as mentioned above operations could:_e continued for a_ l,_r,;
as four days using only oxygen for cabin pressurization. No airlr,cl., operat ion
or cabin repressurlzation would be possible. Only one regulator will by on
q ,
stream at any one time. The other two will be isolated by means of the __L,I,:,-
i l noid isolation valve. The arrangement shown in the schematic of Figure /4-8
.!
:,_ meets the FO-FS criterion.
_ 4.3.7.4 90e-psi Oxygen Supply.
. Check valves are provided in all four oxygen supply lines trom the cryo-
genlc and hlgh-pressure gas tanks to isolate a Failed supply.
4.3.7.5 Two-Gas Control Module
:, FO-FS capability is provided by three control modul_s: two are auto._atic III
and one is manual. The arrangement, of these modules ;s such that inflight
l
failure detection is simple and requires a minimur,_ of instrur_t,ntatir,r, and cr_v; .'_
interpretation (see later discussion). The manual mode is recor_mended t,:_r Ill
reasons of weight and cost. Furthermore. as mentioned previously cruw inter- "
_lt ,"
ventlon in the manual mode (FS conditions) is minimal, end [l_u mi_,,ion _ould
not have to be aborted because of the very high reliability r)I thr, r,,_r,,jal
repressurizatlon valves.
. _'tt,_._,L
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4.3.7.6 Water Tank Pressurization
Two water tanks that are essentially pressure vessels are provided. Ij,,
tank failure is anticipated over the entire life of the vehicle. Each la,_ i.
pressurized by means of a regulator/rellef valve incorporatiny redundaf_l
regu!atorirelief eleme,lts. Check and isolation valves are provided in th,,
design to permit selection of either or both regulator/relief elemenls _l;lh
this arrangement failure _f one element of a regulator/rellef will not involw _
loss of capability. M:_sion degradation, however, will occur after failure uf
the second element of the same regulator. Fail-safe operation will be assured
by the second tank.
f
With close inventory of the water in the second tank, it may be possible
i to continue the mission.
,_ 4.3.7.7 Miscellaneous Gas Sup_l_ Functions
The cabin p_essure relief valve (Item 1.1) incorporates redundant element_
wlth solenoid override for opening or shutting any one element. Fail-safe
operation is through the solenoid override feature.
£
The avionics bays are pressurized from the cabin by means of a relief..
type valve (Item 1.3) consisting of a molded r_bber poppet which cracks opef_ N
J
when the differential pressure between the cabin and the avionics bay is _.4
$
psid. No backup is necessary because this type of valve has an e×tremely l,i,;h
reliability. Fail-safe operat;on is provided by a blowout panel, which will |
prevent structural damage in case of valve failure. The avionics bay relit,f
¢
valve (Item 1.37) incorporates the same redundancy and override featu,'_:,__
the cabin relief valve.
_IilliI_ _¸
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Redundant PLSS recharge facilities are provided. FailurP of both will
not compromise crew safety. Similarly redundant airlock pressurization valves
(Item 1.6) and pressure gages (Item 1.5) are included to permit normal opera-
tion afLer the first failure. The same rationale apply to the tunnel pres-
surization and airlock repressurization equipment (Items 1.77, 1.78, 1.33, and
1.34). Four prebreathing oxygen supplies are available, which is more than
adequate for EVA support. The requirements for four stations is established
by consideration of long-term emergency oxygen supply for the 4-man crew.
4.3.8 Redundancy Management
The redundancy management requirements for the atmospheric control sub-
i_: system are summarized in T_ble 4-9. The subsystem is divided into four
functional groups:
(a' Gas storage and supply (02 and N2)
_ (b) Cabin total and oxygen pressure control
(c) Avionics bay pressure control
% t
(d) Water tank pressurization
Miscellaneous functions of the atmospheric control subsystem, such as pre-
I
breathing 02 equipment, airlock pressurization, etc., will be fault detected
, directly by the crew without instrumentation. This type of equipment, con-
I
sisting generally of manual valves or disconnects, is not considered in
Tab Ie 4-9 I_,
One aspect of the gas storage subsystem that merits attention is the
requirement for N2 and 02 invertory control throughout the mission. A periodic
check of the remaining supplies should be made at preset intervals and compared
to the quantities predicted at the start of the mission. In this manner°
,_ veh cle and system leakage ,.:!II be u_s_s_d accurately and situations involving
crew safety avoided,
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Flow sensors in the nitrogen or oxygen streams of the cabin pr-essure
regulators wi]] not provide a continuous measurement of cabin iuak_,,je 1.._,_,,,,,,
'_ either oxygen or nitrogen is introduced into the cabin at any time. Local ir,_l
' the flow sensor immediately upstream of the cabin pressure regulator is
J
preferable. Cabin ]eakage is not a subsystem parameter. ;
The redundancy management tasks are relatively simple for the atmospheric
control subsystem once a procedure is established for gas inventory control.$
. _. It consists mainly of (1) mo,_itoring the storage pressure of the storage tanks
and supply manifolds wlth corresponding isolation tanks necessary for isolati(_n
-i_ _ _,. of the faulty components, and (2) monitoring PO2 and PT; the only fault recti-
8
fication task involves swltchover to the redundant gas composition cortrol LRU.
The rationale for fault isolation is fairly simple, as shown in Table 4-9.
i. Minimum crew training will be necessary because the redundancy management
C modules were defined as simple functional modules.
In general, storage tank and manifold pressure will respond relatively
" fast to a iailure unless the leakage is small Corrective action accordinclly
! should be executed as soon as possible after detection of the fault to preserve i
expendables. It is recommended that a minimum number of storage tanks be kept
,,_ on-line commensurate with the mission requirements.
_: The cabin PO2 and PT parameters will be somewhat sluggish by comparison
_ except in the event of rapid increase in cabin leakage Due to the dampinu _
_,-: effect of the large cabin, ample tlme will be available for correction of an
ETC/LS_ subsystem faulty module.
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b4.4 WATER MANAGEMENT SUBSYSTEM
i
4.4.1 Functional Recluirements
The water management subsystem purifies and stores the fuel cell water
for use in crew food er,d waste management, and for ._seas an expendable in the$
water coolant loop flash evaporators.
4.4.2 Design Requirements
The design requirements for this subsystem are given below by functional
usage. The component design requirements are summarized in para. 4.q.4.
Water Source
Fuel cell: Type A or Type B (TBD)
Supply rate: 0.8 lb water per kw.hr
Maximum water production rate: 11.0 Ib/hr
Hydrogen removal: Palladium permeable tubes
: Bacteria control: Silver ion generation
; Supply pressure: 15-25 pslg
.;_
; ii Supply temperature: 150° 200°F
Water Storage
!: Number of tanks: 2 'ii,I
_; Tank capacity: 100 lb water at 70°F •
,i, Minimum tank pressure: 15 psig
_ Nominal tank pressure: 18 psig
"_, D Tank bladder relief: 24 psig (maximum) .
Water Distribution
Hot water supply temperature; 150° _5°F
Cold water supply temperature' 50°F maximum
b..,....
I
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Maximum cold water flow rate: 60 Iblhr
Maximum sublimator flow rate: 75 lb/hr
Urine flush: 0.33 Ib/cycle at delivery rate of 300 Ib/hr
4.4.3 Subsystem Oescritp_.tLo_..
The water management subsystem consists of four ma_or equipment groups that
perform the functions of conditioning, distribution, storage, and control for
the potable water. These four equipment groups are:
. Conditioning--Silver ion generator and deionizer, and hydrogen
separator
Potable Water Delivery--Water heater, water chiller, and distribution
_--Tankage
Control--Valves, regulators, and selectors required for operation
Figure /+-19 shows the component arrangement for the water management
(--
subsystem; the components are arranged to provide redundancy of the functions.
Potable water is produced by the reaction of hydrogen and oxygen in the
fuel cell power supply. This water is processed in a hydrogen separator to
L
remove gaseous and dissolved hydrogen from the water delivered to the potab]e
water assembly All fuel ceil water is treated by addition of silver ions as :_• )
a bioclde to assure a biologically safe supply of potable water, and to limit ;_
i growth of organisms within the system• _,
Water stored in the pressurized water tanks may be withdrawn upon demand !
'_ by the crew through either a water heater or a water chiller for food recon- !
stltutlon and drinking at the food management system and water supply area.
The water supplied to the crew for drinking or food preparation is circulated
through the deionizer bed for removal of the excess silver•
mm
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NO. DESCRI PT I ON REQUI RED
/¢.f WATER CHECK VALVE 5
4.2 POTABLE WATER TANK 2
k.k MATER CHILLER 2
k.5 MATER SHUTOFF VALVE 1,
4.7 WATER HEATER 1
,. 4.8 MATER PRESSURE RELIEF VALVE 1
il..tO SILVER ION GENERATOR 2
4.11 I_TER FILTER 2
11.12 POTABLE MATER OEIONiZER 2
4°I_ WATER CONTROL PANEL !
4. ! k SELECTOR VALVE 2
k. lS HYDROGEN REMOVALASSEMBL't 2
4.16 WATER DUHP NOZZLE I
k. 17 WATER SOLENOID SHUTOFF VALVE 4
MATER k. 19 GSE CONNECTOR 1
CNILLtR . 11.21 PLSS AND EHERGENCYCONNECTOR 2
ITEN 4.4 4.22 PRESSURE GAGE 1
I _ TO FOOD 4.1OO MATER PRESSURE SENSOR !
N/IIIAI_I_IIT 4.200 WATER NOZZLE TEMPERATURE SENSOR 1
4t. 500 MATER TANK 0.UANTI TY I
4. S01 EATER TANK QUANTITY 1
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The operational modes for the potable water management subsystem are
controlled by the position of the selector valves (Item 4.14) on the water
control panel (Item 4.13). The selector valve is a Four-position, three-port
valve that permits isolation or interconnection of the ports as shown in
Figure 4-20.
The fuel cell water delivery pressure is a nominal 18 psig wlth a maximum
delivery pressure of 25 psig. The water tank pressure regulator (Item 1.10)
will control the tank bladder pressure to a nominal value of 18 psig. Thus,
. with the selector valves in the NORMAL position, as the fuel cell delivers
:! water to the water management system, the water pressure level within the
system will rise with no water consumption. When the water pressure reaches
a nominal value of 21 psig, the relief portion of the water tank pressurizationvalve (Item 1.10) will crack open, thereby allowing the bladder to collapse
_(.?
are full, the system water pressure level will rise to the maximum fuel cell
1
, delivery pressure of 25 psig, at which time the water pressure relief valve
(Item 4.8) will crack to allow the water to be dumped overboard through the :
.( water dump nozzle (Item 4.16).
:_ This method of dumping will not be used normally since the space shuttle _
) overall requirements prohibit dumping of liquids to space. The water relief ,,,._=
valve and nozzle are incorporated as a safety device. Normally water dumping _
b
_ wlll be effected through the flash evaporators. A periodic inventory of the !
water tanks will be made, and tank dumping will be scheduled as part of mission
planning. This will require crew override of the flash evaporator normal
control. _'--
mmmm_
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The flash evaporator shutoff valvet, (Item 4.17) are solenoid operated
valves that normally ar(_ open. The,,u valvus h_ay be clo!_ed to overrid(, tl,_:.
uvaporator controls or to isolate the _._ater rqan,_g(;rrur, I _ubsystem (rut,: lh,:
evaporators for system checkout. The parLiculate filter (Item /4.11) is
required to protect l.l_e evaporator spray nozzle from plugging.
The water supply from the fuel cell is treated again._t bacterio]ogica)
: contamination by the addition of silver ions (Item 4.10). These ions are
removed by the delonlzer (Item 4.12) prior to the astronauts' use of the
/
water for drinking or food preparation purposes. Because the water chiller- "
_ % , (Item 4.4) has a favorable mass-flc_v ratio at its design point, no chilled
water reservoir is required since the unit is capable of supplying water con-
i tinuously at its maximum design flow of 60 lb/hr and design temperature of
i; 50°F (max).
4.4.4 Equipment Summary
i: A summary of the equipment shown in the schematic of Figure /4-19 is
presented in Table 4-10. Most of the equipment is nevL Components from
ji__ previous programs that meet the performance requirements of the space shuttlel'
,r will be modified because most of this Apollo equipment is aluminum, and the
proposed material of construction is stainless s[eel. The data presented in
6
Table 4-10 are summarized below.
Number of components
Functional components 32 (including silver ion generator and
.....,..,,,..____ '1; delonizer)
Monitoring instrumentation 5
Number of component designs
%
| Functional components 16 (including silver ion _]enerator and
,-_ deionize_ )
• ).
',! Monitoring i,_strumentat ion 4
! ;
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#
Weight
Fixed weight 107 11) (includin,t :uJt(:.r ',t,,r, I. i
Expenclable weiqht 8.8 Ib /silver inn qc,i,r,r,'ll._,F ,,:,_!
de ion i zer)
Power, continuous 2 vi
In addition, intel'mittont power w;ll be necessary for operation of th,. _J,,l, ,
heater (275 w) and of the overboard dump nozzle (9.4 w).
4.4.5 LRU Definition
Table 4-11 gives the deflni Lions for the potable water .manaqement ,,t;I,-
system line replaceable units (LRU). These LRU's were based on con_idur,_l ;o_,,
_;
of redundancy management, ground checkout, and servicing requirements.
" _ /4./4.6 E_ipment Packages
This subsystem consists mainly of single (or dual) component LRU's: I h,
only LRU assembly incorporating more than two components is the water control
panel. Figure 4-21 shows this panel and the arrangement of the components.
The following equipment is mounted on the panel:
• Two manual selector valve_ (Item /4.1/4)
• Two check valves (item 4.1)
• A dual water relief valve with selector 'Item L+.8)
• A manual water shutoff valve (Item /-*.5)
; • A water pressure gage" (It_Jn /4.22)
-E_'
_ • A water pressure transducer (Item /4.100)
q {
=I .... _" • Two switches for remote actuation oF the we/or tank i_.:c,la_ ,,. v,_lv,..
( I ten] /4.1 7)
' L
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ITABLE 4-11
POTABLEWATERLRU DEFINITION
I
,RU", I_or i
LI.'.!.. _-- ...... N,-.. I t (,l ,_, pUP- '
I:."t LP,b RU per LRU Duscriptian ,y'_tel,.i R_lh,}l,kh
4-;, 4.13 Water panel assembly I
4.1 2 Check valve 0_¢
'_ _ 4.5 1 'P.ater shutoff valve
__ 4.8 1 Water relief valve
Z_.14 2 Selector valve
4.100 I Pressure transducer
._v_" 4.22 1 PreSsure gageI_ h-B - Potable water tank assembly 2
.I 4,z 1 Water tank
• 4.17 1 Solenoid shutoff valve
_i 4.500." I Water tank quantlty Primary tank
L_.501 . 1 Water tank quantity Secondary tank
4-_ 4.4 1 :later chiller 2
"--=J 4-b 4. / l Water heater 1
:=-1"': 4-E 4.10 1 Silver ion generator 2
I Water filter 2
I 4-C b,,12 I Deionizer 2
_!.'! t_._ 4.1 5 I H2 separator assemb Iy 2
;. 4-1 Dump n,ozzle assembly 1I
"_ 4.16 I 'date, dump nozzle
7i 4 ,-
.... uO 1 Temperature sensor
_'-Z-I _ I Solenoid shutoff valve 2
4-J 4.17
: i" 4-_, - GSE se rvi ce connector assemb I y II'. 5 I :,hutof f valve I,_
l 4.19 1 GSE connector I_"',_
!_ /4-L 4.I ; Check valve 2
I 24-M PI.SS water service
4.1 1 JL.heck valve ,i _40-.
4.5 1 IWater shutoff :l]I _
- I
-_I.'_ 4.21 1 IPLSS/emerqencYl connector
l0
== L,-N 4.50) I ISilver ion detector 1 ,;
II' I
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As shown, all components are mounted on a flat panel that is fastened to the
vehicle structure by means of four screws. The water flow through this
portion of the subsystem is engraved on the face of the panel; also shown is
" the information necessary for operation of the valves and switcF, es.
The panel is removable as a single assembly. Seven water l ines accessible
from the front of the panel need to be disconnected and the four screw
fasteners undone to remove the panel. Electrical connectors will then be
-. disengaged. Adequate wiring length is provided for this operation.
The weight of the components included in this assembly is 3.5 Ib, Overall
_ LRU weight including the panel and interconnecting lines and connectors is
estimated at 5.0 lb. 0verall dimensions are shown in Figure 4-_1.
,' 4.4.7 Equipment Redundancy
, The arrangement shown in Figure 4-19 generally provides for mission com-
4r,
pletion after failure of any one component and for crew safety after failure of
the second component. Some exceptions are apparent in the subsystem schematic;
J
however, deviation from the FO-FS criterion was deemed acceptable after careful
i: examination of the hardware, its reliability, and Its failure modes and effects
as determined from historical data gathered from previous experience with
'_" particular equipment designs and concepts. :___I
_i The entire subsystem and its components are reviewed below in terms of
! reliability and backup operational modes. Each subsystem function is examined '
4.4.7.1 Potable Water from the Fuel Cells I
Each line from the fuel cells to the potable storag_ tanks incorporates I
Ia hydrogen separator, a check valve, and a silver ion generator.l
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The hydrogen separator is a statlc unit incorporatlng palladium tubes
through which the fuel cell water is circulated. Hydrogen diffuses through
the palladium wall and is dumped overboard. Such a device has been qualified
under the Apol 1o program.
The check valve is an umbrella-shaped polymer check successfully used in
the Gemini and Apollo systems. The only failure ever experienceJ with this
valve is excessive leakage. In the shuttle application, back-flow of water
from the storage tanks to the fuel ;ell would require failure of one of the
fuel cells, whereby the fuel cell water supply would be depressurized. Dual
:_ _ check valves are used to prevent this occurrence; it is assumed that the
_ second check valve (or an olation valve) is in the fuel cell subsystem water
delivery line. Either supply can be isolated by means of selector valve 4.14.
" i; In terms of potability, it is assumed that the fuel cell water will
satisfy the space shuttle water specification. The silver ion generator
(item 4.10) in the fuel cell water supply line will add silver ions to the
water stream at the desired concentration. This location was selected to _
L'
obviate bacteria growth within any portion of the subsystem.
4.4.7.2 Water Tank Module
Two fresh water modules are installed in parallel. Each tank is sized
e' for one-half the capacity requirement. Water dumping will be necessary after
} failure of a tank module, although crew safety will be assured.
_ The two-tank approach is recommended because of the very high reliability
of the tank itself and the relatively hlgh weight penalty (21.5 Ib) as.=oclated
with providing a redundant tank. Failure of one tank will not affect crew
safety. However, it w111 compromise mission success to a certain degree,
depending on the constraints imposed on water dumping through the coolant loop
evaporators.
_ AIRES_ARCHMANUF_CTURINOCOMPANY 7 _" 9097
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4.4.7.3 Crew Water Consumption
Hot water provisioning to the crew does not involve crew safety nor
mission reliability. Redundant electrical heaters are provided in the water
heater. Upon failure of both heaters (a very remote possibility), only cold
water will be available. The effect is crew discomfort.
I The cold water supply is essential for crew safety and mission completion.
An emergency water supply is provided through Item 4.21 as a backup to the
potable water module. Two water chillers are in series in the potable water
subsystem so that either water coolant loop can be used as the heat sink.
In terms of potability, it is assumed that water from the fuel cell will
O
satisfy the potability requirements for space shuttle water. The silver ion
generators included in the line from the fuel cell will maintain an adequate
silver concentration in the system to prevent bacteria migration from the
c,
points of use including the waste management subsystem.
Two deionlzer beds are provided with shutoff valves to permit bed isola-
C tion. Only one bed is on-stream at any time, so that bed failure can be ".
Ldetected by means of the silver ion detector. These beds are static devices
that are over-designed f r the intended service life. which makes failure veryo
i_,_ unlikely; rather, bed failure will correspond to an increase in the silver ion
content of the potable water stream above the specification value of 50 ppb.
_"i As much as ten times this concentration could be consumed by the crew without
," ill effects.
_i _ Backpack Ref i.l.l
4,4.7.4
-., Two valves (Item /4,5)with qulck-disconnects (Item 4,21) provide adequate
redundancy for this function, which does not involve crew safety.
• ,_,_,,,c,,,0,-, 73"9097
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I4.4.7.5 Relief Valve
I
Normally a close inventory of the water contained in the tanks vJi11he
kept. and dumping of excess water will be effected through the evaporators _y
crew intervention. The relief valves only will be used to prevent overpres-
surization when normal dumping cannot (or has not) be accomplished. This
method of dumping violates the ECS design requirements, which specify no
liquid dumping. The relief feature is included only as a safety device.
__ 4.4.8 Redundancy Man.agement
_'* In-flight monitoring of the water management subsystem is relatively
simple. Redundancy management involves the redundant tanks. •selectorvalves,
_: and pressure relief valves; the redundancy management actions are summarized
}.! in Table 4-12.
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4.5 FREON-21 HEAT REJECTION SUBSYSTEM
• 4.5.1 Functional Requirements
The Freon-21 heat rejection subsystem provides thermal control capability
for the equipment located in the unpressurized area of the vehicle. The sub-
• system incorporates a number of heat sinks for ultimate heat rejection during
all phases of the mission except for ascent/burn and entry when the evaporators
are used. Specifically, the Freon-21 heat rejection subsystem serves as a heat
I sink for the following:
(a) Water coolant loop during all mission phases except ascent/burn and
en try
I_ (b) Payload support coolant loop
(c) Fuel cell units
In addition, the Freon-21 provides the heat necessary for (I) conditioning the
t cryogenic oxygen supplied to the ECS from the primary and secondary tanks, and
maintaining the temperature of the hydraulic fluid above a minimum value in
i the four vehicle hydraulic circuits
_i_;• The three heat sinks installed in the loop are (I) a GSE heat exchanger .
- for vehacle heat rejection to a GSE coolant during ground operations, (2) a '
radiator for heat rejection to space during orbital operations, and (3) redun-
, • dant ammonia boilers for cooling on the ground during prelaunch and post _,J
: Iand ing.
In addition, provisinns are incorporated for circulating Freon-21 to two vapor
,_..I_ cycle units mounted in the engine pods during ferry flight. During ascent/
burn and entry, all thermal energy collected by the Freon-21 subsystem in the
unpressurized area of the vehicle is dumped into the water loop for ultimate
rejection to evaporating water. _-
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4.5.2 Performance Requlremen.ts
.' The following subsystem data were used for equipment design. These data,
together with component design information presented later, were derived from
,: loads provided in NR report ECLSS-191-72-2.
""
Freon-2l flow rate 2200 Ib/hr
: Freon-21 circuit Ap 60 psi
' Maximum operating pressure 250 psi?
, ,. Freon-21 temperature r=nge 35° to 200°F max.
:. Total Freon-21 loop volume 3.5 cuft (including accumulator)
_--_,_ The design point performance requirements for the various components of
_ the Freon-21 heat rejection subsystem correspond to different mission phases.
_'ii For this reason, component design data (loads, flows, and temperature levels)
!.; are presented with the characteristics of the components. Th_se requirements
:_C,,
Ii were established from thermodynamic data in the NR report referenced above/
!J for a number of mission phases. The ammonia heat sink subsystem componentY!
_i problem statements, however, were obtained as a result of optimization studies.
;, Ammonia is used as an expendable evaporant for short-term prelaunch and
i = postlanding cooling of the Freon-21 loop. Reliability guidelines require that ;_
i_.i redundant ammonia boilers (and controls).be used as well as redundant storage !i
,,: tanks and delivery systems. The ammonia inventory is stored in two parallel
tanks. Each tank contributes to the total quantity of ammonia required during
',_., prelaunch; however, the ammonia remaining in any one tank is adequate to
handle the entire postlandlng load.
I[ _ AIR|$[AI_CMklANUFAClURIN(3COMPANY 73-9097
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A schematic of the subsystem given tn Figure 4-22 shows all equipment¢
necessary for control and redundancy management of the cool ing system.
The desigr of the equipment (tank and boiler) for minimum weight will
I; depend on the amount of superheat attainable in the boiler or the utilization
effectiveness of the expendable ammonia. Parametric data were generated to
determine the optimum operating point In terms of overall weight: and boiler
design limitations. The data listed below were used in these investigations.t
f_ Prelaunch load 75,000 Btu/hr for 15 rain
i
.!, Postlanding load 75,000 Btu/hr for 15 min
_ Freon-21 temperature at boiler 40°F
i"_'i OUtlet
_i Ammonia storage temperature 160°F (max)
_" Ammonia tank fi 11 temperature 70°F (saturated)
_i Freon-21 temperature at bol ]er 17&°F
_ inlet
_ I' Figure 4-23 is of the weight of the equipment and expencablea plot system
2)' '
weight as a function of the degree of superheat of the ammonia stream at boiler
_,. outlet. The data show that the total weight of the system ts dictated by the _. I
'_' quantity of ammonia to be stored on board The highest degree of superheat
,. I= ' 'i
' commensurate with boiler design will result In the l ightest overall weight. P_
F
_,,,. On the basis of these data, the following values were used for the design
of the ammonia system equipment. _"
_._'.. _
Tank capacity 127 lb (total for two tanks
including 10 percent reserve)
t Ammonia temperature at boiler 150°F
outlet
lira
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4._;.3 Subsysten!_Descr!ption
A ichematlc of the subsystem is presented in Figure 4-24. The _ub_,i_te_,
features two redundant Freon-21 loops that are identical. Either Iuop can
provide complete thermal control in the unpressurized area c,f U_e vehicle.
Freon from the heat sink section of the loop is circulatud through the,
cryogenic heater (Item 1.14). This heat exchanger consists of a tube brazed
to both Freon-21 lines and thermally conditions the cryogenic oxygen supplied
to the ECS from the PRDS supply. One heat exchanger per cryogen supply line
is used. The two Freon-21 lines are brazed together at this point to prevent
:_ freezing of the Freon In the inactive loop. This cryogenic heat exchanger
?
_" (Item 1.14) is part of the atmospheric control subsystem.I
_ The cold Freon then enters the interchanger (Item 7.7) where it serves
as a heat sink for the water coolant loops during all mission phases except .
when the flash evaporator is used as the sole vehicle heat sink during ascent
and entry. The interfhanger is a four-fluid unlt where either Freon loop can
cool either of the redundant cabin water loops.
l
From the lnterchanger, both Freon loops enter the payload support heat .
:1 exchanger (Item 7.4). Here again a four-fluid unit is proposed that thermally
iil links the redundant Freon and payload support coolant loops (water). _
I
The Freon pumps that assure flow through either loop are located down- .,_$
stream of the payload heat exchanger. Thls location appears optimum in terms
-:"_,ii'-- of Freon temperature for high pump efficiency and low Freon loop pressure. 'il__'.F
Two pumps with appropriate check valves are used in eacl_ loop. Relative to ,,the rest of the Freon loop equipment, the pump is the high-failure-rate w
y_. functional component, so that the use of four pump_ provides FO-FS
'_- capab i ! i ties.t.&_;' _* " 8_'t..
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SHUTOFF :1 • 7.256 GSE
ITEM 7.39 7.257 GSE
IA 7.258 PRIM
iFILL TANK 7.259 PRIM
iCONNECTOR ITEM 7.3Z0 7.450 FREOITEM 7.37
' 7.500 I
FREON/VAPORCYCLE _.._ 7.501 SECO
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SHUTOFF
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i_,,O[_Lr" • -"
" AHHONI A TANK ITEM 1_J ,D(>| Tr¢ _'_;,_,_,:L_[ NUHBER
_RE N0. DESCRI PT ION RE0.UI RED
L I EF VALVE
ITEM 7.36
7.1 FUEL CELL HEAT EXCHANGER 2
7.2 HYDRAULIC HEAT EXCHANGER I
="='"-.-...AMMONIA VENT 7.4 PAYLOADHEAT EXCHAhGER 1
VALVE 7.5 GSE HEAT EXCHANGE,r_ 1
ITEM 7.38 7.6a PRIHARY FREON PU_4PPACKAGE I
7.6b SECONDARYFREON PUMP PACKAGE 1
7.7 FREON-21/WATER I NTERCHANGER 1
7.10 FREON-21 TEMPERATURESENSOR 2
7.11 SHUTOFF VALVE Z_
7.15 FILL CONNECTORS
7.2_ GSE HEAT EXCHANGERBYPASS VALVE 2
--152 7.27 GSE HEAT EXCHANGERBYPASS CONTROLLER 2
7.32 GSE CONNECTOR /4
7.3_ AMMONIP TANK 2
7.35 AMHONIA TANK BURST DISC 2
7.36 AHMONIA TANK RELIEF VALVE 2
7.37 AICHONIA FILL CONNECTOR 2
7.38 AMHONIA TANK VENT VALVE 2
7.39 AMMONIA SHUTOFF VALVE 6
-J_MONIA 7.kO AMMONIA PRESSURE REGULATOR 2
7._1 AMHONIA LINE RELIEF VALVE 2
RESSURE 7.k2 A_4ONIA FEED VERNATHERH 4
EGULATOR 7./+3 AMMONIA BOILER 2
TEll 7.40 7._ OVERBOARDBURST DISC 2
7-_5 FREON HANUAL SHUTOFF VALVE 6
7./46 VAPOR CYCLE CONNECTOR /+
7.100 PRIHARY PUMP PACKAGEINLET PRESSURETRANSDUCER 1
7.101 SECONDARYPUMP INLET PRESC;URETRANSDUCER 1
7.150 PRIHARY PUMP PACKAGE_P "," NSDUCER 1
AMMONIA 7.15I SECONDARYPUMPL_P TRANSDUCER 1
SHUTOFF 7.152 AMMONIATANK PRESSURETRANSDUCER (PRIHARY) 1
_VALVE 7.153 AHHONIA TANK PRESSURETRANSDUCER (SECONDARY) 1
ITEM 7.39 7.154 AMMONIAMANIFOLD PRESSURETPANSDUCER 17.250 RADIATOR INLET TEMPERATURETRANSDUCER (PRIHARY) 1
7.251 INTERCHANGER INLET TEMPERATURETRANSDUCER (PRIMARY) 1 !
7.153 7.252 INTERCHANGERINLET TEMPERATURETRANSDUCER (SECONDARY) 1 t
7.253 RADIATOR INLET TEMPERATURETRANSDUCER (SECONDARY) I I
. 7.256 GSE HEAT EXCHANGEROUTLET TEHPERATURETRANSDUCER (SECONOARY) I
7.257 GSE HEAT EXCHANGEROUTLET TEPIPERATURETRANSDUCER(PRIMARY) 1
7.258 PRIMARY AMMONIA BOILER OUTLET TEMPERATURETRANSDUCER 1
7.259 PRIHARY AMMONIA BOILER OUTLET TEMPERATURETRANSDUCER 1
7._50 FREON BYPASS VALVE POSITION INDICATOR
7.500 PRIHARY ACCUMULATORO.UANTITY TRANSDUCER 1
7.501 SECONDARYACCUMULATORO.UANTIT_ TRANSDUCER 1
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Accumulators at pump inlets will maintain Freon pressure and make up for
; small leaks in the loops.
Freon discharge from the pump is further used as the coolant for the
fuel cell subsystems. Three fuel cells are installed on the vehicle; two
are normally on stream, while the third ls a redundant unit. Fuel cell
redundancy management requires that al1 or any fuel cell be cooled by either J
Freon loop. Two fuel cell heat exchangers (Item 7.1) are used, one in each i]
Freon loop. Each fuel ceil heat exchanger is a four-fluid unit as illustrated
in the schematic. De_ailed design studies have shown this approach to be
near optimum in terms of overall weight; it was selected to obviate the
,; inefficiencies and the potential development problems that could arise with
i]_' a five-fluid unit.
!( The temperature of the Freon at fuel ceil outlet is the highest in the _i
.i
_ circuit. When necessary, this Freon is used to heat the vehicle four "
q
'_ hydraulic circuits and maintain hydraulic fluid temperature above -20°F.
C The hydraulic heater consists of two shell-and-tube heat exchangers manlfold_=d ,_:
:_ together to form a single unit. In this manner any or all hydraulic circuits '_
!
;_, can be heated by either of the Freon-21 loops. _i
_,_ At this point the Freon is circulated through the vehicle heat sinks i;
4_
installed in series: the ammonia boiler, the radiator and the GSE heat !I/h , ,
_ exchanger. In aduition this section of the circuit incorporates provisions
": I for routing the Freon to two vapor cycle refrigeration units that constitute
the vehicle heat sink during ferry fllght.
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Two ammonia boilers are installed in series. The boilers are redundant;
t_
: one unit has the capacity to handle the entire load in either loop. Ve,'na-
therm valves in eac_ loop sensing the Freon temperature at boiler outlet
; control the flow of ammonia to the boller from the storage tanks. The con-
trol temperature is 40° ±5°F.
:": The ar,lmonia storage tanks (Item 7.34) and associated valves are also
:,o redunda:lt. Each tank has sufficient capability to handle half the prelaunch
,, t_
load and the entire postlanding load for 15 minutes. The tanks are protected
* _rom overpressurization through two burst discs and a relief valve, The
first burst disc (Item 7.35) will protect the tank from overpressurization;
=_ the relief valve (Item 7.36) downstream of the first burst disc will open to
relieve the tank as soon as the first disc bursts. Should the tank pressure
continue to rise, the second burst disc (Item 7.44)will open and all tank
contents will be dumped overboard. This second burst disc constitutes a
! safety feature and provides thQ flow capacity to prevent dangerous pressurebuildup in th tank while limiting the rel ef valve flow c p&clty to reason-
_ able values.
' Isolation valves (Item 7.39) are provided on the tanks and on the
_i ammonia feed lines for the purpose of redundancy management. These valves
; permit the use of any boiler with any Frnon loop and any one of the two tanks, i_
Relief valves (Item 7.41) will prevent pressure buildup in the lines
, !
_ between the ammonia isolatlon valves after system shutdown. _ .
The GSE heat exchanger (Item 7.5) is used on the ground as a heat sink
For either of the Freon-21 loops. Water-glycol from a ground support cool-
ing cart serves as the heat slnk. Provisions are made for interfacing with
redundant water-glycol loops, Bypass capabilities are included in the loops
: _ AIRESEARC"M_NUfACILIRINQCOMPANY 7 }" 9097
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to maintain the temperature of the Freon _t the _SE heat exchanger outlet at
35°F during ground operations. A bypass valve (Item 7.24) in each Freon
loop is provided for this purpose. The valve is actuated by a controller
i (Item 7.27) that receives a signal from a temperature sensor (Item 7.10) on
; the Freon l lne downstream of the GSE heat exchanger.
:I During ferry flight the Freon (primary and secondary) is routed through
_" two vapor cycle refrigeration unit evaporators. These redundant cooling
T:I systems could be mounted in the engine pods or in the payload bay. Each unlt
can handle the entire load in either Freon loop. Manual shutoff valves
(Item 7.45) and quick-disconnects (Item 7.46) are used for rerouting the
Freon during ferry flight.
I Fill connectors (Item 7.15),with caps keyed to prevent misuse, are pro-
vlded for servicing the Freon-21 loop. Shutoff valves (Item 7.11) back up
¢
the connectors and el imir.ate possibility of external leakage through theK
•I connectors•
F_
_ 4.5.4 Equipr_ent Summary
i!t
;_ A summary of all equipment shorn on the schematic of Figure 4-24 is
_' ;i presented in Table 4-13. Data tabulated include functional and performance
,',i requlrements, equipment design features, and characteristics.
i"
,. Most of the equipment incluoed in this subsystem is new and will be i_,_
Fi designed to meet the particular performance requirements of the space shuttle.
," A large portion of this equipment is heat exchangers, and no particular
.--,__ II'_,,
problems are anLicipeted in their design or development. The circulating pump
uses a wet n_otor and Freon-l_ibrlcated journal bearings. The design is based
on a wealth of experience on this type of pump. The GSE heat exchanger con-
troller is a modified design used for cabin temperature control on the DC-IO.
elm
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The ammonia storage, feed, and boilor do not present any particular
t
problem in terms of material compatibility ,_mr eon_ponent design.
The transducers are exlstlng equipment. All temper_tu,'e transducer_ are
surface type transducers except for the sensor (Item 7.10) usvd fur control
I
of the GSE bypass valve, and their replacement will not involve breaking into
the Freon loop. The thermistor (Item 7.10) used to ma_ch the requlrenents of
the modified DC-IO controller (Item 7.27) is a well-type unit, and also can
I
be replaced without opening the Freon loop.
Data presented in Table 4-13 are summarized below:
!_ Number of componentsl
i-_ Funct iona] components 62
F_
: _ Instrumentation transducers 17;.L
-i Number ot component designs
' Fun ct iona I components 25i
., Instrumentation transducers 5
.._ Component weights
;,.m
; Dry weight 302.9 Ib "
: t_/-
i-!
i=.! Wet weight 465.9Ib I
' Expendable amnx)nia 130 Ib (total)
Launch weight 550.9 Ib
' Power 416 w _C"
Much of the Freon-21 heat rejection subsystem equipment is ir, the an_monia ,:
J
storage, delivery, and boiling subsystem, which is fully redundant. Some of
the hardware is also the same because of l:he loop redundancy (for example, the
GSE bypass control equipment). In general, however, loop redundancy dous not
correspond to a large increase in the number of subsystem components, since
the approach is to use multlfluld heat exchangers.
_ A,_CSEA_CH 73 "909 7
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The wet weight shown account:, f,:_r Fluid holdup in the ,'.|ri_,_ .,,,[..,'-,t_,_,|
heat exchangers, both the Freon and the other f_uid_ (,,_nter cuol.,-,t0 r,/dr i_jl_c
fluid, GSE water glycol, and FC-40 in the fuel cell heat c._'ct_anger.)
The expendable weight is the total ammonia charqe. S_nce half _Jill by|
used during prelaunch operations, the launch weight ;ncludv_ only 85 Ib of I]
expendable ammonia, t
The power requirement for the subsystem is that necessary for the pu,;_p
l
(410 :v) and the GSE bypass controller (6 w). Power to the controller is
quiescent power when the control valve (Item 7.24) is inactive. This is
representative of orbital operation when the bypass subsystem is on standby.
The sensors are powered through Item 3.8, which is not part of the
"_ s ubsys tem.
:i;I
4.5.5 LRU Definition
S
In defining the LRU_s for this subsystem (see Table 4-14), prir:ary con-
sideration was given to the |engthy maintenance tasks Tnvolved in draining
and charging the Freon-21 loop. Equipment designs and groupings v,ere based
O
!,_,; on minimum requirements for breaking into one or both of the r-'reon-21 loops.
For example, two separate pump packages are proposed for the prir,_ary and tlq
i secondary loops. Surface temperature sensors are used throughout. A largeb r
' coolant accumulator, 1020 cu in. effective capacity, a_ proposed; this
accun_ulator _._ill provide for small Freon leaks and obviate the requirements :_'
" for Frequent maintenance actions to eliminate these small leaks. :
AiRESE_.RC.M&NUrACTURINGCOMPANY 73- _097
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TABLE Z_-IZ_
) FREON-21 LOOP LRU DEFINITION
LRb_
I ¢_m ho. p_r
LRD ..... rio, I ten_ 5ub-
I(h.,_t LFt|J I _U per LRU Po_.cr ipt ton symptom Re_ark_
7*A 7. 1 Fuel r.oii heat e,changer OS_("_'b"_y 2
/-e 7.2 l Hydraulic heot exchanger a_ernbly 2
7-C 7._ I Payload h_dt exchanger assembly 1
7-D 7.5 1 GS[ heat exch,mger assembly 1
7-E 1 Primary Freon pump package :
7.6a 2 Freon-21 pump
_" 7.6b 2 Freon-21 check valve
7.6c 1 Freon-21 accumulator
,'.;'. 7.6d I Freon-2! isolation valve
_', 7.6e I Freon-21 filter
_: /. 100 1 Pump Inlet pressure
::, 7. I50 I _o transducer 1
:_.. 7.500 1 , Accu,nul_tor quantity transducer
:' 7-r 7.10 I T_mperature sensor 2
7-G 7.2_ 1 _GSEheat exchange,- bypass valve 2
_, 7-H 7.27 1 GSE heat cxchanoer bypass valve 2
,, co_t rol let
_" 7"1 7.7 I Freon/water i nterchanger I
_'_ | 7"J 7.32 I I_SE connector t4
' 7-K _ .. F111 connector asserrbly t4
7, 11 1 Shutoff valve
: 7, 15 l Freon fi I 1 connectGr 110
,.;' 7-L NH] Tank assembly 2
} 7.34 1 Tank
7.35 1 Burst disc
7.36 I Relief valve/
" | 7.37 1 F; 11 connector
L7.39 l Shutoff valve_ solenoid._,{;
|
iTABLE4-1it (Continued)
t
LRUJs
_er
LRU Item _lo, ,, rio. items Sub-
I dc.Pt LRU SItU per LRU Description sy_ q.em Remarks
T ....
7-L 7.38 1 Vent valve
cont
I_ 7.L_ 1 Overboard burst dlsc
7.152_': 1 NH3 tank pressure transducer (PRI) ,','Primary tank
7.153.<_ NH3 tank pressure transducer (SEC) ,'<,'_Secondary tank
. ii 7-M 7.40 l NH3 pressure regulator 2
• 7-N NH3 boiler package 2
7.43 1 NH3 boi t_r
7.41 1 NH3 relief valve
7.39 2 NH3 solenoid shutoff valve
7.42 2 NH3 feed valve (vernatherm)I
_.:-_ 7-0 7.250 I Temperature sensor radiator inlet 1
;it
--" ' 7-P 7.251 1 !_emperature sensor interchanger 1
• _ inlet (primary)
< 7-0. 7.252 1 Temperature sensor interchanger l
" _i ll Inlet (seconda_)
7-R 7.253 1 Temperature sensor radiator Inlet I
,_. (seccndar_)
_'_ B 7.256 I Primary loop GSE HX outlet 1 Prelaunch monltorir, g onltemperature sensor
7.257 I Secondary loop GSE HX outlet I =relaunch monitoring onl,
3, temperature sensor
7.15 b, l Pressure transducer NH3 dellvery 1 _ _1
| 7.258 1 NH,(pI_Imaryb°ilerloop)OUtlet temperature l
7.259 1 NH.4 boiler outlet temperature 1
(s_condary loop) t"_
7.45 I Freon manual shutoff valve 6 i _"
7-AA 7.46 I Vapor cycle connector b,
i..............
•-._--'- 73-9097
I I I II I I II i I I I _ _'-_1
pr.
I
t
It is recommended that a dye be used in the Freon to facilitate leaka'le
t
isolation. A Freon sniffer _,,ill also be used for this purpose. Table 4-14
is a listing of the LRU's. Examination of the table reveals only six major
packages involving several components:
I
The Freon pump package incorporating two LRU's (primary and
secondary pump LRU's).
The ammonia tank assemblies (t_vo required).
!
The ammonia boiler assembly (two required).
,_.-.
:& The remainder of the components are separate LRU's. Installation constraints
might dictate at a later date that some of these components be grouped
together; however, efforts should be made to reduce spares and facilitate
_i '
/ maintenance to make these components accessible for ease of replacement.
4.5.6 E£uip.ment Packages
:: The maintainability features of the Freon loop packages are discussed in
4'.
the following paragraphs. Generally, replacement of the various loop heat
: exchangers will not entail any partTcular problems other than thos_ associated|
with the integrity of the Freon and interfacing subsystem fluid loops. In
the case of the interchanger (111 }b, wet), a hoist wi}] be necessary to assist t'
: in the replacement task.
"4
4.5.6.1 Freon Pump Packag..e(LRU'_, 7-E.) I_
:. Drawing 581310 shows the pump package. Overall dimensions are 28.15 in. "
by 15 in. by 13 in. The package weight !s estimated at 44.2 lb (dry). The "'
dry weight of the accumulator accounts for 29.4 Ib of" the total; the pump-motor
assemblies are 4.8 lb each. The wet weight of the unit is 104 Ib including the
accumulator Freon content.
Im
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The pumplnotor and filter assembly can be removed without the necessity
C,
for removing the accumulator. Spring-loaded flapper valves are installed in
the pump inlet manifold on which the accumulator is mounted. These valves are
normally held open mechanically by a probe that Is part of the pump inlet,
S
When the pump is removed, the flapper valve will close and the pressure of the
- Freon will press it on its seal. In this manner the pump/motor can be replaced
as a separate LRU, In terms of package maintainability, thls is a very
S
desirable feature.
/, The pump motor assembly can be removed by removing slx bolts and the
electrical connector to the pump. Removal of "he entire package for corrective
:-;!'i¢
-i'__ maintenance requires (1) disconnecting the Freon inlet and outlet fittings,
_I (2) disconnecting the power supply to the pumps and the electrical connectors
to the pressure and Ap transducers and (3) removing the mechanical supports
_",i¢
securing the pacRage through tne base of the accumulator.
_i 4.5.6.2 Ammonia Boiler_Package (LRU 7-N)
• This assembly incorporates the following components.4
i'__O (a) Ammonia boiler (I tern 7.43)
_ (b) Two vernatherm NH3 flow control valves (Items 7.(_2) i It
::, (c) Two solenoid isolation valves (Item 7.3_)
(d) Ammonia line relief valve (Item 7.41) I,_
4 J k r,}
(e) Temperature transducers (Items 7.258 and 7.259)
_, Figure 4-25 depicts the arrangement. All component.s are mounted on a _. ,.
.._ I_
triangular frame that can be attached to the vehicle structure at three points.
All components are idenLlfied on the _}ackage by their item numbers.
t _ AIRItS[ARCHMANUFACTURING COMPANY 73-9097
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As illustrated, all components in the ammonia feed line (Item', 7.39 and
Z: 7.41) to the vernatherm can be removed as separate LRU'_. Accessibility i_
provided while maintaining a very compact arrangement. Replace,r,ent ,)f the
vernatherm valves (Item 7.42) will entail breaking the Freon-21 connections
and removal of other components. For these reasons, the vernatherm valves
and the boiler itself will be removed, together with the entire package.
The overall dimensions of the package are shown in Figure 4-25. The
weigh_ of the components included in the package is calculated at 11.3 lb.
The weight of the lines, structures, and connectors for the solenoid valves
is estimated at 2.6 Ib, for a total of 13.9 lb.
Q 4.5.6.3 Ammonia Tank Assembly (LRU 7-L)
This assembly consists of
(a) Ammonia tank (Item 7.34)
(b) Ammonia fill connector (Item 7.37)
(c) Ammonia tank vent valve (item 7.38)
(d) Ammonia tank burst disks and relief valves (Items 7.35, 7.36 and
7.44)
(el Ammonia shutoff valve (Item 7.39) '"
W
i (f) Ammonia tank pressure transducer (Item 7.152) _$
_: | The package is shown in Figure 4-26. The spherical _ank is supported _,_
by three biped struts attached to the vehicle structure. The valves and $
transducers are line-mounted and are accessible for removal as single elements.
)
The manual vent valve (Item 7.38) is easily accessible for ease of tank
servicing. The vent valve outflow will have to be processed to preclude danger
to the maintenance crew. GSE will be necessary for processinq tank vent flow
during the fill operations. --.----.
e 4-127
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Package dimensions are shown In Flgure 4-26. Overall welqht includinq
lines, structure, and connecLors is estimated at 19.0 Ib (dry).
/4.5.7 EcLuipment Redundancy
The Freon-21 coolant loop is similar to the water loop in terms of
reaundancy. Two pumps per loop are recommended, with a single accu,,ulator
._ in each loop.
The design of the radiator panels and controls is beyond the scope of
this contract. The only failure considered here is a complete failure of
both redundant radiator circuits. Under these conditions, the radiators will
___ be immediately isolated and all Freon flow will bypass the unit. The cooling
_" function will be performed by the sublimator, which will be activated auto-
;I matically upon sensing the high temperature at inlet. This will constitute
-_i a mission abort situation. Two evaporators are available in the water coolant
_i loop, enhancing the fail-safe feature of the heat sinks.
-I All heat exchangers have r_dundant passages to accommodate the two Freon
:t
-,': loops. Provisions are made for cooling either Freon loop with either of two
C_'_ vapor cycle units during ferry flight. I
'_-, The GSE bypass valve and control need noL be redundant because this cir-
,, cult is not normally required during flight except when the radiator bypass :
c,- has fai led. '_'_ ",
Two ammonia boilers are included in the design. Each boiler can be used
i
with either Freon loop. Triple redundancy is not required because boiler
operation does not involve crew safety. However, the arrangement shown would
require a minimum of three failures before complete loss of the cooling
ran.,,,. - t._
function.
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The ammonia storage and delivery system I_ redundant. Either of the tw(.)
boilers can be fed from either _.onia lank. The capacity or each t,_nk i_
sufficient to provide for one-half :he prolaunch and all the p,)_tl_ndin_
evaporant. Thus, complete redundancy is provided, and triple redundancy is
not incorporated in the system because the function does not involve crew
' safety. It is recommended that both tanks be opened to the boilers for all
ground cooling functions.
m
...._ 4.5.8 Redundancy Management
i,' The redundancy management features of the Freon-21 heat rejection sub-
_,, "..-
!_, system are peculiar to the nature of the equipment comprised in the redundant
_'_"' loops. A summary of the Freon-21 heat rejection subsystem redundancy mar,age-
!_'i ment analysis is presented in Table 4-15.
...._',,i With the exceptlon of the pumps, the GSE bypass valve and controls, the
_:'; ammonia boilers, and the radiator, all other components are passive heat
exchangers.
• _," :i
, _.i! Heat exchangers can only fail through leakage. Thermodynamically, a
_!'-' heat exchanger will perform normally even if it leaks. Therefore, temperature
;c. _- measurements will not provide the information necessary to identify heat 9
: exchanger failure. Leakage, however, can be determined by the quantity of
fluid stored in the loop accumulator. _._
F
l. :_. The Freon-21 coolant pump assures flow through,the _y era,and as long as _
' ' the flow is maintained, the heat exchangers will perform within specification.
Thus, pump performance, as measured by pump pressure rlse, is an essential
parameter in terms of redundancy management,
• ,_}..,
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Another parameter o1: importance i_ tile pump inlet pressure. Thi.,
t
parameter determines accumulator performance and provides an i ndicati,Jn ,,t
excessive leakage that should have been detected norlnally by Io,._ .,ccu,_ul.,I,..r
quant ity.
I
The only redundancy management actions involve swiLchini t,uI,p_ in tht.
primary loop or switching from the primary to the secondary I,,_p. The i;r_t
action will be taken upon pump failure, and the se,;c,nd in the event ol t.:,>
&
• pump failures, leakage, or accumulator failure.
With respect to the three loop functional packages r._entioned above, the
_: GSE bypass valve will not be operated normally during space flight so that no
'"_i': failure of the bypass val',e or control system is anticipated. In the event of
.iw,
, failure the valve can be overridden through the controller. The radiator
#
_ subsystem is considered as a separate subsystem with its own failure detection
,_ instrumentation and redundancy management scheme. Outlet temperature measure-
i_: ment should be sufficient to monitor the overall performance of the radiator
';: and its controls " to identify a failure. If such a failure were to occur.} IL
,. the redundant secondary Freen loop would have to be activated. If the failure
i:; is such that it extends to the secondary loop, the evaporator would have to
:.. be activated and the mission aborted.
P
The approach used for redundancy management of the ammonia boiler packa,_u
is similar• Freon temperature at primary boiler inlet is monitored. Should
this temperature exceed the safe limit, the primary boiler will be deactivated
and the secondary boiler will be switched on. Boiler operation does not
involve crew safety. Also, both tanks should be opened to the active belle,"
in normal operation.
4b
m_
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4.6 FERRY HODE HEAT SINK
i
4.6.1 Functional Requirements
For the basic space flight mission, the thermal energy collected by th_
thermal management subsystem will be rejected to space either through a radiaLor'
I
or to an expendable evaporant. During ferry flight, however, the ambient
atmosphere will be used as the ultimate heat sink; this represents a special
condition for the operation of the liquid Freon-21 coolant loop.
|
Since the ferry mission is distinct from the basic orbiter mission, the
scheme under consideration is to utilize an "add-on" refrigeration package.
"_ , This refrigeration package will be installed in the engine pod and tied ;nto
the Freon-21 coolant loop by means of quick-disconnect couplings and the
necessary valving so that Freon-21 f]o_ will be diverted through the refriger-
: ation package. The package will be removed from the vehicle before the space
i I)
flight mission.
Because the ferry flight mode is similar to that of a low-performance
aircraft, air cycle and .,.-_Dorcycle refrigeration ecluiprlentcommonly used in
,7 D •
aircraft air conditioning systems are considered suitable, for this applica-
tion, _oth types of refrigeration equipment have demonstrated a high degree _I
of reliability and service life in airline oF..eration,and off-the-shelf
I
hardware that ,,rillmeet the requirements of the ferry mission is available.
The results of penalty studies conducted to determine the relative weight
penalties associated with air cycle and vapor c,/cle refrigeration ._1ov_a
defif_i['eadvantag(_ in favor of the vapor cycle approach. I,_addition, the
-,apor cycle unit offers a significant operational advantage because only
electrlca! power is necL_ssavy fo_ grou,_d operations. I_ terms oF reliabilit,/
"'_I or maintenanc,: requirements, both approaches are comparable. _urthermore. -
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since the equipment involved in both concepts ,'eprc:set,ts only slight|
modifications of proven l,_rdware, the cost associated ,._ilh the dovelopment
and qualification of air cycle and vapor cycle reFri.geratjon systems are not
a determining factor, Thus, the vapor cycle s'/_tem is recon_nendedo|
4, E.2 Performance Requirements
The system is designed for an evaporator heat load of 40,500 Btu/hr
(675 Btu/mln) on a 103°F day at see level. It wilt cool 2200 lb/hr of liquld
t
._, Freon-21 from 113 ° to 40°F. Operatin 9 conditions are defined in Table 4-16.
t TABLE /_-16
_- ,,..,I:. VAPOR CYCLE UNIT DESIGN COND;TIONS
• I
Mode Idle Cruise Loiter I
I
Day Hot Hot Hot !
I
Altitude, ft O 20,O00 2,000
I
Mach No. __ O O.5 O.3|
Ambient pressure, psia 14.69 6.75 13.67
Ambient temperature, OF I03.0 25.5 95.4
Bleed pressure, psia 44 450 70 I
Bleed temperature, OF 460 1,000 700|
Ram pressure, psia (80 percent recovery) 14.69 7.76 13.9,_ ,,
Ram temperature, OF _O3 50 99
Ambient humidity 154 52 _54
Freon-21 FlovJ, Ib/hr 2,200 2,200 2,200
Freom, 21 return temperature, OF 118 113 113
Freon-21 supply temperature, OF 1,5 4(] 4LIi
Ii
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J4.6, 3 Subsystem Oescr ip_t_ion
'_ The vapor cycle unit is shown schematically in Figure 4-27. The basic
-I objectives in the development of the unit are to (l] develop a simple, com-
pact, lightweight vapor cycle unit; and (2) utilize components that are avail-
able within a reasonably short development time. Tile estimated total wet
' weight of the unit is 122.4 Ib (including 3.8 Ib of Freon-21 in the evaporator].
i The vapor cycle system includes an evaporator, a two-stage centrifugal
- , compressor, a condenser, a condenser fan, and Freon controls. The controls
include an expansion/surge dual control valve and a condenser pressure control.
',_;._ " The system operates with Freon-114, chosen for its compatibility with a centri-
fugal compressor now in production.
!; The basic thermodynamic cycle for the refrigeration system at the design
condition is shown in Figure 4-28. The refrigerant enters the evaporator as
a low-temperature (30°F) mixture of liquid and vapor at approximatcly 13 ps;a
(point I in the diagram). In this love-pressure side of the cycle, the pres-
sure remains essentially constant as the refrig@._nt pas-;es through the
evaporator. In the evaporator, the liquid portion of the refrigerant evapo-
rates as it absorbs heat from the heat transport fluid _liquid Freon-21). IP
The Freon-114 refrigerant leaves the evaporator as a saturated vapor at 30°F
and mixes with a small amount of motor-cooling Freon at the compressor inlet
tpoint 2). Tl_e_._mix___._..tempee__rature__remains essentially at 30°F.
._ I_ Next the vapor enters the two- stage -cGffc-r_-f-'_-__i_ . compressor where it is
compressed to 86 psia at 160°F (point 3). (On this high side of the cycle tl,c
pressure remains esset_tially constant between the compressor discharge and the
dual control valve.) The vapcr then enters the condenser, where it is condensed
at a tempercture of 140°F by transfer of heat to the outside air drawn through
_ A_3tSEAgCH '6ANUFACTURING CO_P. Nv....,-,,_.:,,, o 73- 9097
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the condenser by the coolln_lair Cpolnts 3 and 4). The liquid Freon then flows
to the expansion valve section of the dual control valve, where it expands into
a two-phase mixture of liquid and vapor (point I), and the cycle is repeated.
Freon-114 is selected as the working fluld because it is a lower pressure
, refri9erant than either Freon-12 or-22 and results in Iighter condenser and
evaporator designs; however, in this respect Freon-11 and -113 are lower pres-
sure refrigerants than -114. The major reason for selecting Freon-114 is that
it provides a very good match between evaporator desig,_and compressor effi-
ciency. For the use of a centrifugal compressor, a low-density fluid is
desirable; on the other hand, the compressor performance requirements are
intimately related to the evaporator pressure drop (which results in a reduc-
tion in evaporator temperature). Careful design studies conducted for this
" " application have shown Freon-114 to be the best overall refrigerant.
Although toxicity is not a critical requirement {n the present appllcation
because the unit will be installed in the engine pods, Freon-114 is also much
less toxic than either-11 or-113 according to the Ur.Jer_vriter'sLaboratories
,. "ClassiFication of Comparative Hazard to Life of Gases and Vapors."
_" 4.6.4 Equipment Summary
, Table4-17presents a list of the equipment required, functional and
performance descrlptions, estima_ed welghts, and estimated power require-
ments for the vapor cycle unit.
The vapor cycle unit requires a total of nine individual components, a
wiring harness, a structural frame and the necessary brackets for m;unting
the components, and a rumber of ducts and tubes for component interconnection.
The number of required components has been reduced to a minimum, primarily by
the simplificatlon of tle various co_trols necessary for proper _ystem
_ AIR{ZS[ARCH MANU¢ACTURING COMPANY
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TABLE 4-17
E0.UIPMENT SUMMARY.
VAPOR CYCLE SYSTEM
T _............... I r
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operation, The exact number of ducts and tubes will be determ;ned v;hen the
4r_
packaging is finalized. The estimated total package weight, including
;,, Freon-114 charge, is 118.6 lb. The total power requirement is 10.0 kvJ
i
,_ (7.9 kw for the compressor and 2.1 kw for the condenser Fan).
4.6.5 Maintainability
Maintainability of the vapor cycle system was a major consideration in
i component selection as well as system pacl:aging. The components were selected
<,i from proven equ:pment on the basis of simplicity and reliability. The number
'-i of components has been reduced to a minimum through the use of controls that
i.'
provide multiple functions. Where possible, slmple orifices have been sub-
C,
stituted for control valves and sensors, thus improving reliability and
',] maintainability. There are no electronlc controls in the system. Freon
I.
compressors in airline service have accumulated over 30 million operating
!::i{
hours and have demonstrated an MTBF of 45,000 hr.
il The system will be packaged as a single hermetic unit to maintain the
:_ integrity of the Freon-114 loop. No dynamic seals vJill be used and the plumbing
¢
;_ will be welded to minimize the number of static seal joints. These design
.! concepts are used to reduce refrigerant leakage and thereby increase the i Im
service life of the equipment. At the low temperatures to v_hich the system
II
_; will be exposed, the pressure in the Freon-11h loop could become negative and i_
air could leak into the system. For this reason tl_esystem must be alr-tight,
-_ and th_. use of qulck-disconnect connections i ,lot recommended. The vapor cycle
unii: interfaces with the ve' _le Freon-21 loop. hovlever, and recharging of this
loop _._i11be necessary if a vapor cycle needs replacement. Since the Freon-11h
loop must be evacuated to 200 microns before recharging, a lengthy pump-down
period r,culd be required.
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The dual control valve is designed to attach directly to the Freon-21
outlet ports on the evaporator. Removal of the package is accomplished by
disconnecting four Freon-21 lines from the evaporator, two air ducts from the
condenser circuit, the elcctrlcal connectors, and the frame mounting bolts.
It is estimated that the package could be replaced tn one hour or less,
depending on the type of disconnect fittings used.
The overall vapor cycle maintenance task on the vehicle would consist of
determining whether the package is performing properly by monitoring the liquid
Freon-21 temperatures and the compressor power. If a package problem is
indicated, the entire unit will be replaced and the suspect unit returned to
shop for evaluation and repair.
I
.- 4..
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SECTION 5
MAINTENANCE
i
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5. MA INTENANCE
l 5.1 GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS
Among the most important of the space shuttle ETC/LSS requirements are
the guidelines covering the operational phase of the vehicle. Factors such
as minimum operational cost, reusability, and short turnaround translate into
subsystem arrangements, equipment packages, and components that _ust incorporate
, ,_,_ "-_ a high degree of reliability and yet that can be maintained effectively on
_'_'I._._ii;:_%'_ the ground.
High system reliability is achieved through equipment quality and the
rational application of the FO-FS criterion. This aspect of _he space shuttle
ETC/LSS design is discussed in a prevlouc section of this report.
In support of the subsystem schematic development, extensive analyses ,,_ere
conducte'J to assure that the arrangements recommended were optimum fron_ the
I
standpoint of redundancy management in flight and also in terms of ground
(
maintenance. The results of the redundancy analyses have been discussed
i
previously. This report section considers the ground maintenance aspect of
4
I
the space shuttle ETC/LSS. i
An assessment was made of the maintenance requlremenls of the four sub-
_ systems described in Section 4. The objectives of these investigations were to:
(a) Validate the malnL,mlnability features incorporated in the desijn,
LRU package definition, FD-FI approaches
(b) Identify additional instrumentation required For 9round checkout, but
not necessary for control or redundancy nlanageme_t in flight.
_ _xREsF.c._ANU_ACTuR,NO,o,,.,,.CC_,NY_,-, 73- 9097
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-: (C) Identify the GSE required to gupport the groJ_nd m,_inter_,lnct2 ._cJ;vl[;,_.,
} (d) Determine the time involved In performing the routine ,rod un, chedLil,:.d
maintenance tasks
(el Pro,llde basic data for spare_ definitlon
l
(f) Provlde data basic to the development of the ,.pace _hultle operational
COS t
Only onboard maintenance was considered. Depots or _hop-level maintenance
was not investigated. The overall onb_ard maintenance has been divided in
three major areas of activities:
_ (a) Scheduled Haintenance--Including postfllght servicing, preventative
_, maintenance and preflight servicing.
:; (b) Ground Checkout--Functlonal check of all components and LRU's (includ-i;
ing redundant legs) to establish flight worthiness
(c) Corrective Maintenance--Thls involves LRU level remove ar _ replace
1,_ actions following fault detect!on durinq l'light or as a result of
!,i. scheduled maintenance activitie,_.
Although ground checkout is essentially part of scheduled maintenance, it is
considered separately mainly because of the specificity oF this particular 14
I_ phase of the maintenance activities.
5.2 GUIDELINES AND ASSUMPTIONS
I
_ 5.2.1 General Guidelines
_19, The general guidelines used in the performance of the maintainability '
ii' t
analyses are listed below:
(a) Power is available for activation of all _ystem electric,_lcor,lpof_f.'nL';
(b) The onboard comp,-,Leror equivalent is available for readout of the
system instrun_ntatlon transducers
_ A,_ESEA_CH 73"9097
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3,'._(i!.... (c) GSE is available in tile vicln;ty of or ,_,_b,.,.+,J thu ,,,:,hiul,,. lli,_'
o
.+-, 411,
,, tlme involved in GSE hook-up was includl:d in t.h_ ,+3n,al,"-,_..,_ h+,t
,:C
"_ the time expended in makinq the GSE ._vail,}blL. i-, n,,t il_cl_J.h.,I.
','_ (d) GSE is available without interferer, ce.
/),_ (:;) Maintenance tasks can be performed ;vithuut int._++rtur,-nct. Ic,_.
IJ,
,;I other maintenance crews.
-- h},,_,
:" If) Generally, two men of skill levels 3 and 5 are necus_ary. TI_Iv
;!iI
il,;+i?" 'I IS specially true of maintenance tasks involving per._ionnel uat_,t,v.
_i,_,_ (g) Spare LRU's will be available without delay_
,._ Various aspects of the maintenance activities particular to a sub_ysLem ar_
'.Yi1_" discussed with the data specific to that subsyste_,_.
_',"_1.._ !: 5.2.2 Specific Guidelines
+: The data presented for each subsystem were developed usin:l the f,allowinq
guidelines for e_ch phase of maintenance
5.2.2._ Post Flight Servicing
!+ This task includes the following activities:
'., (a) Deactivation oF the subsystem
(b) Disposal of sol id expendables
(c) Flushing of the gaseous and liquid expendables
l
(d) Securing the subsystem to prevent damage or contamination betv;_+en
fltghts
Fllght data analysis and scheduling of corrective ,_,_aint_nance ',,,ill not
be performed onboard ond are not considered here. Corrective r.aintenance
tasks identified as a result of flight data analysis ,..,,i 1 nur_,_ally be perfor_,'_ed
before ground checkout.
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5.2.2.2 Preventative t.la intenance
t
This villi inc'u,ie (1_ postfliqht operaticm.- ..i_i _= ca_'. ;_,..J,. , ..-
as expen_ab]e di_-,po_al and/or _.lushln£;, ,_ld (2, ,,.'F,I._,_ .... ',,L ,.t I '.- i;
; ter_s.
|.
5.2.2.3 Prefl ight §ervlcln&
This involves (1) expendable replenishr_ent, and (21' r_,......_.Jl ,.,_ "t-_
protective closures installed after the flight.
I
5.2.2.4 F)ight Readiness Grounc_ Checkout
The portion of the ground maintenance activities considered her_-..i
, take place after postflight servicing and flight data aqal,/sis. It JL._-_ _l_t
t
involve unscheduled maintenance or repair actions resultin..-J fro'- fail_re._ i_
]I -
_" flight or failures iden_ified as a consequence of the groun_ ch_ckouL FD/FI
activities themselves.
II
The ground checkout procedures recommended are _esignu,1 t.c a_:c LF.L'
: integrity. In most cases, this involves _esting ot the ¢.o_;:,on_nt_ _c..t.._ ,,-i:_,
a particular LRU. The_e tests are conducted cor*curruntl_ Lr 3euu_, I. iall:.
l
The kinds of tests necessary include, in general, the rolto'..:ir, v:
(a) Leakage co
(b) Functional check
t
(c) Performance in some cases, as for pur_Ds, l ans, ,'e_ul_t<.," ,-J !
relief valves
(d) Al1 transducers are verified. Pressure transduc_,-_ art, _,,, v jT,._!
' li
to GSE gages; temperature transducers are checked by c.., L',_ ; .....
to ambient and through analysis of flight data. Special t_...t
equip:':Lnt is necessary for checkout of special t,'jnvJuc,=r, ,d_'
1
as the PO2 sensor f
00000002-TSG14
(e) BITE is incorporated on mosL controllers; a GSE test set is
I
necessary to perform controller checkout
{ 5.2.2.5 Corrective Maintena,ce
In developing the requirements fur corrective maintenance, lhe following
assumptions :vere made, in addition to the general groundrules listed above:
(a) The time estimates developed include the tiLT,efor GSE hookup,
fault check, remove and r_.place action, checkout oi the new LRU
in the system, and GSE disconnect.
(b) The maintenance action rates were derived from the LRU failure
rates using derating factors based on extensive experience with
_- _ t:_e type of equipment incorporated in the subsystem. This derating
: factor is established by considerations of secondary failures,
#i
_ erroneous fault detection and isolation, and defective parts due
: to anufactur;ng deficiencies,13 •
_' (c) Maintenance times were estimated using the packaging data presented
, in Sect ion q.
(d) LRU installation will be such that all LRIJ's as defined previously
are accessible for replacement without the necessity For ren_oval W
" .,r. other equipment to gain access.
de, of this section summarizes the results ol the maintenance
.,,_. _)r each subsystem. The vapor cycle refrigeration unit is ,,
not considered here. The only onboard maintenance task associated with this .,_
subsystem will consist of removing the entire unit,
-4
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B5.3 ATMOSPHERE REVITALIZATION SUBSYSTEM (ARSI
D
5.3,1 Scheduled Maintenance
Table 5-1 presents a summary of the scheduled maintenance Fequi r(:T',_;_ts
for the ARS. Scheduled maintenance items are relatively sTmple and con_ist
|
of the foiiowing:
(a) Servicing the CO2 processing subsystems, which involves removal of
expended LIOH charges and replacement of the shuttle inventory.
(b) Servicing the debris trap subsystem expendable filters in the
same manner as above.
(c) Purging and/or draining the condensate separation device with a
I
solution containing bactericide. This will involve activating the
: phase separators in the waste management subsystem.
_,'..!j,._ (d) Servicing the water coolant loop will involve drying and securing
LII_IIIII', the f l ash evapo rato rs$
_:q,-_I:.-i The task times shown in Table 5-I assume that the operation_ v,ill be $
": performed by two mechanics with skill level 3 or 5. Postflight servicing LvI)I
require 38 min. a,,dwill require GSE for water boiler servicing. Turnaround
' maintenance operations will require 70 rain. Allo,,_ing30 rain for GSE instal- II
]ation and preparation for operation 2.2, the total task ti,:,eis estimated at
II
I00 min. The potable water cart and the N2 service, cart, also ut,ed for ,.,._
servicing the nitrogen supply subsystem, will be necessary for this phase of
the scheduled maintenance operations.
Expendable servicing elapsed time is estimated at 45 rain. This includes
10 rain for task buyoff by the flight inspector and entry ii_to fliclhtdata
records. No GSE is required.
_ A,I_ESEARCH_IANUFACTURING COMPANY 73-9097Page 5-6
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TABLE 5-I
SCHEDULED HAINTENANCE SUMNARY
ATMOSPHERE REVITALIZATION SUBSYSTEM
Poser IIght Turnaround Expendable
_-f" Servicing Maintenance Servicing
Operation Operation Operation
Description (Time) (Time) (Time) Halntenance Operations
Atmosphere
revl ca1 Izat Ion
Cabin fan and valve 2.1 (2 mln) 2.1 Verify fan power if off and all
package fan controls are off
Cabin heat exchanger - 2.2(30 mtn) 2.2 Flush with potable water decontamina-
assembly (condenser tlon cart and flow hot N2 to dry out
heater package) heat exchanger and H20 separator.
Assure that filter is in place.
Cabin I.emperature 2.3 (/$ mln) - 2.3 Vertfy cabin temperature controller
controller power is off and temperature. , selec-
tor is in OFF position.
,-* Cabin temperature 2.b, (0 time - 2. b, Operatlon concurrent with 2.3
.elector
: 2-D Debris trap assem- 2.5 (]5 re|n) 2.6 (15 ntin: 2.5 Remove and replace filter in trap
bly and remove all expended filters
2.7 (5 mln) 2.6 Replace expended filter inventoryfor n xt flight
i:_t_ _. 2.7 inspect and sign off operation 2.6
i "_ _ 2*E Cabin temperature -
_en._or
2*F C02 removal - 2.8 (20 mln) 2.9 (20 mln 2.8 Remove flight LIOH cartridges and
a_sembIy all expended cartridges
2.1q (5 mln) 2.9 Replace all expended LIOH cartridges
(.., for next flight
2.10 Inspect and sign off operation 2.9
2-G Transducer power 2.11 (2 mln 2.11 Verify transducer power supply
_upply pOWer It off on all three channels
2-H Cabin temperature
ant Iclpator
3-A Flash water boiler 3.1 (20 mln 3.1 Drain boiler line and purge with N2
to dry injector and install protectl_
(_ closure on boiler vents; to be done in
conjunction with servicing of water
; management subsystem
3-B Avlonic_ alr cool- 3.2 (6 mln) - 3.2 Verify fan power is off and all fan
ing package control switches are off
i Avionics Nx packao_ -
Avionlc_ air cool-
1 lng fan package
Primary water pump 3.3 (2 mln) 3._ (5 mln) 3.5 3.3 Verify that pump power is off and
pump controls ale off , _-. ,
3./4 Inspect filter visually for bypass
3,5 Service will be accomplished a_ part
of ground checkout
water 3.6 (2 mln) 3.7 3.8 3.6 Repeat operation 3.3
• _ ) pump pack0ge 3.7 Repeat operation 3./4. Ta_k time Is
0 done concurrently with 3.k.
3.8 Repeat operations 3.5.
Interchanger outlet
temperature (pri-
ory loop)
Interchanger outlet -
temperature (_econ-
I._ dary loop)
Fill connector -
as(,embly
• ,: F:_ 73-9097
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5.3.2 F11_Qht Readiness Ground Checkout
D
Checkout of the ARS is summarized in Table 5-2. The requirements are
relatively simple and are concerned mainly with the Fan, the pump, and Func-
tional check of the temperature control equipn_nt. The remainder of the sub-
D
system equipment will be verified concurrently. The debris trap/filter will be
replaced between flights, and requires only a _P check. No test of the LIOH
cartridges is recommended onboard the vehicle. Special test equipment will
' be necessary to interface with the BITE incorporated in the design of the
_'" control Ier.
Since the controller interfacin_ components are derived from the DC-IO
program, the test set n_cessary for semiautomatic checkout of the control
system will be basically that developed for the DC-IO. This set will require
modification to include heater control circuitry check capabilities. A certain
i
i;i'i amount of BITE is designed into the controller; however, most of the BITE
circuitry is in the test set.
•i:i_ ,, D NO thermal performance test is planned for the water coolant loops, as
shown in Table 5-2. Checkout is limited to v{sual inspection for leak detec-
tion and exercising the dynamic components (pumps and fans) to verify function
and performance. Subsystem instrumentation will be checked out concurrently;
: sensor continuity check will be performed sequentially using BITE incorporated _ _,_.
in the design of Item 3.8. In addition to the BITE necessary for checkout of _I_
the cabin temperature control equipment the only GSE required is the N2 test _
set for evaporator checkout. It is recommended that a dye be added to the
water for ease of leak detection as noted in the table
_,,.,.,,c,,,,o,._ 73-9097
","":- Page 5-B
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The sequence of the checkout operations are shown in Table 5-3. The
sequence is based on system requirements and also on the efficient use of a
2-man maintenance crew. The task tlme for each checkout operation and the
cumulative total of all task times are given. The tasks involving the second
I
man are identified by parentheses. Some of the factors that were considered
in the development of the data are discussed below.
The development of the table is predicated on the availability of skill
I
level 3 and skill level 5 me_,lanics. Use of a skill level 5 mechanic to
operate spacecraft systems, controls, and test consoles and to determine GSE
['t
i;]Q disposi_ion is recommended; the mechanic must be an ARS specialist. With thisI
_:_ background he can direct a skill level 3 mechanic to perform all the tasks
required to complete checkout as shown.
._ The table shows completion of checkout without fai]ure, and the final
i maintenance time frame allows an indeterminate time for corrective maintenance
'i
!1 to restore the system to operating conditions. Clear access is assumed for
.! all procedures requiring inspection or visual observation. Furthermore, it
'iiI is assumed that the GSE is available on or in the vicinity of th_ vehicle.
:, The times shown include installation of GSE and securing the subsystem C
: following checkout. "Se total time required is estimated at 7.3 man-hours for
i,. a total elapsed time of 220 min with two men performing the maintenance ! _
:' operations. A larger crew Would result in a reduction of elapse tlme at the
" cost of increased man-hour requirements ..... :_
Ill_mb.m_".',_.
!
,. ,..,. c,,,0.o. 73-9097
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TABL_ b'3
CHECKOUTT IMELINE
ATMOSPHEREREVITALIZATION SUBSYSTEM
I Checkout Cumulat Ive "
Operation Time_ mln Time, mln
i
ATMOSPHERELOOP
Hook up ARS cabin te+nperat.re test set 15 15
Check out ARS test set 10 25
Cabin fan AP check out 15 kO
Check out Item 3.8 and ETC/LSS transducers (45) 145)
Perform cabin temperature control checkout 35 75
._, Checkout humidity control heat exchanger and H20 separator (15) (60)
inspect debris trap (|0) (70)
Inspect LtOH canister and check manual operation (15) (85)
Buy off control checkout 10 85
• Buy off ARS circuit checkout (15) (100)
Complete ARS si9n-off 15 100
or
Prepare Corrective maintenance work sheet As required to buy off
atmosphere loop
t_ WATERANO AVIONICS LOOPS ,,.
Hook _p GSE service cart/checkout cart 20 20
Checkout GSE cart 10 30
Prepare for leakage check 10 kO
Perform leakage tes% vlsual inspection (30) (50)1
Transducer comparison 5 45
Check Out primary pumps 15 60 "
Check out secondary pumps 15 75 ,_ ql!
Check out transducers 10 85 ';D
Inspect heat exchanger air cooled avionics ) bays visually (30) (80) '
Top off and service primary and secondary loops and accumulators 20 105
i f necessary _'
Sequential check of evlon:cs bays fans (30) (110) ,;
%
J) Buy off checkout and avionics bays heat exchanger check out 10 115 t_ '(10) (120)
or
Prepare corrective malntenonce work sheets As required to buy
off ARS
( ) Parentheses Indicate second _n activity.
ALRES[ARCHMANUFACTURINGCOMPANY Page 5-12
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5.3.3 Unscheduled Maintenance
An estimate was made of the onboard corrective maintenance required f_r
the ARS. Table 5-4 presents a summary of the data. The maintenance ti,,,e_
shown for each LRU (nclude:
(a) GSE hookup, assuming that the GSE is readily available onboard or
: in the vicinity of the vehicle
(b) Fault isolation to ascertain that the defective LRU is indeed faulty
and to prevent unnecessary LRU replacement
(c) Remove and replace action
i-_i (d) Checkout of the new LRU in the system
, (el GSE disconnect
a Skill level 3 or 5 is required for corrective maintenance onboard the
_, vehicle. As shown in the table, a11 maintenance tasks can be performed by one
i_ man except for removal of the cabin heat exchanger assembly; the weight of this
!:i assembly is estimated at 81.8 lb.
i'
_ The cabin fans are assumed to be accessible for removal as single units.
i:C
If the entire package (three fans and check valves) has to be removed from the
:' vehicle as a LRU, the maintenance man-hours per operating hours (MMH/OH) for
this package would increase from 46 to 210 hr/10 6 hr. I..
The time shown does not include the time necessary for servicing the water _
r
coolant loop. This will require 2 men for 5 hr. It is assumed here that com-
:I
,I
ponents can be replaced without flushing, evacuating and refilling. This will (.;
require that special connectors be used and that the components be charged wlth
ware" before installation. Provisions will be made for fIushlng the loop oi"
q
air trapped at the interface_.
I
I_III_ IAlggSEARCHMANUFACTURINGCOMPANY 7:3"9097i.,
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TABLE 5-h
ONBOARDCORRECTIVE MAINTENANCE,
II1 ATMOSPHERE REVITALIZATION SUBe.;YSTEH
I H _irt t o q+, ;*,+.
PI,+__t,! f I _p {_d _ i 1+'_% .,,(tin,, I+,.... fP;_¢_ Ih, "r_*,r ,, ;+, , f
,, ( i¢.,+_ , _ _ t1,1n-I_¢Jur Pi(J. L i''
'( ?r '_' ¢J_,Lef | C,; 0.;' ; ;_,.+.; 1 +l +*t_+,), ,' It' , I
_'; ,)_d _'l,e 1 C.} 3o/+ ] 3C,L 3_... "'-,.h., ',+ + I.,, ,, .... t_',,
•,,_] iP: "_.rvit i" : ,,, i
na_. in,_l_ded :,+'"+. : + i ,.,
_, el 1D..d t i "++_,
:-_ Cab;n terq_ec_turu Control|er 1 0.3 0.} I )_ U _°C
2'-(, C_bin te-_, r_ture .elecco,- _.3 0.3 1 1[,.0 tl. 5
"+:-_ ,'.ebr|+ t:"lp a" ,+arab. _ _+5 0+5 I 3.C 1.5
i" +_+.br_, tr,lp "t' tralr_-(:luGer 0.2 0.; I 75.3 Ue'-ov_t, te _+ L_U
'] _-i Cat;in te_perature error 0.2 0.2 I 13.9 2, _
_-F CO_ remo_i a-_e_bl_ 0.6 0,6 l 10.0 (:+3
i_'J'= 'ili' CO;, c._ni_ter 0.5 0.5 1 S.C _e'-o+,._ble ;1+ ,e_)ar!t_ L:-
{; ;.-; Tr_q+.ducer po_er -upp|v 0.1_ O.l_ _ _OoO 35.0
!, :-H Czb|n te+_per,_t_re ._n++|clpator 0.2 0.+; | 10.0 2.r_
, .en.or
< +.-+ _-+'_ F|I '. ev,+DOlator +t_e'_b|y 2 1.5 3,0 2 _5. U 30._ "[n'+ire J, e.+b| ', _e_o+,ed o,|. 1, (+.,+. '+Of _13, h _,:,i0or)l_d |,_;|_re: P_r.;J'*',
_: of wate r ¢oo|ont |OUO nO', ; ¢l_d_d if,
"' hs_k tire; th;,, ._o_|d r_.+_,4]ro _.... '!]*
)+ ++;OP+3| 1_ ++,l_t++eP,_+_,..e _'3,JI Dt-_r
i Spray no:;'te 1 0._ 0.5 2 20.0 20.0 _e_+'o¢_le , L"'_ '
! F+_,_porant +,otenoid S 0 vllve 1 0._" 0.1+ 2 15.0 _++.0 _emov.d:le ._,,L+_;'.
+!! ,_1_" Cent rol |er 1 0.] O.S 2 20.0 12.0 ..... b|e, LP+,'
Tempe, _ture _en'or : O.:} 0.3 2 10.O 6.0 RePovable a_ LEJ',,
]-B-I Av_nnlc, he,if e_chan,ler 1 1.1_ 1o_ ] 8.O ]_}._ qervicIn_] uf =l_ter coo|_r+ loop ,o_ ;,,-
eluded In l,lnk l i-_, thi I++OL,|d re lg;l¢_
,m addltlon,_l 10 _al_ten,_nc_ hot, r, I_:'o_curence.
3-_-_ ;,v:onlc, t+_n package 1 O*8 O.8 3 _0.0 hot re_oved ,i,. J p_{.k,_l;t_: a ,,_:'e ' ,.
,+Ire acce<.,,Ible for ,.lnqle r,n'v,tl_+:
_I_ ' rep | +Ice_ t
F.)n check valve 1 0./4 O.4 6 I_+0 43.2 Per_ovable ,_ LF:'J'_ iS '
+'.P trln,+ducer,, 1 0.2 0.;_ 6 2:,.0 30.e Per'lovable a,. LPU',, +
_-I-1 Prlmtrv w._ter pu_ p._ck.lqe I 1+2 1.2 1 +'2_*0 _0.0 _Re_'_oved only when accu_ul,_tor, D_"D.
; or va | ve_ .++re defect Ive
! Pu_p _lotor I 0.8 0.8 2 2_;.0 _-0,0 Rer_ovable ;,,. LRO+,
-_m .D Pre'.,.ure t,'m,,ducer l 0.2 0._ I _S.O _,.0 _er'ov,'_Lte ,,, Lieu'`
.'.Pti+.)_,ducer I 0.2 0.2 l 2_.0 5.0 l_e,.,_v,_ble,_, lr',J','
J-l-+_ <:ocor+d+ry t+,_ter pu,_D p i(.k:hle I 1.2 1+2 l +,2_.0 30,0 ' Pl_,'_v-.d Ue_|,: ./hen ,It+L.,',,=| ''Or. {'+ n
el v,)|ve l_l' ,'J_tec' ;v_
P+ p _-i)tor | 0.8 0.8 2 2,_.0 _0.0 _e-'_v,'_blo + L+':',
I+r_ ,ure tl'l+_ ducer 1 0,2 0.. _ I 2S.e 5.C _e-_)v,k, ie ,_, L_'J".
'r tr,_-, duLer | 0.2 0.2 l 25.0 5.0 oe'_ovaLle ,_ L" '
........ Page 5-1L_i
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TABLE 5"4 (Continued)
, A:r IOf H It,-It,, ,I
I , ,, t_., I ,, ,_ H.r,-H,)_,r tdo, I i_q'
,,. ,r,, lo.p
'%.,,.,.,,ir, |,_,>p'
. I_Cvnd,l' 1 |nOpl
_l'ri,,,f.,l,,_ml
_-T I'.._Oop,,ll)r out|e_t Io'-_p,_r._qure I 0.3 0.3 I 1Co0 3.0
;5(.'_O'_d',ry |OOp'
. 3-d fv_porilor outlot te_peral*,e I 0.3 0*_ 'i lO.O ] 0
]-V Fill connector d' ,e_bl':, l 0.4 0._ | 0.7 0.28
TOTAL 635.J
L ...............
£
t
¢
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All compunent_ of tI,J fla'_ll evap,lrat,),- a'_'_e_,d_17 wi II I,e ..,.,...-. t,I,. ....
replacemc.nl_ at i.RU",. The ,_,lt ire flash c,vapor,-iI_r l_aCF.vt,_ ' .;ill I,, ......
c,nly in the event of a iailure of the evap,)r,,14,r it,,ell, ._,, I,,,i ii, ,,i_,l,.
nance action rate i lsted t_r thu a,,ser,,bly i'_ I[,,11 _I ll,u ,'v.u,,J,,l.,I.
AS for the cabin fan_, it was a_sun,_d that the a,.,i,mi,.., ,,,,. ,,,1 _,,,
accessible for replacement a_ single components. If l_,_l , 11 ,. _;,.,_lll,",.0thL, .... ,::
hours per operating hour_ (MMti/OH) would increase f,-uul 73.?. t .'lh Ill t,_.m I_)"
operating hours.
For the pump packages it was assu,led that ti_e transducers '.._er_¢ _auvablP
i_ as separate LRU's. Any other failure would require removal of _he entirP
; _', package. This includes the pump itself, the check valve, the a,=cuululatr_r, the.
accumjlator isolation valve, and the filter. This approach i_ reco'.uqended t_,
minimize the risks of air inclusion in the water coolant loops. Hart. __pecinl
fittings and air flushi.-.g provisions need b_ incorporated only at pl_mp pa(:kaqe
inlet and outlet. As mentioned previously, the pur, lp motor is th_ r_)st
probable cause of pump failure and the motor is replaceable wlth(Jut b_akin.._
" the coolant loop. In specifying installation constraints thit. r_alur_. _i_ould
be considered. In Table 5-4 it was assumed that the pump motor_ are replace-
able separately. AI] coolant loop temperature transducers are builacc type;
" their replacement does not involve loop integrity.
The total (MMH/0H) is estimated at 0.64 man-hours per 1000 op,.l,,tlr,,,
i: hour for the ARS. As indicated in the table, thi._ assume_ thal the w_lur
i i ...... I coolant loop will not require servicing when the heat exchanqur ,_,,,.e_,lJli_m (_r
•
_i the pumps are replaced If' it does, the task time for th_e LRU" w,_uld
i increase by 10 man-hours as indicated in the table, and the t IHH/'IH-I l,_r lh_ _ _ub-
system would be 1.51 hr per 1000 operating hours: tt_i_ __er,.'e', to, illu',tr.}t_'
) co.P.._ 73-9t_9/
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5.4 i-,'It'IOSPHERE L.ORTROL SIJB':,'f':_IEP.
The variou_ [unct;un5 ,:,t t_e ,-ilr_o',ph_'r , ,,',1 r,.l .-.u. . l_, '..,' ',, ,"
: _ i tl, I: .r
,..l_ co,,,ponents involved _u,l,le_t t!_d' ,,lir_t,J r,,_b; 1_1.. ' .,
it_ the desi_ln ,,t this sub_-'stem. The,,e ..tudic ,lq.r,. .. ,.,.r ,'. it ,J ;' ,
packaglng into LRU's t(-_ pcr,"it (11 th__,r'ouqh _'_c_uJl ,.t .... ,*.J,,i ' _. ,J,t
"' flight readiness, (2 '1 ease c.,f _ub,-.'_._,te data _l,tt, lprel.,]_ _,'_ ;ll if" IEt t. p,.r-
mit accurate and raoid corrective action 'n th,, e,.cnt .'! ,,_i_ ..ctic, r. a".d
[_-.;_,_ (.3) equTP'ne_t acce._sibilit'._ for- e_.Dedie:_t repair .-_cti,':- ..'_e .... ace--at',, .
_,'_ 5.4.1 Scheduled Maintenance
-_
" The most important a>pect __,I- scheduled m.:]; nt "",-_'CL" for '. h '- uL'. "
postflilht r_inte_,ar_ce. The bchedu',eJ cl,'_ir_tL','d"t.c ,]_:.tl ,il.t .... ]mr _-'>t t,. .)I
the time involved in the perlor,-ar'ce of eac '_ tn_k _re _u". - Zec ;e 5-5
5./4.]01 Postfllght Serv;cing
."t
i_ Securing the subs:stem wil] consi.-:t ot: pov_... ,_ ,_.,.,.n :_t: _ub-,',--tc,
'it returning al] control to "he c_ff (or deactlve/ ooqitio,-,, ._,:d d,a-p_q !-e
i'
-}
._ residual expen, dbles (02/N2).
1- Final servicing operatlton will consl-t ,._f insl. alllrv: e._er'_l i, cotecti_e
t | :
closures on all exter_,al skin ve_ts and pr,_tecti'.'e c.i,,-u,e- n_'. all bre,_th;,-"l
t12 disconnects and open port5 in the ACS. Thi,, ,..ti II pr,_,e_'t in,_d_,.'r-/,-,t ._a".._;,.
and conta,"i nat ion of the _ubsy>tem.
E×cludl_g tl'e clo>ures, only tl_e follo,._ilm [jSIL i_ ,"t.e,JeU t,, ._c...,_"pl _-i,
t,_>t' I i,:]ht m.]intenance.
0 te_,l _et
'3
N test _-,t,t
.)
. }'_-;_- "." ' " , .... .2 L..... r: "h- rl - , n H - I t I ! I " I - III It ' I " --
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Maintenanct ._-.i11 levels 3 or 5 will be required fc, r p,_Llfli,lhl ,h_.',ervic-
I
ing. Deactivation will be accomplished by a rlinimu,:l ot twn men wr)r[ irlq llir_,u,lh
the 02/N 2 control panel. It is recommended that 3 ._ki]l level 5 be uxe,J f_r
operating the subsystem, while a spill level 3 performs the variou_ otl_erI
,/ ope rat ions.
The total task time for postflight is 92 mln (1.54 hr). An additional
30 min will be necessary for GSE hookup, resulting in a total predictedI
. elapsed time of 122 min, or 2.03 hr. This estimate is based on sequential
operations by an average of two men.
_ Deservicing the pressure N2 and 02 vessels can be accomplished through
,-:_ i the N2 and 02 manifolds, or by reversing the suggested f, il]ing operations.
For ground an_. oersonne] safety, special handling of gaseous 02 discharge
shou]d be observed.
l
5./4.1 2 Turnaround Maintenance
The on]y maintenance operation scheduled for thi_ subsystem is the remova]
and replacement of Item 1.72, portable 02 system. The most efficient mean£ oll
handling this item is a shop inspectiun. The pressure gage indicating quantity
should be verified by weighing the assembly to actually determine the 02 avail- I_
able. If the assembly was expended during the last missiqn, it must beI
refilled, inspected, and placed back into inventory.
5.4.1.3 .Exj3endable Servicing
J
•_ .| After flight commitment, the expendable 02 and N2 mu_t be serviced. It _,
is estimated that, including GSE hookup, the total operation will take 60 rain,
assuming that the gas storage tanks are filled concurrently. For ground safety,
a {ainlmum of two ',1on are recommended for I:his operation. As part of tht. pre-
fllqht servicing operations_ all protective clo_ures will be removed.
Pdge 5-18
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TABLE 5-5
SCHEDULEDMAINTENANCESUMMARY
ATMOSPHERECONTROLSUBSYSTEM
A I!i ,. , P,.Jatfl _qht Tuvn.lr,_) I Pre!l • Vtt
I_ Taole _'l.
_':. 1 Cabin Pressure Rel|ef Valve ...... ! --- Co'-_.._ne_t _.erit;e_ _or _'l;.:Pt _, ¢-Jt t
J a_a I_ _ ;_ a_d ,')rOu_J Ct_ec_ut.
t
1-0 _. 2-_a_ Contr.',1 Paeel I.t (5 ";_'; ...... .1 S.,itcr oft all c-'-t¢.i p,.-._,, .v'.. ,_-:._
I all val,'es to o_f :c_it,.,,.
l"E 1 N.._arual Pres_urlZation Valve 1.2 (2 _in) i ...... 1.2 Verlf_ _,a-._al .alve :_ clo._c,l.
k
1-¢ ! O. Han_al Pres_urlzat[o_ valve 1.) (2 min) ' " ..... 1.] Re,eat ope_at o- _.: I._.
I-_J 1 _.1t¢_ TaPk P_es_ure ReaulaLar a_d Re|_ef _ 1._ {.= _in) ' - ..... 1.4 Place _e;.iator ,_I¢c.',.,- *._ ._rr ,_,. .
Valve both ¢;ri_ar) an,_"_eC_,ar ', ".,;'_
; 1-1 3 h_i.>_ic_ ga_,, Prec,'_urizat_or Valve .........
_ I
"_jrMl_. "*_11 1-j 2 &i.l_,ck Pressurv Gaee ' 1.._ (5 m;n) ' --- 1.21 1.5 I_tatl _rote¢t;'¢e cl_vre ,w-
==_ . ,:_ i pier.
t-K 2 hielock Pressurization V_ive 1.6 (5 r_;n) --- 1.2_ 1.6 Verify that val_e ,_ _l_se¢ a",; i"-ta _
; protective C105ur¢_ (J_JSt Cc_'- _1 •
, I"L 2 Fio_ Re'_,'.rictor a-.d Heatee ....... --
C2
' _ currect _th 1.1.
1 .8 (20 _i-) ...... 1.8 Dump all residual _a_,e_ t_roug_ S,L : '_"
1.._ Fill 02 tanks re, re_,t flight, u_e __
, test CarL.
l-q 8 NZ Storaee Tar_k As_,e_bl_' 1.10 (2 _ n) "-- 1.12 (20 min) 1.10 Repeat o_¢ratlo_ 1.7.
"' 1.11 (20 ,_inl ...... 1.11 RePeat operatio_ 1.8; d_,e 3 ¢e.,I _v*.,
1.12 Fill N 2 tanks tar nt'xt flight, b_e h_
_ tes I cart.
1"0 ._ N2 Pre_*_ure _egutator and Relief Val_e .........
t-P ? Payl,)ad Tunrel Pre_,_ur;zat;o" Valve 1.13 (_ -in) ...... 1.1_ RePeat operation 1.6.
i.:_ _. Pa',load To,tel Pressure Gag(' 1.15 (2 mln) ...... 1.15 Rcpeat operatlon I._. I_
t-I_ _ ._;,,rtc_ Pres_u,e Relief Valve .........
, I-b L EVA _.pport Par, el 1.16 (c _In) --- I.._ 1.16 Verify' all shutotf _dlve_ are ,.l=.vvc ,_n.:
_. ,_ i_stall protective closures on all _D%.
t*T 2 Flight Statlc, r, bernice Pa.el 1.17 tS r_In) --- 1.2_ 1.17 Repeat ope_'ation 1,16.
I-v _ P,,rtable O_ S_:te .... 1.18 (5 ;n_, 1,18 (_ -'in) I .18 Rer_ove for 5RU in_pe¢tion and re¢ill a_
" needed, Certi% Ipspection and rea_
for fl;ght use,
I-V _ : Airlock ()epre_,_uriZatlon V_llVe 1.1_ (5 min) -'- 1.25 1 ,tcJ Repeat operation 1.6,
,_ I-k' 2 EVA Hatch Pressure. . Ga_e 1.,_0 (2 _;n) --- 1.26 1.20 RePeaL operation 1.5
..,_p I' t-X 1 ! ,_i,_r'Ic_Bay :.P Gaae (Bay _ .........
l.v ! ;,.;,,,,it.. Bay 5P Ga_c, lea, Zl .........
I
I-BB ; Lab;,' P_('_u_t' Tro,,_duce_ "*-- --- 1.21 thr_.._qh 1.26 Pe",._ve D_te_tive cl,.,.a_e'..
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N2 and 02 ground servicing carts will be required. Facility or GSE
capacity should a]low for simultaneous filling of three N2 and two 02 tanks.
During filling of 02 tanks, normal safety precautions for handling hiqh-purlty
high-pressure 02 should be observed.
5.4.1 .4 Fli_lht Readiness Ground Checkout
This portion of the maintenance operation is concerned with a_suring that
the subsystem, including all redundant elements, is functionally sound, thus
i :
assuring the high reliability necessary for spaceflight. The ground checkout
_."
requirements developed were based on the assumption that all equipment requires
_I verification. As experience is gained with operation of the vehicle and itsIllr
_ subsystems, the lengthy ground checkout activities could be abbreviated con-
siderably. 0n-condition monitoring techniques could be developed; however,),
_'_ this would involve activation of all redundant subsystem elements during the
:,, flight and might result in unacceptable crew involvement.
i! The checkout requirements of this subsystem are summarized in Table 5-6.
The checkout procedure will require handling of high pressure N2 and 02 equip-F
ment. The major GSE necessary to implement checkout includes: (I) a high-
pressure N2 test set, (2) a high-pressure 02 test set, and (3) a vacuum test 11eP
set. In addition, small gages and adapters will be required.
Large quantities of oxygen and nitrogen will be used in the performance _:_._
F
of the leakage and flow check, Specla] safety precautions should be used
I.
while checking the high-pressure oxygen. It is suggested that this portion of
the subsystem which interfaces with the cryogenic oxyqen supply, be checked
out together with the cryogenic storage subsystem.
As shown in Table 5-6, a large portion of the test activities is concerned
!
with leakage check of the LRU's and dynamic checks of the nu",elou._ regulator/ ........
relief valves. Also, the P02 control equipment operati.r)r, will be verified.
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Because of the large number of components involved and the many redunddnt
paths, ground checkout will consume an appreciable amount of time. A prelimi-
nary analys[s was made of the time necessary for a 2-inan crew tu ¢,_HplL'l_ II,e
maintenance task. Table 5-7 sumn_rizes the checkout operations pert'r.)rm_d by
these two men and also defines the checkout sequence.
Generally, a sequential leak check of the oxygen and nitrogen supp]y
system is performed. The pressure transducers are checked concurrently. As
i illustrated in the table, the oxygen and nitrogen legs are checked Out at Lhe
same tilne. This will be followed by regulator/relief valves testing and clleck-
_ out of the storage tank assemblies. The two men constituting the maintenance
crew are identified; the second man's time is in parentileses.
._, l The total time for checkout of the atmosphere control subsystem is esti-
w
mated at 385 min with 2 men. This could be shortened considerably by using a
larger maintenance crew. However, the number of men which can be use;d i_
= ii
limited because much of the testing must be conducted sequentially. Also,
space available for the maintenance :w will be a iimi¢ing factor. I{ i._ :
,, estimated that a four-man crew would represent the maximum with a 3-man crew
_i being optimum in terms of elapsed time. , II
_ 5.4.2 Unscheduled Maintenance
:: C
Table 5-B presents a summary of the requlrements. The same basis was used i_
: in the preparation of these data as for the subsystems discussud previously.
Li Much of the equipment is single components; others, such as tlle LRU's of the [
02/N 2 valve panel, incorporate many components (Ref. I-B, I-C, and l-D) that
will be removed and replaced as a unit. Component replacement wi thin these
LRU's will be clone at the shop level.
t
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The 02 and N2 gas storage tank assemblies will not be re(wloved fro(i_ the
vehicle unless the tank is defective. In this case leal<aqe identific._tion I(_
determine whether the tank, the pressure transducer, the isolation valw> _r
the fill valve is leaking might be difficult. The procodure re(.o,,,_unded i _,
i as follows. If the tank assembly is leaking, the tank will be disconnected
and checked for ]eaks separately. If the tank is ]eaklng, it wi]] be replaced.
If not, the isolation valve, pressure transducer, and fil] valve will be
replaced. Leakage isolation to any one of these components will be effected
at the shop leve]. The tlme involved in performing this separate !eak check
is accounted for in the table.
The total time estimated for onboard corrective maintenance of the sub-
system is 7 hr per 1000 operating hr. About 75 percent of all corrective
,laintenance wi]l involve the two-gas control panel. Adequate spares should
be provided for this particular LRU.
5.5 WATER MANAGEMENT SUBSYSTEM
5.5.1 Scheduled Maintenance
The recorm_ended scheduled maintenance operations for the water management
subsystem are discussed below. Table 5-9 summarizes the operations for each
LRU.
Scheduled _intenan_e is predicated on performance of the checkout with
'
N2 _a',. Also, decontamination of the subsystem will be requi:ed (_nly a,_ a
result of accidental contamination or after heavy maintenance. Cartridge-type :
replacet'_ent is used for the delonlzing column on the silver chloride colu,lns.
The expendable evaporant side of the flash evaporator should be preflight-
serviced at the same time. If required, postflight servicin_i_ could be deferred
unt il preventdtive rnai._tenance.
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TABLE 5-9
I) SCHEDULED MAINTENANCE SUMMARY
WATER MANAGEMENT SUBSYSTEM
r........i .....'t i p..,f+ i_,j+ f T,jt r,,ll _,,+, +1 f, rvrl,lhf
• / ,
,l_'j _iiq !_. _)+.,ril,l_,.f, f'f+,I¢.l_ + MI,r,I+,+'*IA,I" I ',¢'+.If1113 III (t_ 4' .q'' "
_l.l!+'r "+l+,l',+*'¢*'+t /_.| (_I) _tll I+,I l+,t+ +0), +_ !_0 "+'+ ++ t F+'<, .<'t,+ ,,l*< `+ I +H' +, ' , t+ + '+('l)t_<,,l,)l laq+.hJ,Iq'd 'q, ,+, ,, + ', t,.i ',,,, i + , ' , . .... ,
,,+,,_ ,q.,.3,,l+., , +..'.p, 1, t + ' ,, . ,, , j ,, +;.
',,, I,l, to',,Jt ,J ,I I , , ,
G'A I _/ater control _;anel a_,,,et*bl_
i_ £_-B 2 P,_tabl+ + +.cater ta_k a'+_e+_blv I,+ cnnju'_ctlor' w_th 4.1 4.2 S¢+_tt ,, _l ++.. ,,,t,,.:' ,. t' ; '+d_ _. .,_+e, ,, I
-+a+_(_h_+ ,_ll t+_: ,l',,,llze' +,,_ ' ..t .... + , . t,'+_ "'
ser,+{_in_l t,.,r .. _.st; ,ite,_ ._f ._, , . _" . "
.++_ ta-';._tio_ :., ',_'_; t"'u_" +' ,- alia.+: _ , '., '
e'er ,_1 _+_|++ _tt "_t+ce_-,++, ,' • ++ -_t.',,lv '. ,-
++b 1 Water heater _.3 _3 re;n) 4. 3 yeri+lr th<lt _eatt'r i:_..+er ,-+ .+f'.
_ 4-E 2 S;]_eP ion _enerator 4.11 {20 r_in) 4._ _e_la,;e _._th be,;+, i>+';,,_ t"..:Pe_at:,,.' ,_.,'.
_-r 2 Ware. +;}tut h._ (20 ,"in; _1.[ teaka,m .:))eLk ++ji- t_" _."+.,.e._+_t
4-Pc 1 9ei_i.+er _,7 t15 mln) h.6 h,',?ect a_.J'ur replace +,,;.'r t., :e+_l'.; ' _*.2 •
tt_'_t'at (l+.r,'t .
_'t' ._ '++2 te'•'"+3] a_'e b|',' t+ 9 15 int _.8 I10 -in) i++8 _i_+dt it,+,l'_,ct; + ' _ +,_C+., '._.' t ,_*._ ''.-t.il! .'.+-
t t_+.t,_e ,,;1o,+_,_ .,,_ .,lc+_ + .t,'t (e,- _.1
: _+'I | ,Water du,,l; noz+'le a+_v_blv i*_ o._t,'u'l_tlo_ with 4.| 4, 9 I_,,tall t_,,.,tc_l,.l+ ++! -, _, ' ,_u. ,,' _. ;._++t- :. !,
_-J | '_ater _ole._.i_t _but+)tt" V_tlVO In C_t_jUrtCt|_._ Wlth 4.1
,,
'; _-' I [GS[ _e_vtce ct,la_t_;tor +_,sle',bl Iq COn_U'_ction with _.1
• • 4-M , 1 IDLSS _,atc, ,ervice _.10 (5 ,',in) 4.10 Install pr,teLti_t+ _ t ,,_+(o per +_.ll.
+ " I4-_ , 1 ,Si|_er ;Oe _t+tector TBD TBD....._L I ......................_ _
.:,, I;OTE: De_i_al nu_'ber ide._t;f;es a ,-+at+_te_,a_e operation. _1_
Number 1'_ [>arent_e'._, 1'_ the _i"_o neces_ar_ to perf_rm the t_k.
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t]'he _i Iver ion detecl__._r ,.,cheduled -_,ii_lr ,-_,l,c,, i .... ', ,I, ! in,,d, ihi|
[ equipment i_ currently under develop'.,c_nl , and ,I.lt,, _,., ,, _ i r,l,,;i,.,I, illl I -
i mate is not currently available.5.5.1.1 Pos t f li2il.t Servicin_
!'' The majo," maintenance operation ia to dc:a_.tival_., lh,, I:'_ 1,,hi,:-. wal,,i ',, _1
l ('r -Following the drain of potable water a GN2 purge with the ,:.E It'.! _('i ._i II
be performed. Drying is completed after about 10 r.,,n, and lhc, c:,nau'_l .ji_ ;-,
l
between 85 ° and 90°F as a minimum. The system wi I1 be cl:::_ed _ut with 2. to 5
psig within the system. This will leave the potable waler tank e_.pulsic':
devices extended, assuring good se-vice llfe. The system should be clo_ud ,-ut
"a at this point, and all outlets should be capped with protective clo_ures.
5.5.1.2 Preventative Maintenance
Prior to ground checkout, all filters, the deionizlng colu:'_n, a_-d _ilver
.. I ion columns should be replaced and the subsystem decontaminated if needed. N<_
GSE is required or special equipment needed to accomplish the_e iqaintenance
ii
tasks.
i
5.5.1.3 Expendable Servicing
The subsystem will be serviced with potable ,._ater a{ter 9round chuck ,,._her_ ,
the vehicle is committed to flight. The potable ,._ater _ervice cart will be
I
used to fill the subsystem with potable water at the required quallt? It_.vul. ,-
5.5.1.4 Maintenance Skill Level :'_
ii Postflight servicing will require two men, one of skill l,..w,l 3 a,,d ,:,,_v
of skill le_,el 5, to perfor,_) all operations. Preventative r._,aintc_a,-c_, ar,d
expendable servicing can be performed by either one or two _,c,n'. t ir.le* _l_,_._r,
for preventative maintenance and servicing are for a _kill-iev,.'l-5, ,.ir, ll,.-
rvtn operation. '" -
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Concurrently_ the buyoff of the water cool in9 loop flash evapn,'ator c,ccu,'st
durin 9 checkout of this subsystem. Potable water ig t _e expendable evam.rar,t
for boiler operation. At the completion of checkout operations ti_. suL._-,yster,
will be left slightly pressurized to minimize entry of atmosphere.i
5.5.3 Unscheduled Maintenance
The total onboard corrective maintenance time for this subsystem is
D
, estimated at 0.4 man-hours per 103 operating hr. Table 5-12 gives a breakdown
of the unscheduled maintenance requirements. It is assumed that decontamination
!_. of the water manaqement_ subsystem will not be necessary after replacement ofI
: single components. Special precautions will have to be taken to prevent
,*: bacterial contamination. In the case of the water contro] assemb]y described
earlier, the large number of interface connections will probably result inl
system contamination. The data of Table 5-12 include the requ;rement for a
: 4-hr decontamination task when the panel is replaced. If bacterial cultures
are necessary, an additional 18 hr will be necessary to ascertain the
"" D
effectiveness of the decontamination procedure and syste:, buyoff.
: 5.6 FREON-21 HEAT REJECTION SUBSYSTEM
IP 5.6.1 Scheduled Maintenance
The scheduled maintenance recommendations for the Freon-21 cooling loop #-_
p
are discussed below. The Freon-21 loop, };ke the water cool,n9 loop, is a
I closed circuit and is passive except for the Fr,,on circulation pumps, it :
requires a very minimum amount of scheduled maintenance activity. The NH 3
cooling subsystem will require purging of all the NH 3 prior to securing the
loop for the next scheduled operation. This establishes tI_e requirunents for
personnel and vehicle safety equipment.
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The Freon-21 loops will not be opened unless corrective maintenance is
necessary. Leakage check will be done as part of the flight readiness chuck,_ut
ope rat ions.
Table 5-13 presents the recommended scheduled maintenance operations for
each LRU; times to complete the operations also are shc_.Jn.
5.6.1.1 Postfli_lht Servlcln_]
Postflight servicing of the Freon loop is quite simple. The only mainte-
nance task consists of power shutoff and verification that the pump controls
and the GSE bypass valve controls are off.
_ The NH 3 boiler subsystem requires dumping of residual NH 3 followed by a
i_ i' GN2 purge of the system to clear the subsystem of NH 3 vapor. The dump and
i" purging operation utilizes existing ground checkout GSE. During this opera-
tion, maintenance personnel will be required to wear protective clothing and
breathing masks.
5.6.1.2 Preventative Maintenance
No scheduled maintenance is planned for either the Freon cooling loop or
NH 3 boi:er loops.
5.6.1.3 Exj_endable Servicing
C The only requirement for expendable servicing is loading, NH 3, Because i
of the toxici:y and safety problem with NH3, it is recommended that it be t
,I' !
_. loaded at the same time as propellant loading. The system is basically closed
, cycle after' servicing except for either relief valve or burst disc venting,
t I
which is a secondary failure. Unsafe dlscharge of NH3 can be handled by the
GSE NH3 disposal cart. Condltioning of the NH3 for loading is handled by
another GSE cart. This cart assures that NH3 is loaded at the proper press_ "eI
and temperature so that in normal operation relief venting should not occur.
_ A,RCSEARCN 73 9097
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TABLE5-13
SCHEDULEDHAINTENANCESUMHARY
FREON-21HEAT REJECTIONSUBSYSTEM
TQrn-Around
Post-FI Ight _aintenance Pre-fl iqht
"" LRU Req'd Description Servicing )reventati ve Servicing Halntenance Operations _
7-A 2 Fuel cell Hx assembly " " "
7-B 2 Hydraul ic Hx assembly - °
7-C 1 Payload Hx assembly °
7°0 1 GSEHx assembly °
7-E-I 1 Primary Freon pump 7.1 (2 rain) 7•2 7.1 Verlfy that pumppower is off and
package put_p controls are off.
7.2 Servicing will be accomplished as
part of ground checkout (if
" requ| red)
_-[-2 1 Secondary Freon pump 7.3 (0) - 7. b, 7.3 Repeat 7.1.
package
7.b, Repeat 7•2.
w
° °
7-F 2 Te_p sensor "
: 7-G 2 GSEHx bypass valve -
_'d valve 7.5 (2 mln) 7.5 Verify power Is off controller and_ 7-H 2 GSEHx bypass control s itch is off.
i_o controller °
!._. _. , , 7-1 1 changerFre°n'water Inter- "
'" ..!i 7-J q GSEconnector " "
- • 7-K _ F111 connector "
"" 7-L 2 ! NH tank assembly 7•6 (30 mln) 7.7 (30 rain) 7.6 Attach NH3 disposal cart and drain
.. residual NH3 Out of tanks and
: purge NH3 tanks both with N2 and
i install GSE outflow vent adapter
on vent tube•
7.7 Use GSE service cart and NH3 dis-
posal untt to fill NH3 tanks at :3
(_ 128 pslg at 70°F.
7-H 2 NH3 pressure regulator " "
i 7-N 2 J NH3 boiler package 7.8 7.8 tlz pur9e. Performed with 7.6. P
7-0 I J Radiator in temp ; °
/ sensor (primary) I;
_" _ 7-P 1 " Interchanger n temp - "
_' sensor (prlmalry) !
" 7-Q 1 Interchanger In tem4> - " " !
i l sensor (secondary) _q
"'_;{ 7-R 1 Radiator In temp ° :"
:. i sensor (secondary)
._ 7-U 1 GS[ Hx out temp sensor - , i
I
• ::._.. tl_ (primary loop)
7°V 1 GSEHx OUt temb sensor -
(secondary loop)
°
7-W 1 NH] delivery press °
.,, transducer
7"X 1 NH3 boiler out temp "
(primary)
_ t 7-Y I NH3 boiler out tenp -
• _ (secondary)
;_ 7"Z 6 Freon manual shutoff *
, valve
7-AA f_ , Vapor cvcle connector * "' ' ....
.,._sE..c....uf.c_uR,_Gc0.p*.. Page 5- 37
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Handling of NH3 will use similar equipment or the same equipment that is u_e,]l
for hydrazine so that this equipmeflt should be readily available to _ervlc_,
the ETC/LSS.
To perform postflight servicing will require 64 rain (0.5 hr). Thirtyt
minutes of this time is required to hook up the GSE. Since the major mainte-
nance operation is deservicing NH3, safety and handling problems will require
a minimum of two men. Servicing of the NH3 will require 60 min total whichB
includes 30 min for GSE hookup.
5.6.2 Flight Readiness Ground Checkout
Thermal performance verification will not be performed as part of thet
ground checkout operations. Checkout of the Freon loops proper will be
limited to (1) visual inspection for leak detection and (2) exercising the
i dynamic components (pumps and control valves) to verify function and per-
formance. The ammonia storage and delivery equipment will be checked out
using nitrogen. The same test set as for the atmospheric control subsystem
9
can be used here. Table 5-14 summarizes the checkout procedure.B
It is recommended that a dye be incorporated in the Freon-2] for ease
of leakage detection. In addition, the use of a Freon sniffer is recommended. _
Checkout of the GSE heat exchanger bypass system wi]l require a test setI
for interfacing with the controller BITE. The valve should be checked for
leakage and function integrity when the GSE heat exchanger is in use. All 4.
instrumentation will be verified during the functional check of the }cop. ,-;-"I
Table 5-15 shows the relationship of checkout operations described in
Table 5-14 relative to maintenance sequence and time logic. The data include
the setup time for GSE hookup through completion of the checkout operations.
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iTABLE 5-15
TIHELINE CHECKOUT$bHHhRY
It FREON HEAT REJECTION SUBSYSTEt_
Checkout Cumulative Checkout Cumulative
Operation Time, min Time, mln Operation TTme, _tn Time_ mln
Front section visual leakeg_ 40 40 Top off acc.mulators as required (_o tlme)__
check
BJv off loops 20 125
D Hid section visual leakage IS 55
check Leakage check NH3 tank (5) (130)
Rear section visual leakage 15 70 (primary) 5 130
check Leakage ".hack NH3 tank (5) (I_5)
Install bypass valve test set (IS) (secondary) 5 135
Check out GSE (15) (30) Regulator checkout (5) (140)
5 140
l Perform FCL static checkout
leakage Regulator lock-up (5) (1_5)
5 145
Check out primary pump 15 85
package Install boiler controller (5) (150)
test set 5 150
Checkout secondary pump 15 105
package Checkout out controller (5) (155)
GSE 5 155
:_ Check out loop transducers (20) (50)
Check NH_ boiler control and (10) (165)
Check out bypass valves (2_) (7_) valve(primary)_ lO 165
Hook up N2 test cart to NH] (20) (_) Check NH3 boiler control and (10) (175)
system valve (secondary) 10 175
Install boiler exhaust (10) (105) Check out transducer tempera- (IO) _185)
_ closures " ture and pressure
,.;' Hook UO test port (10) (115) System buy oFf 20 19_
: Checkout GtE (10) (125) (20_ (195)
=
' ( ) Parenthesis indicates second man actlvlt:.
_ Would re_ulre 20 minutes per loop, iacluding GSEhook-up.
/f
D I
li
,I Ihe following cons ideraLions wt, re -equired t_ perform this analy,,i,,.
'I EnLiy _nto I:he subsystem is not roqulrad and the system is se,.t-, d and l,_pp,,,t
off after the last checl.out operation _nly if required as a result ,._t pu_,p
package check.
If the system were to become contamlnated or heavy co,,_._li,,e _,,aint¢-
nance is required, the component connectur designs will p,.rmlt i_olatlon of
the failed part for replacement. Replacement parts will b_ prechar_led so that
. . contamination will be minimal. Reservlcing will require pump down of the
, subsystem to a 200 Hg vacuum (fnr drying) prior to charging. It is estimated
=_ _ _ thal this task will take approxinately _ hr for vacuum purges and 30 rain for
i reservice. Total time is 330 rain. Contamination of ttle Freon loop is not
considered in the timeline analysis.
The total task time presented is for checkout of the Freon 21 loops,C
and the :lh3 evaporant subsystem requires 195 rain. Initial tasks are devoted
to Freon loop checkout; after 75-m_n elapsed time, the second mar: completes
_ the Freon loop works and initiates checkout of the NH3 loops with GN2. After
, 125 minu_.es elapsed time, the first man also is involved widl NH3 subsystem
:.. checkout.
• C Two skill level 2 mechanics w, I I be required to perform the checkout.
Both _,en should be complete!y versed in refriqeration and handling of s,-ch r,_
- refrigerants as Freons and ammonia l_H3.
-J_i. I_ To check out the Freon 21, the service and ground checkout cart is needed.
In addition, a vacuum service unit. with Freon sniffers are needed if leaka[le
and reservlclng is required.
_ AIRES[ARCH MANUFACTURING COMPANY_0,,.,,.. ....., 73-9097
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5.6.3 Urlscheduled ffalnten,_nce
A summary of the Freon 21 coolant loop onhoar,l ,:,,fr,,, t i.,,, _il_l,_,,,l_,,
requirements is presented i_i Table 5-16. Only r,..r,,,vL, ,._,I J,,l,i,,,,, ,J, i,,J_, ,JJ,.
considered. The tlme shov, n includes GSE installati_,, ,.._,I di,,,,,t,J,,t ll,,_s,,,,.r.
it is assumed that the GS[ wl]l be available in or ,_.,_r LI,_' x,_'l,i,.l,'.
None of the corrective actions shown include servici_,,; ,,I tl,. rr(.,,n l,,(,p.
As me,tioned previously, it is assumed that the compoi_ui,t._ ,,ill IjL. ii_stall_,d
in a charged condition and that provisions will be iJ_corporated in Lhe d_:_i"li',
of the interfaces for rapid purging of any air entrapped _._h:]e i,,.kir,_l tlle
corrections.
If servicing of the Freon 21 and into, _acing liquid It,u_, is necessary
after replacement of the heat exchangers, a total of 2C00 _;aint,.ndnLu l_Jrs
will be added to the 646 shown in Table 5-16.
The transducers on the Freon pump packages are replaceable a_ single
items. To m;nimize the hardware requirements, it is recommend_.d that the
entire pump _ackage be removed (including accumulator) _hould a,,yol tlle
other package components fail.
Removal of the ar_onia tank assembly will only be done if the tank is "._ !
defective. It is recommended that after a leak hu_ b_.en detected for !.he
tank assembly, a sequential leak _heck of the ta.k_ and valve p-Jckages be "'
conducted to isolate the leak. This wi II reduce _,ve,'all mai_Lunance tiI,,]e.
The total MMH/OH estimated for the Freon 21 subsy_teI', i_ _._ti_ated at ,,I,
0.65 man-hour/t03 operating hr.
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5.7 SUMMARY OF MAINTENANCE REQUIREMENTS
A summary of the onboard maintenance requir(.ments Ic,r LI,v i*:LII',,,b',y'.l('_'",
considered is presented in Table 5-17. The time to se, vice, ,I,,,_L,.,ul,,_rhl
perform corrective maintenance is estimated at 50.7 ma1_-huu,,,b,-,ed oll a /-day
I
mission. With a two-man maintenance crew, total elapsed time i_ 25.4 hr. The
largest portion of the maintenance time is expended in the atmosphere control
subsystem. Checkout of this subsystem alone accounts for nx)re tl,an 25 percent
.... of the total maintenance time. The instrumentation and G_E necessary to
support the maintenance activities are discussed in Sections 7 and 8.
ImL
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6. TEST REO,U I.REMENTS
6.1 TEST PHILOSOPHY
The overall test program is divided into two major tasks: (I) development
and (2) certification. The initial task is characterized by the use of pri-$
marily R&E hardware. Certification, which includes qualification, is con-
ducted with production hardware subject to all program traceability and quality
assurance requirements.
6
Figure 6-I graphically describes the overall test approach. The initial
phase invo|ves analyses to establish the suitability of existing designs.
These analyses cover material c. .tibility, functiona] and performance ade-
e
quacy, and structural environmental capabilities in view of the specification
requirements. The results of component selection studies were used to estab-
$
fish the certification requirements reflected for the as-is and modified|
components.
Most components w111 be subjected to breadboard development testing. , I
_ I_ The scope of this testln9 will depend upon the hardware category (existing,
modified, new), the complexity of the component, and the system function.
J,'"Therefore, the tests will vary from a simple demonstration of functional/
i
j) performance suitability to more extensive evaluatlons, such as EMI suppress ion I
approaches and limited structural/life tests.
The remainder of the development program will be more formal and will be
conducted using prototype configuration hardware fabricated from controlled
development drawings. This more rigorous phase deals with designs using new "'_'-"-"
't "+
I
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concepts and designs for which life, extended performance, or structural
integrity must be demonstrated. This phase is identified as prime developnbent.
Certification is subdivided into three sequential p_;,_es: Phase I,
component-orlented tests; Phase II, package-oriented tests; and Phase III,
special tests. Two types of testing will be performed: (I) design/performanc.e
evaluation and (2) qualification. The design/performance evaluations (compo-
nent and package) are baslcally performance tests that provide the means of
evaluating acceptance and qualification test procedures and criteria.
The qualification test program is concerned with demonstrating the
capability of the equipment to withstand the structural, environmental, and
reliability requirements of the reusable ETC/LSS. Qualification of the ETC/LSS
equipment will be accomplished by testing or assessment (analysis or similar-
ity), or by a combination of the two. The method used to qualify a particular
package or component will be determined based upon its hardware category
(as-is, modified, or new), complexity, and function.
qualification testing will be accomplished almost entirely on the final
£
LRU (shipping configuration) level, which is justified because package testing
:: is more representative of the conditions to which the hardware will be sub-
P
jected during the mission. Where component level environmental or dynamic
tests are considered necessary for particular components, they will be accom- E_.
F;
plished during the prototype development phase.
Certain qualification tests such as burst, bonding, and explosive i " 'O
atmosphere are strictly component tests and will be conducted on that level.
Others that are component oriented (such as EMI and fatigue cycling) may be
conducted on the component level.
_ AIRES[ARCFIMANUFACTURINGCOMPANY_..._,..,... 73-9097
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Maintainability demonstration will be performed during final certification
i. (Phase II I). Servicing, preventative maintenance, and LRU/SRU rep]acement to
demonstrate accessibility will be included.
! 6.2 DEVELOPMENTREQUIREMENTS
6.2.1 Breadboard TestinRf
In general, these tests will be conducted to provide design data, verify
particular aspects of a design, and gain confidence that the hardware will
successfully meet the requirements of the more stringent prototype development
and qual tfication test programs.
% ,, Breadboard testing of as-is components will be limited to checkout tests
to verify the suitability of a particular component qualified under a previous
.. program but designed for a d[fferent function or to different performance
!,i
:.. requirements, Existing components that will be subjected to selected bread-
_. board tests are (I) check valves, (2) relief valves, (3) manual valves, (4)
;i" 02 tank, and (5) 02 mask. These as-is components will be subjected to design
_: suitability tests as applicable, including the following:
_, (a) Proof
!,,
,_;'', (b) Leakage
(c) Flow vs _P
K Ig (d) Functional
..... (e) Per formance
i In general, breadboard testing of the modified components will be similar
to those of as-is items. However, this program will be somewhat more extensive
and will include tests such as life testing and more involved performance
checkout. Table 6-1 identifies the scope of the breadboard test program for
this category of equipment.
_ A,RESEA.C. 73-909 7
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TABLE 6-1
" COMPONENT BREADBOARD TESTS FOR
EXISTING MODIFIED COMPONENTS
'. Component Type Test (As Applicable)
Electrical valves and (a) Proof and leakage
quick disconnects (b) Flow vs AP
(c) Operat ing torque/force
(d) EMI, power consumption, IR
.C (el Operating time
': (f) Operational stability
_ (g) Mechanical compatibility
;' (h) Cycle life
C
Orifices, regulators, and (a) Proof and leakage
,_' relief valves
!, (b) Calibration
i. (c) Flow stability
;._- (d) Cyclic life
i
Sensors (control), (a) EMI, IR, dielectric, power consumption
i controller, and (b) Performance
_' temperature selector
i; (c) Calibration},
::.£',
_ Temperature and pressure (a) Proof and leakage
._' sensors
!i (b) Cal ibration
(c) EMI
_" (d) Fluid compat ibility
,
_ A,_ES_A_C. 73-909 7
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New components will be subjected to a more comprehensive breadboard test
program, as defined in general terms in Table 6-2 where the type of tests pro-
posed are defined for each type of component. These tests are concerned with
demonstration of performance, EHI suppression, and structural soundness in
selected cases.
Performance maps will be generated for fans, pumps, and heat exchangers.
These data will be generated in support of the system analysis effort.
All EHI suppression approaches will be developed as part of the breadboard
test program. All controls will be checked out with interfacing hardware such
as sensors and controlled unit.
- 6.2.2 Prime Development_estin9
I; The prototype test phase covers those components and packages that use
- . new design concepts and/or for which operational cycle llfe, extended mission
i;
performance, or structural integrity must be demonstrated to confidently enter
qualification. The parts will be of production configuration, and subject to
all program traceability and quality control requirements.
; The primary objective of this phase will be to evaluate lhe effects of ,.:
J
J selected critical environments, critical parametric overstress, and operational
;' endurance. Table 6-3 lists those items considered in this category. :
" Package or functional group testing is recommendedfor selected assemblies
_, to verify performance and identify any interaction problems (especially those
¢i
associated with control functions). Four packages have been identified that_4
!
will be subjected to this level of testing:
Ammonia evaporation control system
Expendable evaporant heat sink
e Atmosphere revitalization
Gas control assembly
k
_.,_(SEA.C. 73-9097
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TABLE 6-2
COHPONENTBREADBOARDTESTS NEWCOMPONENTS
i¢_++_*,v I pu'p', Id) P, el,-,l_a,_ pe,'tur,-_Pce ,-_ps (speed. power r_ (a_ Ch_k flJt_l i_l _,fftP:l,vePt.,, _,tP ,,r,t,_,lh.,:
_bl Ma_jnut,,. couplmn+ '.trun,tth+ breakdowm (b) Life te'=t w;th r_,-;n,_l (+,nl,l i,;.+ ,,, h,._,l
tOrqUe ipu_p>) ic) Adequacy .t pIu+,',u_ _'l_,t _n_t _t,_ ._h,. ,.
_cl Appl ;ca!) le £Ml _pplicanle
_,1) _.,culutor _alib,-a_i(,n a, applicable Ipu_ps) I (d) Selected u_v,,_entol, i_,lu,_r_ '. :)"J'.,'-
| (el Proofan_academe I I _n2__n_, .._'_II_;,,n__,',,-o._' _,_, ..........
If" Bearln 9 life t_,_ndu_ted i_ prototype dev / OumF nozzle | to) Power consumptionpha_e) .............. o_se_bly tb_ Vacuur,lfreezin_
_al. '_le,".:i_l,, Follow._,? a_ appl,_able: i (c) Operatlonal c_cle Iflow/ro flowl
4
+_,l,cI qol,c. ' I ........ =
.',,, _u_c_ _al Proof aoJ leoka_e Controllers (a) Oefln;tio_ o* indivieuai -,o_ulu chu_-a_u '.:;,
:._coo_cct, ,,_t Flo_ vs 'P characteristics _th operating
tlu,d (ainu _:th homologOuS fluid for (b) Applicable EHi te_tS
a-;=*onla co¢-ponents _ [¢) Performance at nominal. _x,_,u_0 and -;_i
it) Opere¢ing torque/force temperature
itd_ Electrical - EMI and power consumption (d) Subsystem tests with associa(ed input co-,,ard
unlt and output drive unit
[el Flow/operatlonal stability
_t_ Material co_.patibillty Sensors, re) Calibratlon
t_erature
It 9) Operetlonal cycle (b) Applicable EMI
(C) Input co_c'_nd for _ubsySten check with
Re _ulo_r_ (el Pi-oof and leakage I controller and valve .......
_bl Cal;oration ,Transducer (el Indlv_dual circuit evaluations
II t_l Flow/operational stability Ipower supply (b) _:lntegrated circuit parlor-ante at nor_in_l,
(.!) Material cor_patibilit'i (Item 7._0) minimum, and maximum temperature
le) Opera_,onal c_clo (C) _'_ThefF.al cycle
S:oral_ +a.L_ _a) Proof and leoka_le (d) _pplicable EMI
_b_ _ ibrat:oP-_ine ,.1o_ _esonent dwells (el Subsystem interface callout
_ Pressure %tie Flow _ensor (a) Performance at nominal _Ini_u_ and_x:-u".
,j} De_ ;gn burst temperature
................ Ib) Thorpe| cycle
+*cut ex_h_-,le+_, Follc.'wir+_ as Upp|iCObIu: (C) EMI
.o_,:_nse_. o_d (a_ Peoot an_ leakaue
e.oporator. (d) V;brat ion
Ibl p_el_,ino,'_ pe_tur_nc_ r_p_ - hoot (el _orst*axls shock
relo_t io_, pl-eS_gre drop_ ......
+_ Pressu_'e/therrai c_¢le Ga_es (O) Proof and leakage
.._ Id_ Sel_ e_v,run'-,a_tal, including _ibration* (b) Calibration
_iPO _cans and _'et.onant_11 _rst axis;
_ho_k. s_rst _P_;s; end ter_perature humidity (c) Operational cycle
_1_ tO/ Attitude _arlation Ille_ 2.6 condenser onJy_ (d) Design burst
I_) D_ign bu,'st Burst discs (e) Proof and leakage
% jlg_ Heatup° recover), and temperature control (b) Actuol burst. ';
L (lie. _.7)
I ..................... T_-'-food ....... (el Leakage I
CO_ ab_or_r l(a_ P,oof and l¢.akage ) _:@ '
"'" = I vernatherm (b) Response/stability .
I(b) Flow vs .'P cl_arocterlstics (c) Calibration
J(c'_ COZ rot'oval o+fectlveness VS flow rote, Id) Vibration-sine scan% resonanl dwells '
relative humidity, CO 2 concentration, and le) Operational _ycle
temperature t_ll[,
tdl Oustin_ tests * storage and system _f) Thermal cycle
Installation ,;lver ion (a) Material _eiectlon/co_patibillty
(e_ Selected env.ron_ntal, including vibration* lenerator+
sine scanS..dwells; and _orst-axis shock ,llver ion (b) Po_forn_nce _ep covering total range of
detector, end op_retIon :_
J h, separator (a) Proof and leakage _otable water (c) Degradation vS time at nominal conditions _'
= _ Hz re.wet performance VS H2 concentration, deloo*izer (d) Subs_sterl test combining qenerator, _ '
"_ j temperature detector t and delon;zor
I (c) Selected environmental, Including vtbratlon-
I sine scans, dew llsi and worst-axis shuck
I (d) Design burst
L ... .
• Boturo a_d after + packaging
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TABLE 6-3
PRIME DEVELOPMENT PACKAGES
LRU No. Description
, , ,. ..
I-D Two-gas contro] assembly
41.
I-M 02 storage tank assembly
I-AA PO2 sensor
2-A (Ref) Fan
Condenser
2-G Transducer power supply
3-A Expendable evaporant heat sink
3-1-2 (Ref) Water pump
:"! 4-E Silver ion generator
I_ 4-G Potable water deionizer
4-H Hydrogen separator
4-N Si ]vet ion detector ,
i_, 7-E-2 (Ref) Freon pump
7-L Ammonia tank assembly _,.
to
7-r_ Ammonia boiler package _,_
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Where possible, test_ will be conducled in the development pha:ie _,l lhe
program to demonstrate the validity of the mainlenance approaches incurpu,.,l_d
in the design of the equipment packages and lu verily r_,inpliance to lhe Fequi,'_-
ments of the NR specification. These tests will be designed Io:
, (a) Verify the mechanical design of the e.quipi',unt
(b) Verify accessibility
(c) Determine adequacy of tools
(d) Determine the skill levels required for LRU ren;ova]
(e) Verify the time estimated for specific maintenance tasks
• (f) Verify servicing procedures for equipw, ent requiring periodic
i replacement, recharging, flushing, or decontamination
!_' _ 6.3 CERTIFICATION REQUIREMENTS
,_ _ The certification program is divided into three sequential phases ba_ed
', Ib
.' primarily upon the assembly level of the hardware. Briefly, these ere:
Phase I: Component or Component-Oriented Tests--These include
component acceptance and qualification tests, such as Et'll and
explosive atmosphere, which are more conveniently conducted
on a component basis before package assembly.
P.h.a..seII: .Pacl_a_e Tests--These include package acceptance and
all qualification environmental, dynamic, cycle fatigue, and
operational tests.
Phase III: Packa_e_./Component Disassembly and Inspection, and
_" Cemponent Burst--Maintainabillty demonstrations also will be
=._'.
:i included in this phase.
i-- --_'-- "" • The certification the
program comprises following test categories;
(a) Des ign/performance evaluat ion
• (b) Qualification
(c) Maintainability demonstration
F_ AmESSA.C..ANUF*CTU.,NGCO.PJ..,0,,.,,.c....., 73-9097
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E,.3.1 Pha:_e I Cerlificali,Jn
The de.hign/perforn,,.ince uvalual ion{. inwJlve bfJlh (u1,pf.,nur_l L,n,t p,i, I,I,.,
legating. The Phase I cerlif'ic.L1l, ion _cupe c_:_mpri.:_u_,:
(a) /_}t co:nponent5 r;i}l b_, subjeclud lu ,-J(-.c,'l,L4n_-_' t,:_, ;i,q. ft,".,'
tests are iduntiCal to th_¢, whi_;h will h,_, ,.mad 1,Jr th,. i_r,,,I,J,-
tion hardware.
(b) Perfor,,,ar_-e r,ap_ will be generated on _elected compone,,t,, dnd
only on one unit uf thaL oesign. These tests may be Collductt.d
at the packaqe or cor,ponent level, whichew:_r ib the more prac-
tical . PerFormance maps wi ] I be generated for a] I fans , pump_ ,
.5. ,Y
and heat exchangers.
(c) EMI testing of all elecLrical components will be conducted,
including fans, pumps, electrical valw_s, transducers, controllers,
and heaters.
(d) All electrical components also will be subjected [o explosive
atmosphere testing.
The }ast two tests will be an integral part or the qualification program.
6.3.2 Phase II Certification
Phase II certification will be conducted at the package level as mentioned
previously. All LRU's will be subjected to the following -_ories of tetts as .-
applicable. The scope of the Phase II testing comprises:
(a) Acceptance Testin.9--All LRU's including more thdn one component.
(b) _Operal lanai Modes--These tests cover the entire range of _tc_ddy-
state conditions anticipated for the LRU. LRU's subjucled _o
this type of testing include (1) the cabin atmosphere revitalizdtion
LRU's, (2) all fans and pumps packages, (3) all toni, packages, .....
,:,,_,,,._,.,,.., 73-9097
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environment. If required, fault simulation for corrective maintenance tasks
will be performed by introduction of faulty parts, deliberate misalignment,
etc. into the system.
6.4 SPECIAL TEST EQUIPMENT
The special test equipment (government-owned STE) necessary to accomplish
the test program is generally available from previous programs. Although most
STE can be used in its present condition, a few items will require minor modi-
fications to handle the higher performance requirements of the shuttle. Also,
some existing STE will have to be relocated into cleanroom facilities.
Additional STE will have to be designed, procured, fabricated, and
assembled to meet particular test requirements of the shuttle ETC/LSS equipment.
These new STE items are listed below.
• Freon-21 test stands (heat exchangers)
• CO2 absorber test loop
• Water separator test loop
• Evaporator test stand
• Silver ion ge.nerator and detector test stand
• Various vibration, acceleration, and shock test fixtures
• Miscellaneous torque adaptors and other minor equipment i..
• Narrow band random vibration controller _
{S:
4
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SECTION 7
",' INSTRUMENTATION REQUIREMENTS
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7. ETC/LSS INSTRUMENTATION
!
7.I INSTRUMENTATION REO_UIREMENTS
The ETC/LSS requirements for instrumentation are established by the
following functional and operational subsystem requirements:
I_ (a) Control of the various subsystem elements
. (b) Redundancy management to provide system health parameters for the
7;
management of redundant loops or equipment in flight
ii-_ (c) Checkout of the subsystem wlth expedient FD/FI to the LRU level for
ground checkout and preventative maint_nance
}
_ These requirements establish the b_sic criteria upon which the minimum instru-
i mentation list was developed. An implied requirement is that sufficient infor-
,.! mation redundancy must exist in the basic design to preclude problems that would
,c '.
':i compromise crew or vehicle safety in the event of instrumentation fai lure ,
!:¢
,,: 7.2 INSTRUMENTATION SELECTION CRITERIA
: In addition to the above, the following selection criteria were used to •
I
:_ identify instrumentation for the ETC/LSS
'_, (a) Selection of instrumentation for ETC/LSS functions only
(b) Simplicity of redundancy management action
(c) Instrumentation or information redundancy
-_- II Instrumentation selection is based on man-in-the-loop philosophy in that the
crew can perform redundancy management of the ET(:/LSS using information pro-
vided by the _ystem instrumentation. These topics are discussed in the Follow-
_ in9 paragraphs,
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7.2.1 Instrumentation for ETC/LSS Functions Only
A major selection criterion for the instrumentation was to provide an
instrument which would be sufficient and coul,l completely provide for the safe
operation of the ETC/LSS in normal and degraded operation. In selecting ETC/LSS
instrumentation, the requirements for monitoring interfacing space shuttle sub-
systems or mission and vehicle level parameters were not considered. The
resulting instrumentation list (discussed in para. 7.3) represents the minimum
J required for the ETC/LSS only.
' 7.2.2 Redundanc Y Management
_ Information interpreta*ion simpIiclty was the dominant factor in selecting
_ instrumentation redundancy management (i.e.. to provide sufficient instrumenta-
' /!
:_ tion onboard so that corrective action for equipment failure could always be
_ simple, such as a switching function to activate a redundant element and isolate
ill:| a failed element). Too little instrumentation results in more complexity, time
consuming deductive logic, and ambiguous indication in determining corrective
action. ""
Another factor of major importance is the level of instrumentation or !
information redundancy available. Prime consideration was given to the quality l-
(resolution) and quantity (redundancy) of the available instrumentation backup. _P
I 7.2.3 Instr.umentat ion Redundancy i
Instrumentation redundancy permits continued safe operation of the ETC/LSS i
and allows simple redundancy management logic to be maintained after first fault i
-i indication resulting from Instrumentation failure.
The level of redundancy is established considering the criticality of a
single loss. In some cases redundancy is in the form of a second instrument; ----....
in other cases backup instrumentation is used to provide similar information
% tl. Page 7-2
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$to the crew. Generally, backup instrumentation will require interpretation
• and is recommended only if parameter interpretation is simple.
Certain assumptions used in th9 analysis of instrumentation redundancy
are summarized as follows. First, it was assumed that instrumentation failure
generally will result in a warning of equipment malfunction from the computer
automatic readout. Such a warning will initiate a redundancy management action
by the crew. Completion of the redundancy management action will identify
: either (1) a functional component failure if the parameter indicating the
failure returns to normal, or (2) an instrument failure; if it is in the
_! sensor, the parameter remains unchanged after switchover to a redundant func-
_,_- tional LRU.
I Second, it was postulated that the instrument has not failed and that an
out-of-range transducer signal corresponds to failure of the functional compo-
_!_ nent. As a result, redundancy management action will have to be taken in such
i! situations. In actuality (except for control instruments) failure of an instru-
ment does not degrade the capabillty of the component or LRU monitored by thls
ii
f_c instrument. Generally, failure of an instrument will be identified as such,
I_ and normal operation could be continued.
;I Finally, control instrumentation failure results in loss of that particular ,
i!_C subsystem function so that the preceedlng R/M action would restore the function
_ by use of a redundant element, but the subsystem function is lost. In some
.: cases a manual bypass mode of operation is provided to restore the control func-
c:i il
_ i tion by using man-ln-the-loop to provide _':'
the function.
7.3 MINIMUM INSTRUMENTATION LIST
Minimum instrumentation required for the ETC/LSS is listed in Table 7-I=
which is presented at the end of this section. The instruments are classified
in terms of function; these are subsystem control, management of redundancy,
and ground checkout and maintenance.
73-9097 b
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To be completely inclusive, Table 7-1 also defines test port provisions
i _- for instrumentation, special instrumentation, and position switches that pro-
ii vide information for operation and control of the subsystem.
_ A brief description of the data presented under each column heading of
' " Table 7-I follows:
(a) Item Number Identification--For each ETC/LSS instrument.
i (b) Quantity--For each subsystem.
;' (c) Parameter Range--Measurement range for a particular instrument.
i (d) Functional ApRil cation--Primary and other uses such as control, etc.
i of a particular instrument. The symbol _ indicates the principal
! application and the symbol (X_)indicates an alternate or secondary
! use of the instrument.
• i
.. (el Information Redundancy--Level of information redundancy provided, or
available, for a particular instrumentation function.
(f) Remarks Column--Information pertinent to a particular transducer
' relative to its primary function, redundancy level, and operation
"- in the ETC/LSS.
:l
An analysis was conducted to determine the effect of instrumentation
failure, and the capability of the crew to interpret backup instruments (pri-
_ marily included for other purposes) was evaluated. The results of these
_ studies are summarized In Table 7-1.
'i
Examination of the data presented in the remarks column reveals that only
_,,,_ 1 in a few cases is Instrumentation redundancy necessary. In general, adequate
information is available to the crew from the backup instruments to permit
redundancy management even after instrumentation failure.
I
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tIn some cases, instrumentation failure will require some action by the
crew to determine if the instrument or the component/assembly monitored is
defective. In all cases, however, diagnosis is fairly direct and simple.
The symbol Y indicates the level of information redundancy for each specific
l
instrument function.
Each ETC/LSS subsystem presents some peculiar or unique requirements in
terms of instrumentation. The unique requirements or characteristics basic to
the development of the minimum instrumentation list are summarized below.
ii 7.3.1 Atmosphere Control Subsystem
_ Because of the numerous functions of the atmosphere control subsystem and
the large amount of redundancy incorporated, many transducers are necessary for
subsystem redundancy management and ground checkout. Due to the nature of the
subsystem, most of the transducer; o,= useo for pressure monitoring.
C
0nly two instruments in the ACS have been identified where redundancy is
I required: two sensors are recommended for cabin total pressure and two for 02
and N2 manifold pressure. These will provide easier fault detection by the
, crew than would otherwise be possible by Information derived from other sensors
_ providing indirect and complex fault detection capabilities.
_ 7.3.2 Atmosphere Revitalization Subsystem
_' The minimum instrumentation list shows that the instruments required for ff
_ redundancy management also w111 _ulflll the ground checkout requirements; no ._
additional sensors are required specifica11y for ground checkout. The water
coolant accumulator qb,)ntity will be monitored by use of Ap switches that
correspond in a limited extent to redundant pump inlet pressure transducers.
For ease of maintenance, all temperature transducers will be sut face type
I
unl ts.
im
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The only instruments added to the subsystem as a result of redundancy
) analyses are Ap transducers to monitor fan performance. The rationale for the
addition of these redundant transducers is as follows. If a fan AP transducer
fails, the information could be interpreted as either fan or transducer failure.
I Switching over to the redundant fan will identify whether the transducer or the
fan has failed. Assuming that the transducer is the faulty component, then no
means of detecting fan failure remains. Such a situation is highly undesirable.
# Monitoring of avionics cooling air temperature as a backup means will not pro-
vide flow information; upon fle-v interruption, the air temperature sensor will
:" remain at the same temperature. Temperature variations at the sensor will only
_- II be by radiation and conduction; thus, this parameter is inadequate. Similarly,
_.,_ monitoring cooling water temperature is undesirable because two (inlet and out-
::i" let) temperatures are necessary in each loop.
_' I Differential pressure transducers are used to monitor coolant pumps in
:I both loops. The coolant pump inlet pressure sensor will provide an indirect
,_i indication of pump operation for backup. This information, together with water
: l temperature at the interchanger outlet, can be used to monitor loop overall
per forma nce.
_'" The temperature transducers at the outlet of the loop heat sink (Inter-
,,4
,b
. 8 changer and two evaporators) are used for redundancy management. Furthermore,
., they constitute backup sensors. In normal operation, the upstream evaporator -
; should be the primary unlt, with the redundant evaporator downstream. i
__ II 7.3.3 WaterManagement Subsystem
Five instruments are identified In Table 7-I for redundancy management;
these instruments also are required for ground checkout. In addition, five test
t ports are provided for use during ground checkout operations. Sufficient
: _ AIR[SEARCHMANUFACTURINOCOMPANY 7:3-9097
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instrumentation backup is available from the N2 pressurant subsystem pressure
,;.: I transducers to provide the necessary FO-FS Information for control and safe
i.; operation of the subsystem.
!i'
7.3.4 Freon-21 Heat Rejection Subsystem
' I A review of Table 7-1 shows a total of 21 parameters are used in the
:. Freon-21 subsystem. Two are used for control, four solely for ground checkout,
I.
: and the remainder for redundancy management in flight; a number of these also
are used for ground checkout.
7.4 SUMMARY
_" The minimum instrumentation 1 isted In Table 7-1 is summarized below by
_ _ type and application
7.4.1 Transducer Type Summary
Table 7-2 presents a quantitative summary of the various types of trans-
{_ ducers used in the ETC/LSS. Ninety-five transducers are used. The predominant !
_i transducers are for pressure and temperature information. In addition, flve test
•; ports are used for ground checkout. The atmosphere control subsystem uses
ii most of the pressure measuring instrumentation, and the Freon and water cooling
_ loops use most of the temperature measuring equipment.
_( Differential pressure for transducers are used to monitor fans and pumps.
I Quantity transducers are used for accumulators and water tank content measure-
,_ ment. Special transducers are principally the cabin PO2 and PCO2 and the WMS
silver ion detector.
. 1) 7.4.2 Instrumentation AppI ication Summary
Table 7-3 presents a summary of the appl_catlon of the ninety-flve ETC/LS$
transducers. The predominant application for ETC/LS$ instrumentation Is for
redundancy management. $1xty-nine instruments are needed to provide FO-F$ or
|
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: v
equivalent FO-FS indication for redundancy management. Sixty-three instruments
•_, are needed for ground checkout; however, 47 of these are included primarily
.: for redundancy management or control, and as such only 16 are needed for check-
:' out only.
': TABLE 7-3
_"i ETC/LSS INSTRUHENTATI ON
"i:'i APPL I CATI ON SUHHARY
,,°. _i
:_ Application
RedundancySubsystem Control Hanagement Checkout
Atmosphere 3 25 11 + (23) _'
control
Atmosphere 6 23 1 + (13)
revi tal i zation
Water " 5 (2)
management ._
Freon-21 2 15 4 + (9) i._
'i
coo I i ng Ioop _i
., Total 11 69 16 + (47)
_
_i ( ) indicates alternate use of either a control or a
• " redundancy management transducer for checkout
Complete subsystem control is achieved with 10 instruments. All are used
i:i
to provide information or feedback Information to electronic control units for
,_. O automatic control functions within the ETC/LSS.
In summary, the tasks of redundancy management and maintainability (check-
out) poses the highest requiremencs for subsystem instrumentation. =T
P
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Since a man-in-the-loop philosophy was uti|ized, the instrumentation
D selection represents the minimum to perform the functions of control, redundancy
management, and checkout. A more automated approach would require more instru-
'_+, mentat ion.
+,..i 7.5 SENSORSELECTION
_:_ A common power supply and signal conditioning is recommended for all
I ETC/LSS sensors with the exception of special instruments such as the flow
1 sensors and the PC02 transducers. This approach offers many advantages,
including;
(a) Lower average power per transducer (40 rmvvs 400 n_v)
1_ (b) Lower weight
(c) Simpler sensors
(d) System compatibility with vehicle commonpower supply
• (e) Ease of providing power supply redundancy J
The sensors were selected after detailed examination of the problems encountered "_+
in Apollo. The major factors considered in the selection were reliability, :.+
il = maintainability, weight, and cost.
,1F"
:_: Surface-type temperature sensors are recommended for all ETC/LSS monitoring .,'
i functions primarily because of the significant advantages offered in terms of
-Ii'++_iD replacement. This type of sensor can be removed without affecting the integrity _+<
++
+?: of the liquid loops. In a few cases where the sensors are used for control,
Z!
P:+i thermistors are selected on the basis of availability and development status: _,
":,L-• Interfacing problems with existing controllers have been resolved. These
_- thermistors are well-type units to preserve the integrity of the liquid loops.
e=jf-Bmm
+p.
L
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iAll pressure sensors in the range of 0 to 2 psi and above are strain-gage
l type units. These transducers were selected because of the following features.
(a) Capable of high overpressure
(b) High accuracy
| (c) Low-temperature sensitivity
(d) Low sensitivity to shock and vibration
(e) Continuous resolution.
|
For lower pressure ranges (0 to 10 in. H20), a linear variable differential
transformer (LVDT) type unlt is recommended.
The flow sensor recommended is an improved version of the type used in
D
Apollo. This unit has been developed for industrial app|ications, and a flight
version is currently being designed and developed under NASA contract.
Special instrumentation such as the P02 and PC02 sensors have been quaii-
t
lied under previous space programs. Although this equipment is life limited,
its reliability has been demonstrated, and performance is adequate for space
shuttle applications.
The sllver ion detector used to monitor potable water silver content is
currently under development under NASA sponsorship. Feasibility has been
demonstrated and a prototype is currently in the design stage. I
,D
m
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• __ GSE REQUIREMENTS
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I8. GSE REQUIREMENTS
I
8.1 GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS
Previous discussions of ETC/LSS maintainability have identified the
requirements for ground support equipment. This report section summarizes these
P
._ requirements and also presents a functlonai description of all items of GSE
, recommended to support operation of the space shuttle ETC/LSS.
, i
_ Most of the GSE requirements are dictated by ETC/LSS routine-malntenance
I
operations such as ground checkout and postflight and preflight servicing.
" C
= In addition, GSE will be necessary to support corrective maintenance
; activities such as (l) handling and transportion fixtures for large and small
i
. LRU's and components, and (2) special tools necessary for checkout and cot-
=-.•
, .y,
_', rectlve maintenance. This type of GSE was not considered as part of the present
.J
study, although hoisting requirements are identified in Section 5. The packaging
studies conducted and reported in Section g indicate that very few special
_', tools will be required to perform corrective maintenance. ',
,._
Specific items of support equipment related to maintenance personnel safety
(such
as breathing apparatus, masks, and protective clothing for handling of !_
and to a lesser extent Freon-21) is recognized. This type of equipment '_NH3 ,
:l is not included in this discussion. Specific equipment and procedures exist _
1
within the Government inventory of equipment and handbooks procured under
previous programs.
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PE_.2 GSE REQUIREMENTS
Table 8-1 summarizes the major items of GSE identitied in SectiL, n 5. A
review of Table 8-I shows that 14 pieces of equipment are required t() imrl,',rm
ETC/LSS maintenance described in Section 5. Those item,_ of GSE identilied by
an asterisk indicate a second use for equipment already used by another _ub
.' s ubsys tern.
_" TABLE 8-1
/
i "" GSE REQUi REMENTS
i" Maiur 1 FunctionalETC/LS$ Malnt_.nance GSE Reco,,,mended
_. Subsys tam Requi rement and Comments:; Atmosphere (I) Maintenance and test (I) N 2 test set
(2) Maintenance and test (2) 02 test set
02 loops
a! (3) Maintenance and test (3) Vacuum test sel.
of component in hard
_!i v_cuum
. .. . _ , _
';" _, Atr_sphere (1) Maintenance and test (4) Cab;n temperat_r: contr ler
_;i revitalization cab in temperature test set
subsystem
,'Li (2) Postflight :;ondensor (-) Use water decontamin_.ti,
_':i servicing flushing and cart (9); and N 2 test
•,., drying set (I) f,_; _rying
._i (3) Water coolant servicing (5) Coolant service and checkout
and test carth,t
'_" '_ (4) Flash evaporator con- (6) Controller test set for F-21
trol_ valves malnten- bypass valves
.Y' ance and checkout (7) Evaporator leakage te_t ties-
• ! ure; use N 2 test set (I
Water "' '(I) Maintenance and test (-) U,.e N2 test set ,I); GN2 used
manage_nt for ground checkout and ground
.El (potable malntenanco
'_ I water) (2) Potable water servicing (8) Potable H20 service car ;
(3) Subsystem (9) Decontamination and flushing
decontdminat ion cart
.... (4) Subsystem drying and (-) Use N 2 test set (I)
" purge for storage
,............. =
Freun cooling (1) F-2I service, main- (IO)F-21 service and checko
½'_,. loup tenance, and test cart, also use vacuum _estset (3)
'_ (2) F-2| bypass valve (ll)F-21 portablu leakage detectur
maintenance and test
(3) NH 3 servicing (12)F-21 bypass controller test
set
(4) RH 3 maintenance and (I})NH) service cart
checkout (I4) NH 3 recovery and vapur dis-
posal unit
i! (-) N2 test set (l' _or c/c, main"
tenance, leakaqe, purge and
__ drying
(-) Water decontamination cart
" . . (9) for flush , . ,
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" _.3 FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION
.. A functional description of each item of qeneric GSE rL.cu,_,,'nd_'di'.
presonted in Table 8-2. The following information i'_ _-,u_uJ,-_ri,+,--_di,) the
table.
(a) Generic GSE description
(b) Purpo,.e of the GSE
+ (c) Qualitative summary or functional and perfor.,ance required
I
TABLE 8-2
,_-°
GSE FUNCTIONAL SUMMARY
'_ _. .... e , +,_,t e+, - ,I pc, , ,e _le., ,
l ' _ • ' de e, +¢_ e,. + p ,' I
#
_,_ ,,<t+ , ,! ,e_,e+ ,...+, ,e_ _ ,...,I, '_ '+..s'_..,' ,'e,_ +, '
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